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ABSTRACT

The thesis has studied some aspects of the Internal 
continuous evaluation system at the tertiary level* Towards 
this* the thesis has extensively drawn from the data-base 
as available through the educational operations at BITS* 
Pliant. To begin with the thesis has analysed the teachers 
perception of the objectives of education as also the objectives* 
techniques and nature of examinations In the above context. 
Then for 83 examinations* consisting of 7 quizzes* 52 tests 
and 24 coinprehensIves* using the AOV approach* the thesis has 
studied the reliability co-efficients and the same have then 
been further critically analysed vis-a-vis parameters such as 
number of questions In an examination* number of students* 
examination duration* type of examination* level of the course* 
category of the course* course discipline* etc. The thesis 
has also Investigated Intercorrelations for as many as 303 
evaluation component pairs* covering a spectrum of evaluation 
components extending beyond the traditional examinations of 
quizzes* tests and comprehensIves. Further* the thesis has 
also studied the theme of course reliability. Next* the thesis 
has investigated the predictive validity for the student 
performance in Higher Secondary as also for the student 
performances in courses of ’Concepts in Science’ end ’Modern 
Physics’. Towards this the data-base is provided by the 197$ 
input to BITS of 310 students and 1977 input of 316 students«



Further, the theeis has also investigated the theme of 
concurrent validity* This then is followed by study of the 
evaluation system as under the Practice School (PS) system 
of education,Using the data base as available from two 
sessions of the Magda PS*II station, the thesis has investigated 
various aspects of PS evaluation such ass reliability of PS 
evaluation components of quia and viva; examiner reliability 
for PS-II evaluation components of seminar, group-discussion, 
project report and observations PS-II course reliability; 
inter-correlations between different PS-XI evaluation 
components; content validity of the PS evaluation; etc* 
Finally, abstracting from the educational organisation as 
under the M*E*(Collaborative) programme, the thesis has 
discussed a model for a multiple objective assessment in a 
class-room based situation* Towards this, the thesis has 
used the concept of the •transfer of learning•*
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CHAPTER - 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTIOtl

1*1 Introduction
Examination* ar* designed and administered at different 

stages of education* They may be used for classification* 
grading* guidance* certification and so on* Their particular 
importance at the tertiary level can not be over-emphasized 
because* among other things* they define the employment value 
of the students in the contemporary society* It is this* that 
ha* led many to *erlou*ly think about the examination*. 
Various types of reforms over the traditional examination 
system have been proposed and atle^st partly practiced to make 
the examinations more meaningful and relevant* One of the 
major steps in this direction is the internal continuous 
evaluation system*

Whatever may be the flaws in the traditional examination 
system which is based on a single main examination with an 
external examiner* it has the advantage of social acceptance* 
The internal evaluation system with whatever academic 
advantage It may possess is yet to be fully socially accepted. 
An examination system in which the teacher on his own gives 
grades to his students without any external monitoring with 
respect to the standard of teaching and examination has an 
Important responsibility of continuously establishing its own 
credibility* The question is not so much regarding the 
integrity of the teachers* but whether the whole system is 
academically reliable*



Some of the questions which arise in this connection 
are whether the examinations are reliable and whether they 
are valid? Do different examinations in various courses for 
the same set of students show a reasonable correlation? These 
questions are Important because* in the Internal evaluation 
system* occasionally, a very junior faculty member will be 
teaching and grading the students in contrast to the external 
examination system in which usually experienced teachers are 
chosen as examiners* In such case* then**examinations are 

A 

haphazardly planned* their reliability and validity will be 
limited and they will not be correlated*

Thus* it is important to study examinations and develop 
methods for thuir improvements*

It is against the above frame of reference that section 
1*2 presents a historical background of the subject matter of 
examination reforms* This* in section 1.3* is followed by a 
brief review of the literature on examination reforms* Section 
1.4 then presents the objective of the present study* 
followed by a brief description of the chapter^wise contents 
of the thesis given in section 1.5,

1*2 Historical_ Background
Examination System is perhaps older than any other 

system of education* Teachers have been developing and using 
their own evaluation procedures for their respective 
education systems through the ages. Presently* the examinations 
are becoming extremely vital because people are branded for 
life on the basis of their examination performance. A clear



case in this context is in terms of professional examinations 
which act as certificates or licence for people to perform 
any skill under reference.

As the(examination)system has grown historically* 
examinations can be broadly classified in terms of categories 
such as perfonsancw-based* oral* written* objective type* 
short-answer type* long-answer type* traditional essay type* 
external* internal* continuous* annual* etc.

The system of traditional essay type examinations was 
first started in China (Harper & Misra* 1976). Those 
examinations used to last for days and nights. The objective 
was to identify men for the service of the St^te. By th 
19th century,western countries adopted it for awarding degrees 
and diplomas* This system got transported to India around 
the same time when the task was initiated on the Indian soil 
to re-construct its educational system as per the model of 
British Universities* Tn 1854* wood’s despatch recommended 
the establishment of universities in India. As a result three 
universities were established at Calcutta* Bombay and Madras. 
These universities were modelled on the lines of the 19th 
century British Universities* In this context* there were two 
options open at that time* yia.* the universities of Cambridge 
and London .Universities in India understandably chose the 
latter in view of its secular character (Mitra* 1973). 
University of London offered degree courses in Arts* Law and 
Medicine* The prerequisite for entering commerce* Arts* etc. 
was the entrants success in matriculation examination. The
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B.A, degree was for two years and Included only one examination. 
The next higher degree,!••• M.A., also required two years of 
study. Thus, the Indian Universities borrowed the London 
University pattern but with one modification, namely, the 
introduction of an intermediate examination to be given after 
two years of matriculation (Singha. 1977). This modification 
mainly was done with a thought of having a terminal stage of 
two years after matriculation examination (preparatory stage). 
As a consequence,owing to the recommendations of the Calcutta 
University Commission (1917-19). also called Sadler Commission, 
boards of secondary education started coming up. They had 
the responsibility of organising curricula and examinations 
at the secondary stage. The responsibility for all the 
matriculation examinations were passed on to these boards 
except in the case of U.P.. where the boards were given the 
responsibility for the intermediate examinations# too. Indeed, 
this pattern more or less has been in operation to this day.

Briefly speaking, examination reforms have always ben 
uppermost in the minds of educators and,in terms of the 
Indian educational scene? Ample proof of this is found in reporti 
of various commissions and committees, such as wood*a 
Despatch (1854)# the IndianaCommission (1902). the Calcutta 
University Commission (1917). the Inter-University Board of 
India A Ceylon (1924). the Sargent Report (1944)# the 
University Education Commission Report (1950)# and finally the 
Indian Education Commission (1966).



Emphasis on the improvement in examination system became 
a regular feature only after the report of Indian education 
Commission (1881-82)• Thus, both Lord Curzon and the Indian 
University commission (1902) pointed out the flaws in-system 
of examinations in the following wordss

"The greatest evil from which the system of university 
education in India suffers is that teaching is 
subordinated to examinations and not examinations to 
teaching%

The Calcutta university Commission (1917-19) also criticized 
the system of examination, but no positive steps were taken 
to improve it*

After India became free, the major emphasis on examination 
reform was first given by the Radhakrishnan Commission (1948) 
It stressed that "if we are to suggest any single reform in 
university education, it would be that of examinations’*. 
Thus the need for reforming examinations was badly realised 
and various committees and conferences were organised* As 
a result, the All India Council of Secondary Education, U.G.C* 
The Central Ministry of Education, the Central Evaluation 
Units and several state education departments discussed from 
time to time the issue of examination reform, realising^the 
present system of examination was a great obstacle in th® 
educational process.

In 1965# the u*G,C* appointed a committee to look into 
the problems of university examinations* This was followed
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by the Kothari Commission (1964-66). This commission* like 
the previous ones also felt the need for reforming examinations 
One of the important documents regarding examinations came 
from the U*G*C. in 1975. It was titled "A Plan of Action* and 
it attempted to provide a practical way for reforming 
examinations in the Indian universities*

The above then is an overview of the theme of 
•examination reform’ in its historical context* As can be 
seen from the details given, this subject matter has always 
been of interest to the various sections of the society* 

of its 
And* it is in terms of this universality^ this area has 
been receiving a detailed attention of the researchers in 
the field of education*

1*3 A Review of the Literature on Examination Reforms
A review of the work done on reliability and validity 

of examinations will be discussed in Chapters 3 and 4* 
respectively* Thus* this section will mainly concern itself 
with the work in the area of internal assessment*

Traditional essay type external examinations have been 
criticised on many occasions* As a result* internal assessment 
system has been implemented in a number of universities from 
abroad as well as from India; providing a ready canvas for 
the educational researchers to explore the efficiency of 

this alternate system of evaluation*

Indeed the views and opinions of educationists and 
researchers on the subject of internal assessment cover
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extremes of every type. Thue* while* Secondary Education 
Commission (1952)* the Ministry of Education (1956)* Gayen 
et.al.(1961)* the Secondary Education Committee* Assam (1965), 
Rao(1970)* Singh (1970) and Gayen (1970) and several others 
have recommended that in the traditional system of external 
examination some weightage should be given to internal 
assessment type evaluation* Raina (1967) has expressed a 
contrary view in this matter.

In the above context* several other researchers have 
studied the subject of internal assessment at the macro- 
level as also at the micro-level. Thus* Gayen et.al.(1962) and 
LeleA(1962) observed variation in external and internal 
assessments* and suggested that marks of both the examinations 
should be scaled before they are added up. Taylor (1962) 
holds that the two assessments should not be combined unless 

etoi- 
they are checked for their accuracy. Gayena(1962) observed 
that the total of internal plus external assessment is more 
reliable than taking them separately. Misra (1975) stated 
that the internal assessment is more consistent from yearto 

a . .year than the external assessment. Further* Natrajan (1977) 
has argued that combining the two sets of scores (namely* 
those obtained in internal and external examinations) is not 
an academically sound procedure* as these two forms of 
assessment test; two different sets of abilities and thus 
suggests that it is therefore important to assess them 
separately and also show them separately.

(1971) in the article titled ’Examination 
Reformt Internal Assessment’ dlscucse® the concept of internal 
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assessment, its advantage* and the problems related with it* 
Llngamurthy (1970) state* that, along with memory, proper 
evaluation of student** personality traits should also be done. 
He observes that 'along with J/^yanam, Vigyanam should also 
be tested*• KahIon (1977) in his paper * student Evaluation 
and Internal Assessment* talks about the following objectives 
which can be achieved through an internal system of evaluation 
in the manner given below:

1, It assists in the evaluation of personality characteri- 
stic*, in addition to those which are needed for the 
success in a chosen field*

2, It gives an accurate comparison of an individual 
performance vis-a-vis that of the others,

3, It improves the basis of prediction of success in 
the educational, occupational and professional 
spheres*

4* It identifies the student's capacity, his potentiality 
as well as his limitations•

Kahlon further states: "Techniques employed for 
students* evaluation should achieve these objectives and 
build up the confidence in the mind of a student about the 
objectivity of the system0, 

LSCERT, Taminandu (1976) in collaboration with NCERT 
presents a 'Scheme of Comprehensive Internal Assessment and 
Manual of Instruction*', This scheme attempts to bring into 
focus the? important non-scholastic achievements in personal 
and social qualities like regularity, punctuality, initiative.
cooperative spirit, sense of responsibility, industry, civic 
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conclousness# discipline and a spirit of social service in 
addition to interests and attitutdes in literary and scientific 
spheres* Xt also takes into consideration participation and 
performance in the co-curricular field such as scouting# NCC 
and cultural activities.

The scheme observesi "Any evaluation# if it is to be 
scientific should be developed as the right tool to assess 
the versatile capabilities of the pupils. It should never be 
designed as a trap or a man-hole to corner and catch the 
pupils at their weak spots". The aim of any evaluations! 
programme should be to Identify and assess the original 
potentialities in the pupils.

One of the important document regarding internal 
assessment is brought out by the Association of Indian 
Universities called, ‘Monograph on Internal Assessment for 
Universities1• The basic question posed here is ‘who should 
make a design for the internal assessment*. The answer given 
is that ’the teacher# who teaches the student# would ba beat 
for this purpose This monograph further Investigates the 
design aspect of internal assessment# For this purpose a 
questionnaire was prepared and the consensus was worked out 
based on the opinions of the teachers# 'The monograph includes 
this aspect in the section on * Design of Internal Assessment* • 
In addition to this# the monograph includes the theory of 
continuous internal evaluation# the need for it in the Indian 
context# its basic principles# the mechanics of continuous 
internal assessment and# finally# the issues of proper
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recording and storing machinery for the successful imple
mentation of this evaluation scheme• It also contains a good 
bibliography on the subject of internal assessment*

The above then is a brief review of the literature on 
the subject of 'internal assessment* as pursued particularly 
in the Indian context* As can be seen* much of the work is 
particularly in terms of partly-extemal^partly-internal type 
evaluation situations which seem to have received much more 
attention of the researchers than the examinationscoming under 
what is often termed as the * totally internal system of 
evaluation*•

1*4 Objectives of the Present Study

This thesis is devoted to the study of internal 
continuous evaluation system at thG tertiary level* One of 
the main investigations aimed at through this thesis pertains 
to the reliability studies for the examination© of quizzes* 
teste -nd comprehensives* as conducted under the internal 
system of continuous evaluation. Along with this, as a 
natural corollary* the thesis also concerns itself with the 
theme of •course-reliability* as also with the correlation 
studies between various examination© or evaluation components 
of quizzes* viva* seminar* teats* project-work* group- 
discuBsion* comprehendives* etc*

Another main Investigation aimed at through this thesis 
concerns the validity studies for the examinations under the 
Internal system of continuous; evaluation* Here the objective 
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is to delineate a technique for such an investigation through 
a detailed illustration* Thus* in this context* the thesis 
studies the theme of predictive validity* taking the student 
performances in the courses of •Concepts in Science* and 
• Modern Physics1 as predictors* the other host of student 
performance indices as available in an internal system of 
continuous evaluation being candidates for the role of criterion. 
A similar study is also undertaken with the student performance 
in Higher Secondary playing the role of a predictor/ thus* in 
turn* making it possible for the investigation to compare 
the student performances in Higher Secondary* Concepts in 
Science and Modern Physics for the choice of the best predietdr*

Another important aspect of the validity study aimed 
at in the above context concerns the theme of the 1 concurrent 
validity1♦

Xn addition to the above stated reliability and validity 
studies* the thesis also alms at investigating teachers1 
perception of the objectives of education under the internal 
system of continuous evaluation at the tertiary level* Further* 
the thesis also studies teachers1 perception and* wherever 
feasible* practices as followed by them in terms of objectives* 
techniques and nature of examinations in the above context*

Further,as another of its main investigation* the 
the jo is also alms at studying the internal continuous evaluation 
system as under the •Practice School (PS) method of education’. 
ha an overview* the ps can best be described as an attempt to 
build the much needed bridge between th® professional world



and the academic world, Thus, just as a medico undergoes an 
internship before graduation, similarly the PS system of 
education requires students of engineering, science and 
humanities to practice their profession during their educa
tional years. The most important feature of the PS system of 
evaluation is in terms of the fact that, consistent with the 
theme of internal assessment, the entire student education 
and evaluation under PS is the total responsibility of the 
university faculty resident at the university’s PS centre. 
In the context of this investigation, the thesis first 
concerns itself with presenting the themes of ’consumer 
obligation* and ’multiple objective* testing, which are 
central to the PS system of education, and then devotes itself 
to study some of the reliability and correlation aspects for 
examinations under PS, Another important investigation that the 
thesis aims at in this context pertains to the question of 
the content validation of the PS evaluation.

Finally, in the context of the educational innovation 
of the Master of Engineering (Collaborative) programmes,
which constitute a natural corollary to the PS system of 

r 

education, the thesis applies itself to the investigation as 
to what can be the model of a internal continuous evaluation 
system, if the multiple objective evaluation were to be 
incorporated In the class-room based teaching effort.

The above then is a comprehensive statement of the 

objectives as pursued under the present study*
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At this stage* it may be mentioned that* towards the 
information and the data base required for the above stated 
objectives* this thesis heavily draws from the educational 
operations at the Birla Institute of Technology & Science* 
(BITS)* Pilani* As a • deemed university** committed to the 
theme of 'educational innovation1* right since its inception* 
BITS has adapted the semester pattern of total internal 
continuous evaluation* characterised by ItiteA. grading* Its 
educational system* aiming at interdisciplinary student 
training* is broad-based but integrated in character* with 
heavy emphasis on the analytical techniques* Since the 
academic year 1972-73* BITS has also introduced across Its 
disciplines of engineering* science and humanities the 
Practice School System of eduntion* And* since the academic 
year 1979-60* BITS has initiated the M*E*(Collaborative) 
programmes at its off-campus educational centres* Further* as 
an all India Institute* BITS attracts students from all parts 
of the country* Similarly* Its faculty is also of all India 
character* and reflects all shades of higher education* from 
India as also from abroad* It is in this context that the 
thesis has then looked upon the educational operations at BITS 
as < on-going educational experiments for generation of the 
much needed data-baso for the pursuing of the purposed 
educational research*

1*5 summary of Chapters
It Is against the frame of reference as described in the 

previous section that chapter 2 basically deals with finding 
teachers* perception towards objectives of education and
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examinations in continuous internal evaluation system. Various 
other aspects of the continuous internal evaluation system are 
discussed in chapters which follow*

Thus, Chapter 3 gives a study of reliability of various 
classroom examinations and courses and also correlations between 
various examinations.

Further, Chapter 4 concerns itself with the criterion 
related validity of certain class-room examin tions.

Chapter 5 provides a brief description of the Practice 
School (PS) system of education and, in this context, introduces 
the concept of ^consumer obligation9 and 9multiple objective 
assessment9 *

It is in the above context that Chapter 6 then proceeds 
to study some of the reliability and validity aspects for PS 
evaluation in terms of reliability of two evaluation components, 
namely, Viva and Quiz; examiner reliability of several components, 
course reliability; inter-correlations between various components 
of PS evaluation; and, finally its content validity*

Chapter 7# using the data base as available from the 
recently introduced ME(Collaborative) programmes at BITS, concerns 
itself with theme of evolving of a model for a multiple-objective 
assessment with reference to the class-rcom based teaching effort*

Finally, Chapter 8 conclude© the thesis* This is then 
followed by various Appendices*

Heedless to say the details of the above chapters have from 
time to time involved data processing activity* Towards this 
the thesis has extensively used the IBM 1130 digital computer* 
The programmes have been pursued in the Fortran language* These 
have been given In Appendix L •
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CHAPTER - 2
ON THE OBJECTIVES OF EDUCATION AND EXAMINATIONS

2*1 Introduction

It 1b important to define the objectives of education 
before an efficient system of education can be designed* To 
achieve this goal, the educator, according to Tyler (1949), will 
have "to first determine the objectives which he seeks to attain, 
select the most appropriate learning strategies to obtain these 
objectives and organise their sequencing, and, finally, evaluate 
the extent to which they have been obtained"* Thus, closely 
linked with the objectives of education is the objective of 
examination* If the examinations are to play the desired role 
as an Integral part of the educational system, It is of paramount 
Importance that the objectives of the examinations should be 
precisely defined and linked with the objectives of education* 
This linkage or integration of examinations with the educational 
system should be relatively easy to achieve in an internal 
evaluation system where the teachers are also examiners* This 
chapter makes an attempt to find out directly from the teachers 
their own perception of the objectives of education and the 
objectives of examination in an internal evaluation system* For 
this purpose, teachers involved in such a system as at BITS 
have been selected as a data-base* Further, this chapter also 
states the various techniques of evaluation, l*e*, qui^ses, 
tests, home assignments, etc*, used by the teachers to achieve 
the objectives of evaluation*
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The chapter has eight sectIona. Section 2.2 discusses 
the need for defining objectives of education. The formulation 
of objectives is given in section 2.3. Some work on determination 
of the objectives of education is given in section 2.4* whereas 
section 2.5 provides the objective of the present study. The 
chosen sample and method for data collection have been described 
in section 2.6 and the results with their analysis are presented 
in section 2.7. Finally, the conclusions o£ the study have 
been summarised in section 2.8.

2.2 Need for Defining Objectives of education
The basic tasks of an educator listed by Tyler (1949) 

are as follows:
(1) Determination of the objectives which the course, 

curriculum (or the institution) should seek to attain
(2) Determination of the extent to which the objectives 

are attained.
The first task listed by Tyler relates to the statement 

of objectives of the curriculum and course*work. The second 
task, of course* is linked with the statement of objectives of 
the evaluation/examinatlon process*

It is therefore in^ortant to evaluate the extent to which 
objectives of the curriculum have been achieved and thia;as 
is obvious, can only be done by a proper assessment/examination. 
Heywood (1979) while discussing the educational system obsesss* 
••Despite the fact that it is generally agreed that assessment 
procedures have a powerful influence over learning* little 
has been done to integrate them into the curriculum process. 
There is a real danger that techniques and processes (e.g.
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continuous assessment) will be introduced without reference to 
the objectives they are supposed to obtain* As a consequence* 
they may be unsuitable for evaluatiohX>xamination) because they 
may not be valid measures of the objectives which it is hoped 
will be tested* we cannot expect to improve the educational 
process without adequate evaluation/examinatlon)of learning* We 
cannot have effective evaluatiob/examlnatiori) without some form 
of assessment/examination) carefully related to specified 
objectives and learning strategies designed to obtain those 
objectives0*

Thus* with suitably defined objectives* it would become 
easier for educators to plan the course work* choose suitable 
learning techniques and* finally* plan proper examinations to 
evaluate whether the desired objectives of education have been 
achieved*

2 • 3 The Formulation of Objectives
The next significant question which arises is how the 

objectives should be formulated* This has been given in detail 
by Bloom (19790i) in his Taxonomy ©f educational Objectives* 
Volume 1* Defining educational objectives means formulating the 
ways in which students are expected to be changed by the 
education process* The changes may be in their thinking* their 
feelings and their actions* "There are many possible changes 
which can take place as a result of learning process but since 
time and resources of the Institutions are limited only a few 
possibilities can be realised'** (Bloom* 1979d)» Bloom further 

remarks that* it is important* therefore* “that the major
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objactives of the school or unit of instruction bo clearly 
identified 1^ time and effort are not to be wasted on less 
important things*•

In an internal evaluation system the teacher has to play 
different roles* He is the curriculum designer* teacher and 
evaluator* Hence, in such a system the teacher is an important 
link in the chain of formulating objectives* The Integration 
of examinations with the educational system should be relatively 
easy to achieve in an internal evaluation system where the 
teachers are also examiners*

Some of the major criticisms of examinations pertaining 
to ill defined or inconsistently defined objectives are 
described below:

1* Examinations are not designed around clearly defined 
objectives* There is not a close relationship between curriculum* 
learning experience and the assessment/examinatlon procedure* 
They are seldom used as a part of an integrated educationve 

process. Indeed* one can never have effective evaluation unless 
examinations are related to specified objectives and learning 
strategies designed to obtain those objectives* Heywood (1977) 
ha© emphasized this by stating that* "A positive approach to 
examinations is likely to have powerful and beneficial effect 
on learning* To achieve this goal* evaluation must become an 
integral part of the teaching activity*

2* The evaluation (examination) should begin by obtaining 
. that . -a clear understanding of what It lsAone wishes to achieve* 

Some of the variance in the student assessment is undoubtedly 
due to the fact that there are unconscious differences of
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opinion amongst examiners about the objectives of the examination 
It has been reported by many studies (Bloom* 1979*) that quite 
often the examiners are not consistent about the objectives of 
examination, the fulfilment of which they expect out of their 
students.

Examinations do not assess the objectives intend 
to measure. Indeed thia is the aspect pertaining to the validity 
of the examinations.

2.4 The Literature Review
The literature on higher education contains quite a 

number of studies on the identification of the objectives of 
education. M stated by Heywood (1977) the most common method 
of obtaining the objectives is to make a •survey*• Though other 
methods e.g. 'Delphi* and *Task analysis* given by Heywood, can 
also be adopted* the 'survey* seems to be the most convenient 
is hence conmon. Retailed listing of the objectives of education 
Along with a comprehensive description of the each objective is 
given in • Taxonomy of Educational Objectives* by Bloom (1979*).

It would be useful to discuss the review of the work 
done by various researchers on objectives of education under 
the following headst

* Researches reported on finding of educational objectives. 
- The procedure for obtaining objectivess The Survey Method 

Ztevl&H of the comprehensive study on objectives i 
Taxonomy of educational objectives.

2• 4*1 Researches^repor^ . on finding off gducatignjll^ 
A comprehensive review of the work on the Identification

of objectives of ©ducation has been made by Heywood (1977).
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Beard, Healy and Holloway (1974) observe that quite a number 
of studies for various subjects/disciplines have been carried 
out in this area, but the overall impact of the thinking by 
the educational researchers is small and seems to have been 
generated mainly in the science and technology part of the 
spectrum. According to them, studies in the other disciplines 
are few compared to those in science and technology, as 

regards to such studies for the medical education, the same 
have been carried out by Miller (1962), McGuire(1967),Russei 
and Walton (1970), Freeman and Byrne (1973) and w,H,0,(1974), 
According to them, *Medieal profession has concerned itself 
with objectives in the strictly behavioural sense and seems 
to have been the only profession to have really set about 
this activity in the formal style of curriculum evaluation*,

The literature reports an interesting effort in the 
direction of evolving the educational objectives, In specific 

terms, a course in educational technology described by 
Kriksson (1968) gives students an introduction which relates 
education to the structure of society and teaches methods to 
determine educational objectives. This is what a sound 
educational system should do ,

Aim® and objectives of education have also been worked 
out in a number of reports by UNESCO (1966), Mac Ewan(1970), 
Long, Meltzer and Hilton (1970), Sheffield (1970), Cowan(1971), 

Perron and Trim (1971), Hull (1971), Wain (1972), vaugha, 
and Rouve (1.972), and carter and tee (1974),

As stated earlier, there have been more studies on finding
objectives of education in the field of science and technology 
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as compared to the humanities* However, as quoted by Heywood 
(1977), some import 'nt work in the area of humanities has been 
carried out by researchers like Yudkin (1954), Plumb (1964), 
and Kaygen (1973)*

Indeed, the formulation of objectives in education is not 
the end of the problem but the selection of the most important 
objectives is also a major issue to be considered* Dressel 
(1965) points out this fact and states that quite often teachers 
formulate more objectives than can be achieved by the students* 
He suggests that it is better to select a few well chosen 
objectives* Bloom (1979)) also has a similar view point* To 
overcome the problems regarding formulation of objectives, 
priorities of the objectives to be incorporated in education 
will have to be set up* This is necessary because the time 
and resources available to the institutions are limited*

Priorities Of alms and objectives;as Heywood (1977) 
believes, may be accorrqplished by rating objectives against the 
philosophical and social aims of the curriculum* which objectives 
are likely to achieve these aims? Which of these alms are 
important? These may be some of the questions which couldbe 
of help in deciding the priorities among aims and objectives*

2*4.2 The grocadure for obtaining the Objectivest 
The Survey Method

Haywood (1977) writes, "The survey is probably the most 
popular method of obtaining information, particularly about 
the needs of professional people in relation to the syllabus* 
Further^he says# "Because of its simplicity, the survey is an 
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extremely useful way of obtaining fact and opinion*• In recent 
years several researches have obtained through the survey technique 
ratings of objectives from professional people, teachers and 
students* Indeed, Heywood (1977) points out a danger in such an 
approach in tho sense that, "opinions will be (may get) accepted 
as a fact without further qualifying tests’*. But then, leaving 
aside such drawbacks, which can be taken care of through proper 
further examinations of the data-base collected, the survey has 
been the most popular tool for obtaining information* The study 
now quotes some of the important educational sesearches based on 
surveys which may be of use as far as the subject matter of 
finding objectives is concerned*

Lee (1969) asked a sample of mechanical engineers to rate 
twenty behavioural objectives of laboratory work* Also he asked 
teachers to indicate by rating which of the best two teaching 
methods would be most suited in order to achieve these objectives* 
They were also asked to give their opinions about the four most 
Important objectives* Results of the survey conducted by Lee 
emphasise the significance of affective domain to students at 
tertiary level* Teachers also suggested the dominance of 
objectives from •affective domain* over •cognitive domain1* The 
terms ’affective* and •cognitive* would be discussed in the next 
sub-section*

Burke (I960) has reported that in the University of 
Lancaster a group of staff and students used to meet regularly 
between 1965 ana 1967 to discuss problems arising In the 
university* such discussions were helpful in deciding the aims 
and priorities of education*
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Dew-Hughee and their co-workera (1966) had similar 
type* of encounter with the students* They surveyed opinions 
of all the members across the university* Each and every person 
of the university* whether teacher or student* was asked to 
list the qualities he would like the examination system to assess* 
Many suggestions overlapped and finally the qualities that 
emerged with maximum concensus are given below: 

oj Allthem agreed to the suggestion that the examination 
system should evaluate • academic ability* • what they meant by 
* academic ability* has been listed as.

Creativity! absorption* assimilation* synthesis and 
application*

Objectivity!transferability of values and methods* 
Perception! Analysis* speed and depth* 
Knowledge! Knowledge of facts or of sources* memory and 

unders tand ing•
Coherence: Communication* both written and spoken*
Rest of the suggestions were on personality factors which 

affect academic ability* These factors are: 
- motivation and interest in the subject 
* Outside interests 
• diligence 
- ability to work on yoixr own and with others.
• responsibility to one*® own ideas* and to oneself and 

to others
- behaviour under stress - clarity of thought and

reaction under challenge.
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2*4*3 Review of the Comprahana1ve Study on Objectives 
Taxonomy of the educational objectives

A comprehensive work on objectives of education is found 
in the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives" by Bloom (19794^ WOJ 

This section gives a very short summary of this work*

Along with the development# mainly at the school level# 
of objective testing# an attempt to design at the tertiary level 
test items to test high level skills such as ability to plan# 
analyse# judge# etc* has come up* These skiiysare called 
behavioural objectives and along with the various objectives of 
the tests/exsminations at the various levels of schooling go 
to dorm the universe of educational objectives* When the out
comes of learning are evaluated in terms of its objectives# 
it is termed as an "objective approach"* The taxonomy of 
educational objectives by Bloom is a major breakthrough in the 
field of application of the objective approach to the problem 
of studying the reliability and validity of the examinations at 
the tertiary level* Though the work of Bloom centres around the 
details pertaining to a specific group# due to its comprehensiveness, 
it has become quite universal; as it covers the entire spectrum 
of educational .objectives cutting across all the levels of 
education*

The taxonomy is published in two volumest Volume 1 deals 
with the *cognitive domain* and Volume 2 with the • affective 

domain** Bloom defines these broader areas as follows* 
cc(I) Cognitive Domain, it includes,those objectives which deal 

with the recall or recognition of knowledge and the development 
of intellectual abilities and skills
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(II) Affective Domain :

It* *includes objectives which describe changes in interest* 
attitudes and values* and the development of appreciations and 
adequate adjustment**

taxonomy has been constructed by a group of educationists 
and is an attempt to define the skills of learning* They believe 
that skills are hierarchically ordered. In cognitive domain the 
skill of ability to evaluate alternatives is at the top of the 
hierarchy, while ’knowledge* is at the bottom. The main titles of 
the skills have been listed in the following tablet

2.1
Titles of Main skills in the Cognitive and 
Affective Domains indicating their Order of Hierarchy

group
The working ^Of the “taxonomy* has defined a third domain

Main Skills from the Cognitive DomalA 
in the Increasing Order of 
Hierarchy

Main Skills from the 
Affective Domain in the 
Increasing Order of 
Hierarchy.

1. Knowledge 1. Receiving
2. Comprehension 2. Responding
3. Application 3. Valuing
4* Analysis 4. Organisation
5. Synthesis 5. Characterisation
6. Evaluation by a value or 

value complex.

other than ’cognitive* and ♦affective1 and has named it as 
•psychomotor domain** which* according to Bloom (19793}* “is the 

manipulative or motor^sklll area** Apparently* this field of 
study, as of today)is yet to receive any detailed attention 
of the educational researchers.
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2 • 5 Objective of the Present Study

The above then is the state of the art in terms of the re
search in the area of determining of the educational objectives* 
Indeed* as can be seen from the details given* not much work 
is reported in India in this area and certainly there is no 
study in terms of such investigation for the internal system of 
continuous evaluation at the tertiary level. It is against this 
background that* in the pages to follow, this chapter investigates* 
as a case study* the education system at BITS* with a view to 
understand the aims and objectives of an education system 
characterised by the internal system of continuous evaluation 
under the semester pattern of the course offerings.

The present study has been done in two parts; the objectives 
of which have been stated separately.

2.5.1 Part Onei "Determining Objectives of Education*
The objective of this part of study is the find out the 

opinion of teachers about the qualities that a successful person 
should have. ^Should those qualities be imparted through 
education* or* can these qualities be passed on through an 
educational system like that of BITS” axe some of the questions 
on which the opinions of teachers were sought. The last question 
pertaining to study tries to find out how far the teachers have 
been able to incorporate in education the qualities which are 
also very essential for success in life.

2.5.2 Part Two t aDetermining Ob j ectives of^ Examinations * 
This part of the study aims to establish the objectives 

which examinations in an Internal continuous evaluation system
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are endeavouring to accomplish* It also aims to find out the 
techniques of examinations such as* quizzes* tests* etc** that 
are Included In evaluation In order to attain the objectives* 
The final section of this part enquires about the types of 
question-papers (objective* short-answer* etc*) that are designed 
in order to achieve the objectives at hand* Thus*this part of 
the study Is solely concerned with the objectives of the 
examinations.

2*6 Sample and Data collection Procedure 
Towards the proposed study* a survey was conducted by 

giving two prepared questionnaires to the teachers involved in 
the internal continuous evaluation system* As mentioned earlier* 
the teachers of BITS were selected as the data-base because the 
faculty are from all over India* trained abroad as well as in 
India* and belong to all the disciplines and are aquainted with 
all the levels as also the patterns of education* Hence* the 
faculty at BITS provided a suitable sample for the study.

First questionnaire which deals with the determination 
of objectives of education is given In Appendix ft* whereas the 

second questionnaire dealing with the determination of objectives 
as also the nature and techniques of examinations is given in 
Appendix

The procedures for conducting the survey for the two 
above mentioned questionnaires along with the description of 
the corresponding faculty compositions which responded to it 

(i*e. survey ) LS given below.
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2*6*1 The sample and Data Collection Procedures for the 
Questionnaire I on determining the Objectives of 
Education*

For the purpose of the interview the researcher personally 
contacted the teachers* The total sample thus emerging consisted 
of 51 teachers drawn from across the Institute's disciplines* 
The sample is described in Table 2*2*

Table 2*2 
Teachers from Different Disciplines who Responded 
to the Questionnaire I Supported by the Interview

Discipline of Number of
the Teacher Teachers

Science 26
Engineering 12
Humanities 10
Management 3

Total 51

Thus, it can be seen from table 2*2 that almost 50% of 
the teachers who responded came from Science disciplines, 
while the remaining 50% came from the disciplines of 
Engineering, Humanities and Management*

The purpose of this survey study being to find out the 
objectives of education, the questionnnaire I had enumerated 
some of the qualities which are common to most adult 
situations, considered essential for living* The 
teachers ware requested to rate/rank these
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qualities. Further# the teachers were also asked questions In tern 
of which of these qualities the process of formal education should 
try to achieve* which can be achieved and* finally* which have 
been achieved* The answers to these questions were sought under 
•yes* or *no’ type categories*

2*6*2 The sample and Data Collection Procedures for the 
Questionnaire XI on ^Determining the Objectives* 
Nature and Techniques of Examinations*

Like in the case of the Questionnaire X* the Questionnaire 
XX was also distributed to all the teachers across the Institute* 
'Hie total number responded to was 71* While answering the 
questions of the questionnaire XX* each teacher had kept in 
mind the examination details pertaining to a given definite 
course of his choice that he has been teaching over the years* 
Table 2*3 gives the teacher*0~own~discipline~wise as also the 
course-discipline-wise categorization of the responses received*

Table 2*3 
Teacher~PiscApline~^ as also Course-Discipline-wise 
statistics for the Responses. Received for the qu.ationnaire II

\ Teacher*s
Engineering Humanities ManagementDisciA own 

pline \ Discipline of the \ 
course \

Science

Science 29 1
Engineering 4 19 2

Humanities i 13
Management 2 J

Total 3 Ar 22 13 3
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The questionnaire II was so designed as to be self- 
explanatory* However, whenever needed* the researcher also 
personally contacted the faculty to elaborate on the Information 
sought through the questions posed.

The questionnaire In all had three parts* namely* part A* 
Part B and part C. Those parts are briefly described belowt

Part Ai On Determining Object Ivos of Examinations
This section of the questionnaire included a list of 

objectives of evaluation based on Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational 
Objectives as coming under the cognitive domain * . The
objectives considered wore knowledge* comprehension* application* 
analysis* synthesis and evaluation. The researcher with the 
help of the supporting illustrations explained to the teachers 
in detail as to what was meant by these objectives. Clarifications 
regarding the objectives were also given in the explanatory 
notes which were included with the questionnaire, one of the 
questions posed to the teachers under this part of the questionnaire 
was which of the objectives did thej incorporate in then* evalua
tions Teachers were to answer this question separately for 
quizzes* teste and comprehe ns Ives. Answers were sought in terms 
of an Indication as to what percentages of the total assessment 
as aimed at through the examination corresponded to the 
different objectives stated to be pursued under that examination. 
Needless to say# to answer this question* then* the teachers 
had to recall the question papers for the courses against the 
examination details of which they were answering the Questionnaire 
II. As a result* it may be mentioned that almost all (i.e. 
about 95%) of the teachers had kept the respective question



papers before themselves while answering the questionnaire* 
Thus* in the context of the examination paper unaer consideration* 
a teacher could arrive at the various percentages for the 
different educational objectives corresponding to the said 
examination* by studying in detail the educational objectIveis 
fox each of the test items pertaining to the question paper*

Part 3 i On Determining Techniques of Examinations

This section of the questionnaire was related to the 
techniques of evaluation as practiced by the teachers* Here 
the questions posed to the teachers was, ’How many quisles 
and tests do you conduct in the course in a semester*? The 
teachers were asked to indicate the number of quizzes and 
tests and also of ‘any other1 components of evaluation along 
with the weightages assigned to them* constituting the total 
evaluation scheme for the course under consideration* Other 
components of evaluation could be home assignments* lab work* 
project work* viva* seminar* group discussion and co on. 
Further* information is sought on* what objectives teachers 
are trying to achieve through these other components of evaluation

C > On Determining Nature of Examinations

Part C of the questionnaire contained questions about the 
nature of examination system* vis** whether the ex mination 
was closed-book* open book or a combination of both* 
Another question asked was ’’whether the examinations 
permitted any choice of questions/m&rks or not% ’Che 
teachers1 opinion on giving of the choice of questions in the
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examinations was also sought, The last quaation in this part 
was about the type of questions included in the examinations. 
Based on the different types of questions* the examinations 
were broadly classified in terms of following categoriesi

1, Objective Type
The objective type test includes purely multiple choice 

questions. For example* the questions can either be true*faIse 
or choose-the-correct-altemativa type or fill-in-the-blanks 
type* and so on,

2, Short-answer Descriptive
As the name Indicates* questions in this case require 

short answers and are memory-oriented,

3, Short-answer problem Solving 
This category requires short answers and the questions 

are application-oriented,

4, Lon^-answer Descriptive 
Questions are me»ory-oriented and require lengthy 

answers,

5, Long-answer Problem solving 
Answers are lengthy and application-oriented,

-2,7 Results and. Analysis
2.7.1 

Objectives of Education

as described in the previous section* the questionnaire I 
was concerned with the objectives of education* There were four 
questions in this questionnaire which centered around the



Perception g
Analysis £
diagnosis 
Problem Solving w 
Judgement 
Communication 
Understanding 
Sympathy 
Tolerance 
Sense of 
Responsibility 
Leadership 
Decision Making 
Coping with 
Frustration 
Knowledge 
Creativeness 
Self Reliance 
Confidence 
Sense of Humor 
Ability to Mix 
well 
wide interest 
Independence 
Honesty 
Ambition 
Common Sense 
logical Thought

TABLE 2.4
Teacher Reaponaes Indicating Ranks for Various Qualities 
Hated in Question I of the Questionnaire I As to Their 
Perception of the Importance of the Qualities in life

.
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173456789 IC 11 1? 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 71 7? 23 24 25
12.0 13 0 1
12.5 0 0 0 0
13.0 3 0 3 0
13.5 0 0 0 0
14.0 0 2 3 2
14.5 0 3 1 1
15.0 0 2 1 1
15.5 0 0 1 0
15.0 2 12 5
16.5 10 10
17.0 12 12
19.5 0 0 0 0
15.0 110 1
15.5 0 0 0 0
17.0 112 1
17.5 0 0 0 0
20.0 0 2 1 2
20.5 1 0 0 0
21.0 0 110
21.5 0 0 0 0
22.0 110 0
22.5 0 1 1 1
23.0 0 1 1 1
23.5 0 0 0 1
24.0 112 1
24.5 0 0 0 0
25.0 10 12

01002250 
00000000 
20112002 
00000000 
22221130 
10000002 
23203111 
00001010 
12212123 
00100001 
24231222 
ooinoooo 
23132021 
oociinoo 
23314100 
00000000 
00153101 
00111000 
14012120 
00012100 
02021022 
01000000 
13000020 
00021010 
10020040 
00000010 
00012000

0 0 1 3 3 2 0
10 10 0 10
12 112 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 110 12 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 12 14 11
0 0 0 1 0 0 1
10 13 3 12
0 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 5 3 2 0 4 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 110 14
0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 2 2 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 2 C 3 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 1
3 4 3 0 0 2 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 3 1 1 3 3
0 0 1 0 0 0 1
4 1 0 0 0 3 4

.1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 5 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 2 0 0 0 2 1

4 1112 1
0 10 10 0
1 1 3 4 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 2 3 1 1
0 10 10 0
2 0 2 3 2 2
0 0 0 1 0 0
2 4 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
3 5 2 1 4 4
0 0 0 0 1 0
2 1 0 4 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
3 10 0 1 2
1 0 0 0 0 0
1112 2 0
110 10 0
2 1 2 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 1 4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
3 3 1 2 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
6 2 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
13 2 11 0
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objectives of education# The. results and analysis for these 
four questions are separately discussed belowt

(I) Question li Results and Analysis for the Qualities 
considered Important in Life#

As mentioned earlier, the teachers were requested to rank 
the already listed set of qualities as per their (teachers1) 
visualisation of the importance of those qualities in life* The 
results, i#e#, the teacher responses obtained in this context 
are given in Table 2*4*

For the purpose of analysis, the teacher responses are 
processed as followsi

(1) Defining of the rank-wise categories and Assigning 
of weights to them

All the ranks have been classified into six categories# 
Further, a weightage has been assigned to each category as 
shown below in table 2,5#

Table 2,5
Description of the Weightages Assigned to 
different rank-wise categorizations

Rank-wise categorization Weightage Assigned

categorization C indicating
•no rank* assigned#

Categorization for ranks
between 1 to 5#5# m 10

Categorization C, for ranks
between 6 to 10*5 W2 " 8

Categorisation c$ for ranks
between 11 to 15*5 w m 63
Categorization C* for ranks
between 16 to 20*5 w4 • 4
Categorization for ranks
between 21 to 25 W5 - 2

W « 0 o
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Further* as can be seen from table 2*4* some of the 
qualities occupy partial ranks say* 5*5* Procedure for 
arriving at sack 3 rank (5*5) is as fol lows i

For example* a teacher gave rank 5 to qualities
/ perception and analysis* For the purpose of analysis*

Instead of ranking one quality as 5 and the other 6* or both 
5 or both 6* the researcher simply averaged the ranks and 
gave each above mentioned qualities a rank of 5*5•

(11) Calculation of the 9AveragewImportance^Index9
To obtain the 1 average»inportance«lndex’ for a given 

quality as emerging from the teacher responses* first a 
frequency distribution corresponding to the quality under 
consideration is obtained indicating how many times the
•quality9 has responses un er the given rankwise category as 

thlieted above* Thus* for* say* the 1 quality one gets six 
frequencies (corresponding to the six above listed rank«wise
categories from Cj to C- and C )* namely* 
fi4* fi5 aDd £io*

£il* fi2* *13*

Then, the average importance-Index, I*, for the 1th

quality is given byj

Where, » frequency of responses for i^ quality in term* 
of it being assigned rank-wise category, and 

w, • weightage, assigned to the rank-wise category.
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(Hi) Obtaining the mean* Xg * as also the standard
deviation* ^* for the sequence of the average*

Bext* for the sequence of the average importance index
r «w n QY^-mc^ M
( ^are-eelculeted-the Amean* 1$ * and the standard deviation^ 

OLyo Ga\cuAated.

(iv) categorization of Qualities based on 7Q and t

It is on the basis of the values of "lQ and °~Q that
then the various qualities as per their importance or signiflcar
or priority level are classified as followsi

Table 2*6
Quality Priority Level Description

Range of the Average Description of the Quality
Importance Index importance/significance/

priority level,
("1q+3 to ( Iq+2 g q) Highest priority

to ^Q* $o°d priority

to (Iq) Average priority

<V to a - Less than Average priority

to ^q*2 Least priority

The results of table 2*6 are then analysed along the 
above stated approach and the emerging priority-level wise 
categorization of the qualities considered important in li£e 
is reported in the 1st column of the table 2,9»

(XX)AResults, and analysis of Qualities vls-a~vis theQuestion 
as to which of these qualities the education, should 
try to achieve

As indicated in section 2*6,1* the responses requested
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TABLE 2*7

Teachers* Responses in ter— of Percentages 'Yes Vo*/ 
Questions 2♦3 and 4 of Questionnaire X

\ Questions posed \ before the 
\ teachers 

Qualities

Qualities that 
should be 
achieved

Qualities that Qualitia
can be 
achieved

that you 
have been 
able to 
achieve

1. Perception 78*43 72.55 62.75
2* Analysis 72.55 62.75 86.27
3* Diagnosis 62.75 86.27 90.20
4* Problem solving 86.27 90.20 76.47
5. Judgement 90.20 76.47 76.47
6 • CoasHunication 76.47 76.47 76.47
7. Understanding 76.47 76.47 52.94
8. Sympathy 76.47 52.94 94.12
9. tolerance 52.94 94.12 94.12
10.Sense of responsibility 94.12 94.12 80.39
11.Leadership 94.12 80.39 92.16
12. Decision making 80.39 92.16 80.39
13* Coping with frustration 92.16 80.39 60.78
14.Knowledge 80.39 60.78 90.20
15•Greativeneau 60.78 90.20 88.24
16 •Self-reliance 90.20 38.24 66.63
17.Confidence 88.24 68.63 76.43
IB.^ense of humour 68.63 78.43 70.59
19. Ability to mix well 78.43 70.59 98.82
20.wide interest 70.59 58.82 31.37
21•Independence 58.82 31.37 23.53
22.Honesty 31.37 23.53 11.76
23.Ambition 23.53 11.76 37.25
24.Common sense 11.76 37.25 31.37
25«&.gic«l thought 37.25 31.37 25.49
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from the teachers in terms of the query as to which of the 
qualities the education should try to achieve were of the "Yes" 
or •ho* type* The results of this survey in terms of the 
percentage of ‘Yes* against each quality are given in Table 2.7. 
For the purpose of an lysis* these qualities are then classified 
in terms of various priority level wise categories as defined 

in table 2*8*
Table 2*8

Quality Priority Level Description

Range of the percentage of Description of the priority/
the favourable i*e* 'Yes' feasibillty/irplementation
type response level

100% - 85% Highest priority
84% - 70% Good priority
69% * 55% Average priority
54% - 40% Less than Average priority
Less than 40% Least priority

The results of the table 2*7 with respect to the 
subject matter at hand are then analysed consistent with the 
framework presented in table 2*8 and the emerging priority 

/ 
level wise categorisation of the qualities that are considered 
to be important for being pursued by education is reported 
in the column 2 of table 2*9*

Questvon 1 
(XXXh Results and Analysis of Qualities vis-a~vis the 

question as to which of these squallties the 
education can achieve

The responses in this context* as in the earlier 
situation* were also sought to be of the ••Yes” or ”^0* type*
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The details of this investigation then more or less follow 
those of the previous investigation.

In specific terms, the results of this survey are given 
in table 2.7. These results are analysed consistent with 
the framework reported in table 2*8 and the emerging “feasibility* 
level wise categorization of the qualities that can be achieved 
through education is reported in the column 3 of table 2«9.

L\\
(IV)A Results and Analysis of Qualities vis^a*»vis 

the question as to which of the qualities 
have been achieved by the education.

The results of this investigation are given in table 2.7 
These results are analysed consistent with the framework 
reported in table 2.8 and the emerging “implementation* level 
wise categorization that has been achieved through the 
education is reported in the fourth column of the table 2.9.

Thus, table 2.9, which is self«explanatory* presents 
the total analysis of the Questionnaire I*

W Correlations Botwaan Responses to various Questions 
in Questionnaire X

The correlations between responses to various questions
in questionnaire X have been given in Table 2.10.



Table 2.9
Summary of Observations emerging from Questionnaire I

Item for which 
the Qualities of 
Questionnaire I 
have been 
analysed

Degree

Classification of 
Qualities for CUI in 
terms of Degree of 
Priority for qualities 
considered important 
for life*

Classification of 
qualities for 0*2 
in terms of degree 
of priority for 
qualities education 
should achieve

Highest

Classification of Classification of 
Qualities from Qualities for 0*4 
Q«3 in terms of in terms of degree 
degree of impleme- of feasibility 
notion for quail* for qualities 
ties education education has been
can achieve*_______ able to achieve

Sense of responsi
bility* confidence* 
self-reliance* coranon 
sense

Problem solving* 
judgement*sense of 
responsibility* 
leadership* coping 
with frustration* 
self-reliance* 
confidence

Diagnosis*Problem Analysis*diagno- 
solving* Tolerance* sis*synpathy* 
Sense of responsi- tolerance*leader-
bility* Decision 
making* Creative
ness* self-reliance

ship* knowledge 
creativeness*

Good Judgec^nt* Perception* 
understanding*logical 
thought* honesty* 
analysis* problem- 
solving* crest iveness

Perception* Analysis* 
communication* under
standing* sympathy* 
decision-making* 
knowledge* ability 
to mix well* wide 
interest

Perception* judge- Problem-solving* 
mont* communication* Judgement* commu- 
understanding* nication*sense of
leadershlp*coping responsibility* 
with frustration* decision m king, 
sense of humour* confidence*sense
ability to mix well of humour.

Average Diagnosis*communication* Tolerance*diagnosis* Analysis*knowledge 
knowledge* tolerance* creativeness* sense of confidence* 
decision-making* humour * independence wide interest
ambition

Perception* coping 
with frustX3tion*self- 
rllr.nce*ability fornix

Less than Average Independence* leadership* 
sympathy*wide Interest* 
ability to mix well* sense 
of humour*coping with frustration.

Sympathy

Le ast Honesty* Ambition* Independence*cpppon sense* logical honesty* ambition thought common sense*
logical thought

wide interest independence* honesty 
ambition*common • 
sense*logical 
thought
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Tabi. 2.10
Correlation between Responses to various Questions 

in Questionnaire I

Questions Question It Question 2i Question 3t Question 4 s 
qualities qualities qualities qualities
that are that should that can be that have
important be achieved achieved by been achieved
for life by education education by education

Question 1 -0.01 0.07 0.01
(slightly (slightly (slightly
negative) positive) positive)

Question 2 0.72 0.61
(High) (Moderate)

Question 3 0.75
(High)

Question 4

It Is against tho above presented details through tables 
2.1 to 2.10 that the next sub-section then summarises the 
emerging observations.

(vi) Summary of Observations
Table 2.9 presents the summary of observations as emerging 

from the analysis of the teacher responses to the Questionnaire I. 
Thus, as described earlier, table 2.9 gives the degree of 
prlority^wlse classification of the qualities stated under the 
Questionnaire I In terms of quer/ies as to (1) firstly, which 
of the qualities are most necessary in life and (11) secondly, 
which of the qualities should be aimed at by the higher 
education. Further, table 2.9 also gives the degree*of*feasiblllty* 
wise as well as the degree-of-lmplem^ntation-wise classification 
of the various qualities stated in the Questionnaire I.
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Against this* table 2*10 gives correlations between the 
teacher responses to the four questions of the questionnaire X« 
Thus* one observes that the qualities needed most in life (i*e* 
response to question 1) as perceived by the teacher sample 
studied, correlates poorly with the qualities that should be 
achieved by education (l»e* response to question 2)• Further* 
the qualities needed most in life also show poor correlation 

/ with the qualities that can be achieved by education (i.e. 
response to question 3) as well as with the qualities that have 
been achieved by education (i*e* response to question 4)* 

coming to the faculty response to the quer/y as to which 
of the qualities should be achieved by education (i*e« response 
to question 2)* as can be seen from table 2*10* the same 
shows high correlation with the qualities that can be achieved 
by education response to question 3) and moderate co* 
rrelatlon with the qualities that have been achieved by education 
(!••• response to question Finally, the faculty response to 
the qualities that can be achieved by education (!•«• response 
to question 3) indicate high correlation with the qualities 
that have been achieved by education (i*e* response to question 4

2*K2 ResuliyL ^ JMialysia along with emerging observation^ 
fpr the Questionnaire on determining object^ 
Techniques and Nature o£ Examinations

As indicated earlier* this subsection concerns itself with 
results and analysis for Questionnaire n dealing with Meter* 
mlnation of objectives* techniques and nature of examinations* 
under continuous system of internal evaluation at a tertiary
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level as represented by BITS. Details describing this survey 
type questionnaire (see Appendix & ) as also the type of teacher 

sample on which the same was administered have already been 
given in section 2.6.2. For the purpose of convenience* this 
subsection couples results and analysis with emerging observations* 
presenting them separately for each of the above stated three 
facets of examinations*

I. awulti & Analyale a. alao emerging obsarvationn for Part A 
of Questionnaire II on determining ObjectIves of Examinations

Part A of the Questionnaire II aimed at studying objectives 
of evaluation components of quizzes* tests and comprehensives* 
Towards this* the Part A consisted of In all three questions* 
The first question had listed a series of educational objectives 
and* with reference to the courses conducted by them* for each 
of the above mentioned evaluation components* the teachers were 
requested to indicate in percentages as to how they normally 
weigh these objectives in the design of the evaluation components 
under consideration* For the purpose of the analysis* then* with 
reference to each of the above mentioned evaluation components* 
average percentage weightages based on the teacher responses 
were found out for each of the above indicated educational 
objectives* These evaluation~component-wise average-percentage- 
weightages for the different educational objectives are described 

in figure 2.1.

Coining to the second question in Part A* it aimed at 
exploring what percent of teachers considered that the class
room evaluation could also measure other qualities such as
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leadership* sense of responsibility* co-operation* etc.* and* 
from those who responded positively in the above context* the 
third question tried to find out what could then be the evaluation 
techniques for the same* Tables 2*11 to 2*13 give the analysis 
for results in the context of above two questions*

Summary of Observations

Below then are listed some of the observations as emrging 
from the critical study of figure 2*1 as also of teacher 
responses to questions 2 and 3 as presented through tables 2*11 
to 2*13*

1* From the analysis of teacher responses to question 1 in 
part A of Questionnaire XI* it emerges that the educational 
objectives of knowledge* comprehension* application* analysis* 
synthesis and evaluation* constituting the cognitive domain* 
are* normally* evaluated through the evaluation components of 
quizzes* tests and comprehensive**

2* More specifically* as can be seen from figure 2*1* while 
in case of quisles* the percentage weightages for the educational 
objectives of knowledge* application* comprehension* analysis* 
synthesis and evaluation are 40%* 21%* 22%* 9%* 4% and 4%* 
respectively* the same* In case of tests* are 31%* 27%* 20%* 
10%* 7% and 5%* respectively* And* in case of comprehensive** 
these percentage weightages turn out to be 29#* 25%* 21%* 
10%* 8% and 7%* respectively*

Thus* the above indicated sequence of educational objectives 
also states the percentage-welghtage-wise helrarchy of educational



TABLE 2.11
Analysis of Teaser Response* to Question 2 in Part A of the Questionnaire IX

Discipline ^categorization 
of Teacher Sample

Teacher response Frequency as per different Types of responses 
No. of Teachers Mo.of Teachers Ko.of Teachers No. of Teachers No. of 
saying •Yes1 saying *no* saying •Not with NO Teacher-

applicable* response Discipline 
category
wise total 
Teacher

_ __ ___ - — - - __________________________________________________Res onse
For each category of teacher disciplines, number in brackets show the 
corresponding type of the teacher response as percentage of the total 
teacher response for the category under consideration.

Teacher Responses

Teachers from Professional 
disciplines of Engineering.
M.Sc. (Tech.) inclusive of 
Computer Science. Instru
mentation. Studies.
STD and Pharmacy.

10 
(47.63%)

9 
(42.85%)

1 
(4.76%)

1 
(4.76%)

21 
(100%)

Teachers from Science
Disciplines

19 
(57.58%)

12 
(36.36%)

1 
(3.03%)

1 
(3.03%)

33 
(100%)

Teachers from the ^inanities 
disciplines of Management, 
economics, languages and 
Social Studies

14 
(77.78%)

4 
(22.22%)

W MB*.*■■ 1 —

18 
(100%)

72 
(1*0%)

25 
(34.72%)

43 
(59.74%)

2 
(2.77%)

2 
(2.77%)



TABUS 2 >12
Question 3 in Part A of the Questionnaire II seeking what 

^valuation^c^^ in teachers* opinion can be used to assess qualities such as leader- 
shipt_sense of responsibility, decision making, cooperation# etc.

Di sddpl inewise Teacher responses for various techniques of evaluation (i>e> evaluation components)
categorisation as indicated by them to assess objectives listed in Question 2 in Part A of the
of Teacher Questionnaire II
Sample Dab Case

work discu* 
^co^cts ssions

Obser
vation 
Inter
action

Field Home Semi
work project oar

Home 
assignment 
Project 
work

Viva Question Quia 
hour & 
discussion 
based 
classroom 
activity

Regularity No Teacher
and clear discipline-

behaviour cut categoryvise 
sugges- distribution 
tion of teacher 

response

1 3 18Teachers from 
professional 
disciplines of 
Engg*«M«sc. (Tech) 
(inclusive of cs# 
Instrumentation# 
Museun Studies# STD) 
and Pharmacy.
Teachers from 
Science 11 5 1 7 1 2 1 29
Disciplines 
Teachers from* 
Humanities disci* 
pl Ines of ^nagement 
Economics t languages 
& Social Studies

1 4 4 18 24

Evaluation* 
component-wise 
distribution of 
teacher response

2 1 22 12 3 18 1 4 2 71

Pe rcent agewisedistribution of 2.81 5.63 2.81 1.40 31.04 16.90 4.22 25.35 1.40 5.63 2.81 100
teacher responses , .
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TALE 2.13
Zllerafchy of, various student .evaluation techniques 
aa mrqing on the basis of teacher responiei to 
question 3 in part h pf questionnaire II, reported 
in table 2*12 *

• Case discussion 5.63%
. Viva 4.22%
*»—*******——•*»****•*—eewwMffwa waw »««•»«<•• —

. Lab woxX/projects 2.81%

Student evaluation techniques in 
the order of decreasing hierarchy 
of utility as opined by the sample 
of teachers studied with respect 
to the question of measuring 
qualities such as leadership, 
sense of responsibility, co*  
operation, etc*

• Home Project
• Home Assignments
• Project work

Teacher response for 
the technique under 
consideration tie % of 
the total teaclier 
response for all the 
techniques taken 
together

31*04%

• Question*hour 
and discussion based 25*35%
class-room activity

—*———*—^-*** 1 ■■■—«““« । uh । , ■■■ ।—omi_i.iiwniianmi.il n—nrft’-iw rn-Mur

. seminar 16,90%
• Regularity and behaviour 5.63%

• Observation
• Interaction

Hss.wiewW———Wwansieee—•we»ewWwei»—eff.w^,li«w-e,wi»«ww»ew

• Field work 1.40%
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objectives as reflected through the evaluation components of 
qulsMS* tests and comp rehens Ives ♦

3. In another words* the lower order educational objectives 
of knowledge* comprehension and application can be seen to account 
for 83%* 78% and 75% of the educational^objactive*wise weightages 
for the qulzses* tests and comprehensives* respectively* Against 
this* the percentage weightages for the higher order objectives 
of analysis* synthesis and evaluation are found to vary from 
17% to 22% to 25% as one moves from quizzes to tests to 
comprehens ives•

Thus* While on one hand it emerges that the percentage 
weightage for the set of lower order objectives of knowledge* 
comprehension and application decreases from quizzee to tests 
to comprehensives* on the other hand it is observed that the 
percentage weightage for the set of higher order objectives of 
analysis* synthesis and evaluation increases as one moves from 
quizzes to tests to comprehensives*

4. Table 2*14 given below indicates for quizzes* tests 
and comprehensives the degree of dominance of the set of 
Iwr order objectives of knowledge* comprehension and 
application over the set of higher order objectives of analysis* 
synthesis and evaluation.
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Table 2.14
Degree of dominance of Ipwer order objective over the 
higher order objective in the design of evaluation 
components of quizzes, tests and comprehenslves

Evaluation 
component

•

Degree of dominance of the set of lower order 
objectives of knowledge, comprehension and 
application over the set of higher objectives of 
analysis, synthesis and evaluations

• Degree of dominance for the given evaluation 
component
% weightage for the set of lower order 

objectives for the evaluation component
. under study_______________________ _______
% weightage for the set of higher order 
objectives for the evaluation component
under study

Ouis o( « 5177 - 3

Tests <X • ™ £ 3.5 22%

Comprehens Ives

Thuo, as can be seen from table 2*14, firstly. In the 
design of quizzes, tests and comprehensives, invariably, the 
lower order educational objectives greatly dominate the higher 
order objectives, and, secondly, thio degree of dominance 
decreases from quizzes to tests to comprehendIves,

5, In case of all the three evaluation L components of 
quizzes, tests, and comprehensives, the lowest order educational 
objective of knowledge has highest weight age. However, consistent 

with the observations in (4), this percentage weightage 
decreases from quizzes to tests to comp rehens Ives,
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6. Thus# in summary, it is observed that, basically, the 
quizzes, tests and con^prehensives aim at assessing the lower 
order qualities of knowledge, comprehension and application,

7, Table 2,11 gives the teacher-response-wise analysis 
for the question 2 in part A of the Questionnaire XX, Thus, 
as can be seen from table 2,11, about 60% of the teacher 
sample studied have opined that the higher order objectives 
like leadership, sense of responsibility, decision-making, 
cooperation, etc, can be assessed through the class-room based 
evaluation.

Further, when the teacher sample studied is classified 
in terms of major disciplines to which the teachers belonged, 
it is observed that while, from the humanities disciplines 
of management, economics, languages and social studies, as 
many as 77,78% have responded favourably to the above stated 
quer/y, the corresponding percentage for the group of teachers 
drawn from sciences is found to be 57,58%, and that for the 
group of teachers belonging to the spectrum of professional 
disciplines is observed to be only 47,63%,

Thus, while a majority percentage of teachers think that 
the personality traits like leadership, sense of responsibility, 
decision-making, etc, can be evaluated through class-room 
based examinations, this percentage is seen to decrease as one 
moves from humanities disciplines to sciences to professional 

disciplines.
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8* Table 2,12 give* teacher-major-dlscipline-wise 

categorization of the evaluation techniques or evaluation 
components on the basis of teacher responses to question 3 in 
part A of the Questionnaire IX, In specific terms, the question 
under consideration had aimed at seeking teachers* perception 
of the possible evaluation components that they would incorporate 
if the qualities such as leadership, decision-making, sense 
of responsibility, cooperation, etc, were considered measurable 
by them through the class-room evaluation.

Thus, as can be seen from table 2,12, a large spectrum 
of evaluation components emerged in the above context; namely, 
lab-work and lab-projects, case discussions, observation and 
interaction, field-work, home-projects, home-assignments and 
project-work, seminar, viva, question-hour and discussion 
based class-room activity, quis, and, finally, regularity 
& student behaviour. Table 2,13 gives the hierarchy-wise 
ordering of the above listed evaluation-components based on 
their popularity with the teachers in terms of the subject 
matter under consideration.

Thus, as can be seen from table 2,13, the evaluation 
components of home-projects, home-assignments & project-work 
demonstrate maximum acceptability (31,04%) with teachers in 
terms of the task of student assessment in the context of the 
above indicated higher order objectives of leaderships 
decision-making* sense of responsibility, cooperation, etc, 
Hext in the hierarchy, with decreasing degree of accept ability, 
is the evaluation component of question-hour and discussion 
based class-room activity, (acceptability percentage of 25*35%),
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followed by the evaluation component of seminar (16*9%)* 
Against this* on the other extreme of the degree of acceptance 
are the evaluation components of * lab*work & lab-projects* and 
‘observation & interaction1 with the tacher acceptance of 
2*81% and the evaluation components of ‘field-work* and ‘quiz* 
with minimum teacher acceptance of 1*4%*

Finally* it is interesting to note that while the 
traditional class-room based evaluation component of quiz 
has found minimum teacher acceptance (1.4%), the other 
traditional class-room based evaluation components of tests 
and comprehensives have failed even to get any such response 
from the teacher sample under consideration*

IX* Results & Analysis as also emerging observations 
for Part of Questionnaire II pn determining 
Techniques of Examinations

Part B of Questionnaire IX aimed at studying techniques 
of examinations/evaluation-components as adapted by teachers 
so as to achieve the educational objectives stated in the first 
question of Part A of the questionnaire under consideration* 
Towards this* Part B consisted of in all three questions*

the first question tried finding out how many quizzes 
and tests are conducted per couxse by teachers* Table 2*15 
presents the percentage^teacher^*vs*evaluation«component« 
frequency*wise analysis for the examinations of quizzes end 
tests*
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TABLE 2.15
J^SJ^ntagg^mghers-ys^y^^^ 
wise analysis for Qujsses & Tests

Qu lx 35% 37% 19% 1% 8%
Test 1% 7% 91% 1%

Against this, the 2nd question in part B aimed at 
exploring percentages of teachers incorporating evaluation 
components even beyond quizzes, tests and comprehensives. 
Various evaluation components considered in this context were 
home-assignments, lab-work, project-work, viva, seminar, group- 
discussion, etc. From the teacher sample studied,as many as 
62,5% (i.e, 45 out of the total response of 72) responded 
favourably to the above query. The analysis of the responses of 
this group of teachers who responded favourably is given in 
Table 2,16*

Finally, the 3rd question in part B of the Questionnaire 
II concerned itself with finding out what educational objectives 
teachers keep in mind while designing the above listed evaluation 
components as under the 2nd question in part B, Table 2,17 gives 
the educational—objective-vs-evaluatlon-component-based analysis 
of the teacher responses in this context. Further, the educational 
objectives so emerging have been hierarchy wise ordered based
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TABLE 2.16
Parcentaqaa of Teachers Incorporating various 
Evaluation Componanta axtendinq beyond Cuizzaa, 
Teats and Comprehensivea

Evaluation 
Component

Percentage of 
Teachers incor
porating the 
evaluation compo
nent under 
cons iderat ion

Percentage of 
Teachers not incor
porating the 
evaluation component 
under consideration

Home Assignments 22.22% 77<78%
Lab work 16.67* 03.33%
Project Work 25.00% 75.00%
Viva 15.28% 84.72%
Seminar 16.67% 63.33%
Group Discussion 12.50% 87.50%

Any Other
(i) Class Work 2.78% 97.22%
(ii) Class participation/ 

discussion 4.17% 95.83%

(iii) Engineering Design 
& Drawing 2.78% 97.22%

(iv) Lab. Test 1.39% 98.61%
(v) Field work 1.39% 98.61%
(vi) Case-study 1.39% 96.61%
(vii)Oral presentation 

inclusive of 
debates

4.17% 95.83%
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On th* teacher responses for each of the educational objectives 
and the same (l*e* the ordering) Is presented In table 2*18.

It is against the above details that below are then 
listed the emerging observations>

1* As can be seen from table 2*15, all the 100% of the 
teacher sample studied implement the evaluation 
component of tests* >bre specifically* as many as 91% 
of the teacher population have 3 tests per semester 
per course* while only 1% have more than 3 tests per 
semester per course* This population of 1% is observed 
to belong to the civil engineering group of teachers* 
From the remaining population of 8%* IX teachers have 
only 1 test per semester per course* while the rest of 
the 7% have 2 tests per semester per course* This 8% 
of teacher population is seen to belong to the group of 
computer science teachers* From further critical study 
of the teacher responses from the computer science 
group* it emerges that this smaller number of tests is 
mainly due to the heavy emphasis placed by these 
teachers on the evaluation components of project*work 
and seminars*
Against the above* as can be seen from table 2*15* 
while 8% of the sample size studied have more than 
3 quizzes per semester per course* the percentage of 
the teacher sample conducting only 1 quiz per semester 
per course Is as high as 37%* and as many as 35% of 
the population is observed not to include the evaluation 
component of quiz at all*

2* Coming to other details* it emerges that a majority 
percentage of teachers (62*5%) Incorporate one or the 
other evaluation component in addition to those of 
quizzes* tests and comprehenslves* Table 2*16 gives 
teaoher*percentage wise analysis for such evaluation
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components* Thus* as can be seen from table 2*16 
within the frame of reference under consideration, it 
is the evaluation component of project-report which is 
most popular with the teachers (teacher percentage of 
25%), followed next by home-assignments (with teacher 
percentage of 22*22%) and lab work and seminar (both 
with teacher percentage of 16*67% each)* Further, the 
evaluation component of viva and group discussion are 
observed to have teacher percentage of 15*28% and 
12*50%, respectively, followed, in the decreasing order 
of popularity, by the evaluation components of class 
perticipatioix/discusslon and oral presentation Inclusive 
of debates (both with teacher percentage of 4*17% each), 
class-work and eingineering design and drawing (with 
teacher percentage of 2*78% each), and, finally, lab 
test,field work and case study (with teacher percentage 
of 1*39% each)*

3* Finally, table 2*17 presents various educational 
objectives kept in mind by teachers while designing 
the different evaluation components listed in (2), 
apart from those of quizzes, tests and comprehensive*. 
The educational objectives so emerging have then been 
hierarchically ordered based on the teacher responses 
for each of them across tha entire spectrum of evaluation 
components under consideration, and the same (l*e* the 
ordering) is reported in table 2*18*

Thus, as can be seen from table 2*18, the educational 
objectives of ability to make practical suggestions, 
ability to evaluate alternatives and problem solving 
ability, with the percentage-teachar-response of 21*G3%; 
emerge as the most significant of the objectives in 
the above context* The above objectives, in decreasing 
order of significance, are then followed by the 
educational objectives in terms of the ’general



TABLE 2«17

Responses to Question 3 in Part 3 of Questionnaire II

Home Assignments 6 5 ew- 6 •* 5
Lab v^ork 6 2 w 4 2
Project ork 7 7 2 11 2 7
Viva 4 2 O 6 «» 4
Seminar 4 4 2 5 «» 8
Group Discussion 3 4 SB 4 WB 3
Any Other 
Class-v/ork rw -* *=» m *
Class Participa
tion & Discussions

wo 1 e» • *

Engineering Design
& Drawing 1 * * 1 * so
Lab Test 1 1 * W M- •
Field ^ork «e 1 * * cc?
Case Study •• 1 *w 2 •e *
Oral Presentation «» 1 w so * 1
Total Responses 32 29“ 4 “IT 30
Percentage-wise 16 <.24* 14.72* 2 >03 % 21 4 83% la02% 15.13*
distribution of 
Teacher Responses •1.37*
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T/.3LE 2. It
Hierarchy ofc various objectives of evaluation as 
emerging on the basis of teacher responses to 
question 3 in part a of Questionnaire II, reported 
in Table 2.17

evaluation objectives against the 
entire spectrum of techniques 
listed in column 1 of table 2.16, 
in the order of their hierarchy 
as emerginj Iiomi ths analysis 
reported in table 2.16

• Ability to make practical 
suggestions

Teacher response for the 
objective under consideratl 
as percentage of the total 
number of teacher responses 
across the entire cross*  
section of the objectives a 
also the techniques.

• Ability to evaluate 
alternatives

• Problem solving ability

21.83%

• General professional 
personality inclusive of 
regularity, self reliance, 
sense of responsibility, 
leadership, sincerity, 
precision & reliability,etc.

• Intellectual Ability
. Knowledge
• Comprehension

• Ability to articulate
• Ability for oral and 

written presentation

20.30%

16.24%

15.23%

Ability to apply knowledge 
to known/unknown si nations
Understanding analytical 
techniques

14.72%

Interdisciplinary approach 2.03%
Information processing ability 
inclusive of information 
identification, seeking, analysing

1.02%
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professional personality characteristics* such as 
regularity, self-reliance, leadership, etc# (with 
percentage-teacher-response of 20*30%), which, in tum( 
are followed by the educational objectives of 
intellectual ability, knowledge and comprehension* 
(percentage-teacher-response of 16#24%)#

Finally, on the other extreme of the spectrum of 
significance is observed the educational objective of 
♦ interdisciplinary approach1 (percentage-teacher
response of 2#03%), followed by the educational 
objective of information processing ability, having 
minimum percentage-teacher-response of l#02%#

XXX# Results & Analysis as also emerging Observations for 
Part C of Questionnaire XI on determining the nature 
of Examinations

Part C of the Questionnaire XX aimed at studying the 
nature of examinations as perceived by teachers so as to achieve 
the educational objectives stated in the 1st question of part A 
Towards this. Part C had in all 4 questions#

The first question attempted to study teachers* opinion 
about the type of examinations (open book/closed book, etc#) 
as incorporated by them in terms of quizzes, tests and compre
hensives# The options to be responded werei whether the 
examinations under consideration as designed by teachers were 
•all or mostly open book* or *all partly open and partly 
closed book’ or *all or mostly closed book*# The question was 
to be answered separately for quizzes, tests and comprehend Ives, 

Figure 2#2 gives results for this question#



EXAMINATIONS

FIG. U-lPERCEN TAGE OF TEACHERS WHO GIVE MOSTLY OPEN 
0OOK, MOSTLY CLOSED SOOK OR MIXED (PARTLY 
OPEN, PARTLY CLOSED SOOK ) EXAMINATIONS.
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Coming to the 2nd question, for each of the examinations 
of quizzes, tests and comprehenslvos, it aimed at exploring 
whether, in practice, teachers permitted choice of questions/ 
marks or not. Toucher percentages describing teacher responses 
to above options in respect of the three types of examinations 
under consideration are given in figure 2*3*

Against above, the 3rd question in part C aimed to know 
teacher’s opinion as far as giving choice of questions in 
quizzee, tests and comprehensives is concerned* The options to 
be responded wares whether the examination ’should include 
choice* or ’should not include choice*, or ’may or may not 
include choice** Percentages of teachers responding to these 
options are given in figure 2*4*

Finally, the 4th and, thus the last question in part C 
sought teacher's response in terms of the type of questions 
(l*e* objective, short-answer, long answer, etc*) that they 
include in the examinations* Towards thia, the teachers were 
requested to indicate in percentages as to how they normally 
weigh these type of questions in the design of the examination 
paper under consideration* For the purpose of the analysis, 
then, with reference to each of the above mentioned evaluation 
components (!*©• quizzes, tests and comprehensives), average 
percentage weightages based on the teacher responses were found 
out for each the type of question (i*e* objective, short 
answer, long answer, etc*)* These evalu&tion-component-wise 
average-percentage wightages for the different types of 
questions are given in figure 2*5*
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EXAMINAT IONS

FIG.2MTEACHERS OPINION (IN TERMS OF PERCENTAGE)
ABOUT GIVING CHOICE OF QUESTIONS IN EXA
MINATIONS.
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Below are listed some of the observations as emerging 
from the critical study of figures from 2.2 to 2*5*

1* As far as the nature of examinations (i*e* closed book* 
open book* etc*) is concerned* the pattern of responses 
given to different options Pall or mostly open book1* 
•all partly open and partly closed book* and •all or 
mostly closed book) is same for all the components of 
evaluation (i*e* quizzes* tests and comprehenelves)*

Thus* as one can see from figure 2*2* it is all or 
mostly closed book type examinations tht constitute 
between 66-72% of the total sample size studied for 
each of the evaluation components of quizzes* tests 
and comprehonsIves* Against this* for each of the 
evaluation components under consideration* *all or 
mostly open book* type examinations are observed to 
account for only 19-22% of the sample size under study* 
And* as a result* all partly open and partly closed 
book type examinations are found to constitute only 
6-12% of the total sample size for each of the above 
stated examinations*
Thus* it emerges that each of the evaluation components 
of quizzes* tests and comprehensives* as designed by 
the teacher sample studied* are pre-dominently ’all 
or mostly closed book* type in nature*

2* Teacher responses in terms of the practice of giving 
choice of questions/marks in examinations are given 
in figure 2*3* as the figure indicates* whether it is 
a quiz* test or comprehensive* the percentage of teachex 
♦not giving choice of questions/marks* is invariably 
higher than that for teachers ♦ giving choice of quest lor 
marks1* However* as one moves from quizzes to tests to 
comprehensives* the percentage of teachers *not giving 
choice* decreases from 90% to 78% to 57%* respectively^
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and* thus* the percentage 
increases from 10% to 22'

of teacher* •giving choice1 
to 43%* respectively*

Thus* it can be concluded that while* on the whole* 
there is a tendency to ’not to give choice’* the same 
is on decrease as one moves from quizzes to tests to 
comprehens ives•

3* Figure 2*4 presents teacher—percentage—wise analysis of 
the teacher-responses vis-a-vis their opinions about 
•giving choice in examinations1* Thus* as can be seen 
from figure 2*4* in case of quizzes and tests* a 
majority percentage of teachers (!*•* 69% and 60%* 
respectively)* are of the opinion that the examinations 
should not include choice* For comprehenslves* the 
corresponding percentage comes down to 34%« Against thi 
the percentage of teachers opining that •examinations 
should include choice* is observed to increase from 10% 
to 12% to 28% as one moves from quizzes to tests to 
comprehensives* Finally* the percentage of teachers* 
who are found to be in the twilight zone* is also noted 
to increase from 21% to 28% to 38% as one proceed* from 
quizzes to tests to comprehensives*

Thus* in summary* consistent with the observations as 
emerging from the analysis of teacher practice* vis-a-v 
the question of giving choices in examinations* it 
emerges that* on the whole* there is an increasing 
readiness on the part of teacher© to think of *giving 
of choice in examinations* as one moves from quizzes to 
tests to comprehendives«

4* Practices as adapted by teachers in terms of inclusion 
of different types of question* in quizzes* teats and 
comprehensive* are presented in figure 2*$« A® 
figure indicates* quizzes mainly consist of objective 
(weightage 35%) and short answer (weightage 59%) type
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questions. Against this, tests mainly consist of short 
answer (weightage 54%) and long answer (weightage 394) 
type questions* A similar distribution of questions 
is also observed in case of comprehensives, consisting 
mainly of short answer (weightage 43%) and long answer 
(weightage 48%) type questions*

Thus, in regard to the type of questions, examinations 
of tests and comprehensives demonstrate a great 
structural similarity between each other* Further, 
weightage given to Objective type questions is observed 
to vary from 35% to 5% to 6% as one proceeds from 
quizzes to tests to comprehensives* And, against this, 
the weightage given to long answer problem solving type 
questions is found to increase from 2% to 22% to 30% 
as one moves from quizzes to tests to comprehensives* 
Finally, while, in quizzes, the weightage given to 
problem solving type questions is observed to be as low 
as 31%* the corresponding weightages, in case of tests 
and comprehensives, afe found to be of the order of 
55% and 57%, respectively*

This then completes the analysis of the teacher 
responses to the.Questionnaire XX, and thus, in turn, 
brings to close the study of the objectives of 
education as also of the objectives, techniques and 
nature of examinations as undertaken in this chapter* 
A« indicated earlier, the next section briefly conclude: 
the contents of this chapter*



2*8 Conclusion

This chapter has basically concerned itself with the 
theme of studying the teachers* perception of the objectives oi 
edue ition as also the objectives* techniques and nature of 
examinations under an Internal system of continuous evaluation 
at a tertiary level* Towards this two questionnaires were 
prepared* Ihe Questionnaire I dealt with the subject matter of 
the objectives of education* while the Questionnaire IX was 
concerned with the subject of objectives* techniques and nature 
of examinations* The questionnaires were responded to by 
teachers from the entirespectrum of disciplines of engineering 
science and humanities* In all 51 teachers responded to the 
Questionnaire I* while the Questionnaire XI was responded by 
in all IV teachers*

Below are listed some of the main observations of 
the above studyi

1* In the perception of teachers* the qualities of sense 
of responsibility* confidence* self-reliance and 
common sense have emerged as the ones with highest 
priority in the context of what the process of life 
needs most*

2* Against this* towards the qualities that the education 
should try to achieve* amongst other things* the teache 
have given highest priority to the qualities of problem 
solving(ability)*judgement* leadership* self-reliance* 
etc*

3* In the perception of the teachers* qualities like 
problem solving* decision-making* self-reliance*etc* 
have received highest degree in terras of the ability 
of the education to achieve these qualities*



4. As regards to the qualities which* in the perception 
of the teachers* the education has been able to achieve 
the highest degree* amongst other things* has been 
given to the qualities of analysis* knowledge* 
leadership* etc*

5* Interestingly* while the quality of knowledge has been 
considered to be of only 1average* importance as far 
as the requirements of life are concerned* when 
enquired as to how far the education has been able to 
achieve this quality under consideration, the teachers 
have responded indicating 'highest* degree of 
achievement*

6* While common sense has been given the highest priority 
as far as the requirements of the life are concerned* 
this quality has received least priority in terms of 
the teachers perception vis-a-vis what the education 
should aim at.

7. It is interesting to note that the teacher responses 
to the question as to *what qualities the life needs 
most* show very poor correlations with the teacher 
responses to the questions as to 'what education 
should achieve** ’what education can achieve* and 
•what education has achieved*. Against this* the 
responses to question as to*what education should 
achieve* chow high to moderate correlations with 
responses to questions as to *what education can achievi 
and *what education has achieved** respectively. 
Similarly* the teacher responses to question as to 
•what education can achieve* show a high correlation 
with the teacher responses to the question as to *what 
the education has achieved*•

Thus* while there is an internal consistency between 
the responses to questions as to *what education should 
achieve** *what education can achieve* and *what



education has achieved', the teachers' perceptions of 
the qualities that the education should pursue, can 
pursue and has pursued ere quite in isolation from 
their own picture of what qualities the life requires.

8, Coming to the objectives of examinations, as far as 
the evaluation components of quizzes, tests and 
cony rehensive® are concerned, it is observed that they 
are normally designed around the cognitive domain 
of the educational objectives

9, It is also noted that the majority of the teacher 
sample studied think that the higher order skills 
like leadership, co-operation, sense of responsibility, 
decision-making, etc. can be assessed through the 
class-room evaluation* Towards this?the evaluation 
components of home-project®, home-assignments and 
project-work are observed to be the most popular with 
the teachers,

10, Further, it emerges that majority of teachers from 
the sample studied incorporate one or other evaluation 
component in addition to those of quizzes, tests and 
comprehensives. In this context, the evaluation 
component of project-work is observed to be most 
popular with the teachers, followed by the evaluation 
components of home-assignments and lab-work and 
seminar*

11, It is observed that the educational objectives of 
ability to make practical suggestions, ability to 
evaluate alternatives and problem solving ability 
emerge a® the most significant educational objectives 
in terms of the design of the various evaluation 
components as under (10)* apart from those of quisse®, 
tests and comprehensive®.



12« As regards to the nature of examinations, it is 
observed that, it is*all or mostly closed book’ 
type examinationsthat constitute between 66*72M of the 
total sample size studied in the above context for 
the examinations of quizzes, tests and comprehensives* 
As regards to the practice of giving choice of 
questions/marks, the majority of teachers do not 

choice* Finally, while quizzes consist mainly 
of objective and short answer type questions, the 
tests and comprehendIves include mainly the short 
answer and long answer type questions*

The above th^n is a comprehensive statement of the 
teachers* perception of the objectives of education as also 
the objectives, techniques and nature of examinations as 
under the internal system of continuous evaluation at the 
tertiary level* It Is against the f rame«of~reference 
investigated through this chapter that the teachers design 
various examinations, Chapter 3 studies the theme of 
reliability analysis for the examinations so designed*
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CHAPTER 3
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS - AN AOV APPROACH

3.1 Introduction

The importance of subjecting examinations to a ‘test analysis* 
can not be over emphasized. It is particularly vital in the case 
of an internal evaluation system since (i) it (test analysis) serves 
to establish the much-needed credibility of the system and (ii) 
it can provide a valuable feedback to teachers for improving upon 
the effectiveness of examinations which must be subjected to a 
rigorous scrutiny. Test analysis is used precisely for this purpose.

In more specific terms, the test analysis refers to various 
statistical methods which can be used to analyse the results of an 
examination. This chapter presents test analysis* viz.. detailed 
statistical analysis of various examinations administered in a 
sample of courses at BITS. The chosen sanple consists of 19 
courses from various programmes and disciplines, taught at various 
levels across the institute. The statistical parameters which have 
been calculated arei reliability, coefficients of correlations 
between various examinations in a course and course reliability. 
Another important characteristic of an examination is its validity 
which will be discussed in the next chapter.

A brief description of the aforecited parameters is given 
in section 3.2 of the present chapter, whereas reliability has 
been discussed in some detail in section 3.3. Thia Is followed 
by section 3.4 which describes the coefficient of reliability for



a complete course* The review of the literature is given in
section 3.5* Section 3*6 contains the objective of the present 
study* The chosen sample of the BITS courses is described in 
section 3*7 along with the method used for the collection of 
the data* The results, the analysis of results and the 
observations deawe are presented in sections 3*8, 3*9 and 3*10*
respectively*

3*2 Statistical Parameters Used in the Test Analysis

3.2.1 Coefficient of Reliability
The coefficient of reliability, denoted by R, measures 

the ‘reliability1 of an examination. Reliability of an exami
nation refers to the consistency in different sets of marks 
scored if the same examination is given more than once without 
any intervening or additional instruction. The maximum value 
of R is unity which indicates that sets of marks scored in 
repeats of an examination are 100% consistent, i.e., the 
examination is 100% reliable. The other extreme R*0 would 
Indicate a complete lack of consistency in different sets. As 
reliability is a very important characteristic of an examination 
it will be taken up for discussion In some detail in the section 
that follows.

3.2.2 Coefficient of Correlation 
to 

The coefficient of correlation indicates what extent 
variables (tests In this case) are related, to what extent 
variables in one test go with variables in the other. This 

statistical parameter is well studied in the literature
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(As can be seen in Guilford, 1978)• The present study involves 
the use of product-moment method for the calculation of the 
coefficient of correlation* The method uses the relation given 
in the following equation (Guilford, 1978)

xy
rXY"N<xJy ....3.1

where 
r v a Coefficient of correlation between tests X and Y. 
x • Deviation of any X score from the mean in test X.
y « Deviation of the corresponding Y score from the

mean in test Y.
xy ■ Sum of all the products of deviations; each x deviation 

multiplied by its corresponding y deviation* 
Standard deviations of the distributions of X and 

y J Y scores*

3*3 reliability of an Examination

3•3•1 Examination as a teasurlng Instrument 
No measuring instrument is totally free from errors*

Some error or the other is always in any type of measurement, 
whether it is a physical or an educational measurement* The 
measurement error can be random or in the form of a systematic 
bias* The present study however is concerned with the random 
errors•

The random errors in measurement are never completely 
eliminated but efforts should be made to reduce them as much 
as possible* Xf the random errors in a measuren.ent ar® sufficients 
small, the measurement is said to be reliable* Reliability refers 
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to the extent to which measurements are repeatable* When the 
measurement is appreciably influenced by random errors* the 
results are not exactly repestable because of the very nature of 
random errors which* being random* will be different in different 
sets of measurements• Senerally* physical instruments like a 
thermometer are quite reliable* However* it is not always so in 
the case of educational measurements because of their qualitative 
nature* For example* if an achievement test administered on 
several different occasions gave the same results* the test could 
be said to be reliable. However* the achievement which was to 
be tested might itself not be stable as the time changes* Hence* 
educational measurements tend to be less reliable than physical 
measurements*

Examinations are instruments for measuring the ability 
and performance of students* Xt is inevitable that several kinds 
of errors will be inherent in various kinds of examinations* Xt 
is not possible to design a system which is totally free from 
errors but it is certainly essential to understand and estimate 
the magnitude of errors in the examinations and* if possible* 
establish * limits of credibility* for examination results* 
Discrepancies in measurements may lead to a faulty assessment of 
student*^ performance* Hence it Is necessary to understand the 
different sources of errors in examinations*

The main possible sources of errors that are relevant to 
the Internal system of evaluation can be classified as followsi
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3.3.2 Errors in Examinations
(I) Subjectivity in Markings The student's script is a major 

source of error* Different examiners may assign different marks 
to the same script* An examiner with a human mind can not be 
whoieiy free from subjectivity in marking* Xn addition to the 
contents of the answer, the examiner may be influenced by the 
quality of hand-writing, and the neat and tidy look of the 
answer book and the style of expression, etc* Ihese factors may 
obviously influence the marks given to the students inspite of 
the usual claim that the marks are awarded only on the contents 
of the answer* Further, when examiners are marking a large 
number of answer books they would not usually mark all of them 
in one sitting* Hence, the varying moods and emotional and 
mental states of the examiners can also be one set of factors 
for variation in the marks awarded* Another factor which is 
obviously crucially important in an internal evaluation system 
is the examiner's personal relationship with the students and 
his overall opinion of the individual students* For instance, 
two students who have made different impressions on the examiner 
who has taught them in the class are likely to get different 
marks even if the content of their answers is identical,

(11) Content ^rror Due to Biased Sampling of Questionsi 
Bach examination paper represents a short sample from a large 
number of topics which have been taught and which form the 
basis for the examination* The sample may be unfair because it 
can not assess the entire range of the test syllabus* There is 
clearly a strong possibility of the sample being biased because 
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of several reasons such as the examiners interest in particular 
aspects of the subject, his personal attitude towards choosing 
either too complex or too single topics, etc* Heywood (1977) 
studies this kind of error in terms of•suitability of the 
instrument or scale*. Questions which are too difficult or too 
easy do not help the examiner to discriminate the students* 
performance in a group properly. Indeed, in actual cases, then, 
the discrimination may be caused by the subjectivity of the 
examiner or by random variations*

In an internal assessment system these errors may be 
introduced through several ways* Since the examiner is also the 
teacher, during the clasa-room instruction students often know 
that he himself is going to set the question paper* Thus, he 
(the student) may invariably attempt to guess the possible 
questions in the examination from the gesture of the examiner 
and his emphasis on certain topics during teaching* The examiner 
on the other hand knows that the students are trying to guess 
and,therefore, depending on his own mental attitude, he may 
either deliberately encourage the students in guessing wrong 
questions or help them in guessing the right ones or even try 
to adopt a totally different attitude of neutrality or Indifferen< 
Quite often, since the student knows the examiner, he may answer 
the questions according to the examiner’s inclinations and 
ejqpectations and not according to what the student really thinks 
should be the answer* Any such circumstances would contribute 
to the variation in marking which would naturally not reflect 
the students true ability and achievement in the subject*
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(III) Error in the Structure of a Question
Heywood (1977) calle this type of error as •reader 

acuity9 • If the question is ambiguous, there may be distraction 
in answering it properly because the students may bring their 
own meaning to the question •

(IV) Choice of Questions
Occasionally?the students may be given a choice of 

of 
questions from a certain number^ in the question paper (However, 
this practice is not very common in BITS) • it is debatable 
whether such a choice would contribute to the error in the 
examination results or not, but it is obvious that this certainly 
would lead to the variation in test scores. Various studies 
(for example, Heywood 1977) have proved that the student's choice 
of a particular question from questions often leadsto inconsistent 
and incomparable assessment by the examiner, depending on whether 
such a choice includes the examiner's favourite question or not,

(V) Error in the Test Form
The objectives of the questions in an examination should 

represent the objectives of the course study. Unless the examinee 
measures what it intends to measure, it is of no use. This Is 
called validity of the examination which will be discussed in 
the fourth chapter,

(VI) Error Due to the Health or Mental condition of the student 
A student's general health and mental state can also be 

a source of error in the examination results. If an examination 
is given on a day when the student is not feeling well or is 
emotionally upset, his performance is likely to be worse than
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it would have been under normal conditions* a
The errors described above contribute in varying degrees 

to the marks awarded to the students* It is assumed that from 
the point of view of the overall population these are distributed 
at random* The effect of such errors can be estimated by 
calculating the reliability of the examination which is the main 
objective of the work presented in the chapter* The quantitative 
measure of reliability is given by the coefficient of reliability

Sub- _ -- 
as described infection^3*3«4 and methods for the calculation

Sub- of this coefficient are incorporated infection .3*3*5* 

3*3*3 Safe-guards to Reduce the Errors
SUb- This^section discusses different safeguards that can bo 

implemented against the various categories of errors listed
Sub - 

above* Towards this* the^aection extensively draws from the 
practices followed in this context at BITS*

(X) Subjectivity in Marking
Students in the examination system at BITS characterized 

by the internal evaluation are shown their answer-books 
(inclusive of the comprehensive examination answer-books)after 
they have been corrected by the examiner* This is in a refreshing 
and welcome contrast to external examinations where students 
never get an opportunity to see their answer books after they 
have been checked* Hence* at BITS* in case students have any 
confusion, or doubts* they can always have interaction with the 
examiners and satisfy themselves with regard to the award of 
marks* Such a flexibility avoids subjectivity in marking to a 
great extent* besides providing the necessary feedback to both 

the examiner and the candidate*
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(II) Content Error,Due to Sapling

As pointed out earlier, unlike the traditional examination 
system, the evaluation at BITS is internal and continuous! and, 
since the evaluation is continuous, any 'biased sampling of 
questions* is reduced to a considerable degree. Since the students 
are assessed from time to time 7the question papers set also 
constitute an authentic sample of the content taught. Further, 
the practice of asking more questions in a test paper can also 
help the examination to be lass prone to this type of error.

(Ill) Error in the Structure of the Questions
Error of this type is more possible under the multleectlon 

based teaching of a course. This error can be considerably 
reduced by the type of the practice followed at BITS, whereby 
the questions are usually discussed amongst the team of 
instructors for the course7so as to arrive at a consensus on the 
content as also the structure of the questions through the 
necessary moderations and the revisions at the various stages 
of the question formulation.

(IV) Choice of Questions
As stated earlier, this practice can be a cause for errors 

in the student asaessn^nt as studied by Heywood (1977)/ and, 
therefore, may normally be discouraged* Interestingly# this 
practice is not very coirmon at BITS.

(V) £rror in the Test Formi
This arises mainly due to the discrepancy between the 

objectives of the course topics and those of the course examinatic
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One method to reduce this kind of the error can be in terms 
of the practice# as followed at BITS# of issuing course 
handouts at the beginning of each semester* The course handout 
is issued for each course of the semester# and is prepared by 
the ins true tor-in-charge of the course# who consistent with 
the theme of the internal evaluation# is also the examiner >fo* 
the course* The handout;in specific terms# amongst other details^ 
includes the objective of the course with reference to its 
description in the Institute's syllabus and also has the total 
examination mechanism* The handout is distributed to each of 
the students attending the course; thus bringing in a kind of 
a clarity between the examiner and the examinee in terms of the 
consistency between the topic and examination objectives*

(VI) Irror EMa to the Condition of Health pr i^antal State 
Of the Student

In a system of examination characterised by only one single 
test/examination (normally year ending or annual)# as is the 
situation in many of the external systems of examination# error 
in the assessment of the student -that can creep in due to his/ 
her improper health can indeed be of a grievious order* Indeed 
One very powerful way to avoid such%ituation is to have 

continuous student evaluation for any course attended by him* 
Ofcourse# even then there can be genuine situations;in the above 
context# with respect to some of the tests for the course# In 
such case# then# the error can be reduced by opting for a 
practice# as followed at BITS# of “make-up” examination# ft 

student is allowed to appear in make-up examination# if
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due to some •valid* reason he is not able to appear in the 
examination*

3.3.4 Coefficient of Reliability
"The Reliability for any set of measurement is logically 

defined as the proportion of their variance that is true 
variance** (Guilford 1978)•

Inorder to obtain a mathematical expression for the 
coefficient of reliability one can first write the actual 
score X^ obtained by the student ast

X* • t^ ♦ 3*2
where t^ is thetrue score of the i*^ student and a^ is the 

error in his score. In a perfect system of measurement e* 
would be zero and X* w t.* i*e** the true score would be the 
one actually obtained by the student* True score is the ideal 
score free from errors and can be obtained only if one has 
a perfectly reliable measurement.

In the above model* it is* further assumed that e^ s are 
distributed randomly over the whole population consisting of 
N students*

Thus* one* then* has the following in terms of the 
relation between the variances for the observed score* the 
true score end the errors

X 9 « a 2Let v • variance of th® observed score (x.-x.)

«*• . . 3.3Where x^ • mean of X. ■ E(xp r
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△ 1 w •• 2Let V. « Variance of the true score - ~ £1 (t,-t.) 3.41 " 1-1 x 1

where Ett^t^f

A 1 —» 2and V • — (e4*e4) « variance of the error 3.5• N 1-1 1 1

where E(ep ■

One, further, hast
E(e^) - 0, 

and that E (t^ e^) - 0,
3.6
3,7

m 0 — t^ E(e^)—0 3*9



Therefore, substituting 3.9 and 3.10 in 3.8, we gets

V - V. ♦ V 3.11
O v “

The coefficient of reliability?R, defined as the ratio of true 
variance to observed variance, is, thus, given by

Vt VeR . - 1 - 3.12
o o

3,3.5 Methods for Calculating the Coefficient of Reliability

Various methods are available in the literature for 
calculating the coefficient of reliability. All methods have 
some advantages and disadvantages in terms of their own 
•reliability* and convenience of application. The choice of a 
method would, thus, depend upon the convenience in a specific 
situation: , on factors such as the nature of examination, the 
number of students and questions, the availability of data 
in a suitable form, etc. In this sub-section is given a brief 
review of some of the important methods for calculating co
efficient of reliability. Further details in this regard can 
be obtained from many excellent books and monographs such as 
the Eonograph on test and Item Analysis for University, (1977^ 

by Natarajan. Some of the methods for calculating the co
efficient of reliability are as follows»

I Test-retest 
II parallel form 
III Split-half 
IV Ruder-Richardson 
V Analysis of variance
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(I) Teat«reteit
The test-retest method involves giving the test twice 

to the same group of students with an intervening time interval. 
Correlation between the marks obtained on the two different 
occasions gives the test-retest reliability coefficient* This 
method has the advantage of convenience and simplicity when it 
is easy to give a test twice to the same group of students* 
However* the time gap required between the two tests is a major 
drawback of this method. If the time gap is short* the students1 
performance in the second test would be influenced by their 
experience in the first test. If the time gap is large* their 
performance in the second test would differ from that in the 
first test due to possible changes in their intellectual level* 
their further readings* etc*

(II) Parallel Form
It is a modification of the test-retest method, in which 

the need for time gap is removed. In this method instead of 
administering the same test twice* two equivalent or parallel 
tests are given to the same population. Equivalent or parallel 
tests refer to the tests which have the same objectives as well 
as contents. The two forms of the tests are given one after the 
other. Theoretically parallel form seems to be a good method* 
but in practice it is quite difficult to make two tests which 
are exactly parallel.

(Ill) Split-half method
In this method* the reliability of a test is estimated 

by determining the internal consistency of the teat. Unlike



the two above mentioned methods* the split-half has the advantage 
that it requires single test administration and is quite rigorous^

In split-half method* the test is administered to a group 
of students in a usual manner* The performance of the students 
is analysed by dividing the test into two equal halves* There 
is no unique way of bringing about such splitting* but the 
usual method to split a test into two equal halves is the so 
called odd-even method* In this method all odd-numbered items 
are kept in one group and the even numbered items in the other 
group* An implicit assumption io that the two halves are 
similar or parallel* This provides the scores for each student 
which* when correlated* provide a measure of internal consistency 
of the test* The reliability of the full test can then be 
calculated by using Rulon's formula (EbriM966) as given belowi 

^d^ 
R « 1 - -------  3.13

r8 
Where is the variance of the difference between the two 
halves scores and g-J"is the variance of the sum of the two 

halves scores*
In the split-half method reliability also can be calculated 

by using Spearman-Brown formula or a simplified formula pro
pounded by Stanley (Ebel*1979)* However* Rulon’s formula 
given in equation 3.131b known to be quite accurate and con
venient for numerical purposes.
(IV) Kuder-Mchardson Method

Like the split-half method* Ruder-Richardson 
formulae provide a measure of the internal consistency of a
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test by a single test administration* However, in K.R. method
one need not split a test into two halves. Reliability of the
test can be calculated by two alternative K.R.formulae referred
as K.R. 20 and K.R. 21 (Ebel,1979) as given belows

(1) KR - 20
K 3,14

Where K • number of items , 
proportion of responses to i^ item which is correct^ a

thProportion of responses to the i item which is
not correct.

So (p^ ♦ qa> always equals to one. 
further; Variance of scores on the test.

K.R^ 20 is applicable only to the tests where items are 
scored by giving one point if answered correctly and zero if 
not answered correctly. Computation by KR-20 is numerically 
somewhat inconvenient because one needs to know proportion of 
correct responses for each item. A less accurate but simpler 
formula to get reliability is KR 21.

(11) KR - 21
- MQ- £ )

R • FT ( 1 “---- o } 3

Where M « Mean of test scores
K • Number of items in a test, and

2 • Variance of scores in a test.
K.R_ 21 gives the lower bound estimate of the reliability.
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The basic disadvantage in the KR and split-half formulae is 
that they assume that all the items in a test are homogeneous 
all the items in the test are assumed to measure the same quality 
or characteristic and are of equal difficulty/ thus putting strict 
quality requirements on the setting of the test paper*

(V) Analysis of Variance Approach to Reliability
Analysis of Variance(AOV) provides a convenient method to 

estimate the coefficient of reliability. A formula for the co
efficient of reliability using the Analysis of Variance was given 
by Hoyt (1935). In this section a brief derivation of the formula 
for coefficient of reliability by AOV approach will be described.

The broad steps in the AOV approach are as followsi
1. The observed score of a student can be described through a 
model represented by following equations s

xij " hj + eiJ ? 3-^
and t^j + \

under the assumptions thata 
(i) error components, occur independently and at random

with zero mean and common variance,and
(ii) that they (i.e. are uncorrelated with and with

errors in other measurements.
Where,
(a) » Marks obtained by the 1th student in the j*11 item.

(b) XI • Factor common to all measures (i.e. scores),
(c) » Factor in the total measure signifying the contribution* of the i * student,
(6) « Factor in the total measure signifying the contribution

J -thox the j item, and
(e) e. . • Unexplained factor or the error in the measure for 

th ththe 1 stu<5ent due to the J item.
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Z- Then, following the same treatment as in the case of
section 3-3^ it can be shown that

Where V io the total variance, o '
Vt is the true variance , 

and V is the error variance .
Then, the coefficient of reliability, R, is given by

3.18

It is important to note that in this model each score
contains the examinee effect as well as the item effect. The
present approach is thus a •two-way* analysis of variance.

5* From a given data 
fol Iowa t

V and V can be estimated as o e

and
3,19

3.20

sb represents the sum of squares for the examinees 
vn equation 

and RSS represents the remainder sum of squares. Substituting
for Vg and V* from equations!.19 and 3.20, respectively,^4n 
equation yields the following expression for the coefficient
of reliability

R 05 1 «* ass
<n-l> SB 3,21

The sums of squares SE and RSS can be obtained as follows.

SB » n
n
£ 3,22
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Where X * the overall mean is defined by 

. N n
A A xu 3,23lol jwl J

Expanding the square in equation 3*22 and using equation 3*23 
gives the following equation*

In a similar manner* the following equations can be obtained 
for S*I.# the sum of squares for the items and TSS* the total 
sum of squares*
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3.26

The remainder sum of squares RSS is obtained by using
equations 3.24, 3.25 and 3.26 as followsi

RSS • TSS - SE - 81 3.27

5* Thus SE and Ru6 are calculated by using the above formulae 
'to

which gives the coefficient of reliability in accordance with 
equation 3.21.

Equation 3.18 gives the coefficient of reliability obtained 
from the analysis of variance approach and is a generalised 
version of K.R.-20 formula (equation 3.14) which is only 
applicable to the objective type tests. Analysis of variance 
approach is most general and applicable to even essay-type 
tests (Harper and Misra, 1976). In general, the question papers 
in the BITS examinations are neither purely essay-type nor 
completely objective type. In such cases the use of equation 
3.21 should then be the roost justified.

3.3.6 Fornnila for Celculating Reliability of Examinations 
permittii^ choice of questions
The above formulae are not applicable to an examination 

in which a choice of questions is allowed. For such a case 
the formula given by Harper & Misra (1976) can be used. This 
formula is a modification of the K.R.-20 (equation 3.14) formula 
and is as followss
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nN - N | XtJ)a
R - 1 - ------ “-------------------------- ----- 3.28

<►»> ["1 <f\/- V*]
where

N • number of rows, l.e. the total number of examinees 
n • number of columns* i.e. the total number of questions 

to be answered by each examinee.
a the marks in question obtained by the 1^ student.

3.4 Coefficient of Reliability for a Complete Course
The methods for calculating R as given above apply to an 

examination in which each question is regarded as an item. The 
study also alms to find out the reliability of the complete 
course* which at BITS generally consists of several examinations 
spread over a semester. To calculate the value of reliability 
for the complete course,one can assume a model in which each 
examination is treated as an item and thus use equation 3.16 
based on the analysis of variance approach* In view of the 
general nature of the applicability of equation 3.18* this 
should give a reasonable estimate of reliability for the 
complete course. This model effectively assumes that all the 
examinations for the course* though carried out at different 
times in a semester and for different parts of the syllabus, are 
the components of, so to sayza 'single* examination. The value 
of reliability thus emerging then gives the consistency of this 
•single*1 examination,or* what can more appropriately be termed 
as* of the ^complete*1 course. For the sake of brevity* in this 
chapter this value of Reliability is referred to as the course 
reliability (Rc>•
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3.5 Review of the Literature
The studies on reliability can be put under three headings!
(I) Examiner reliability;also called reader reliability 

(II) content reliability
(III) Total Reliability

(I) Examiner reliability
One of the major criticisms against examination is that 

the students may be wrongly classified due to error in marking* 
Scores assigned never give the true or real assessment of the 

(A students* This was emphasized by Taylor (1962^)* Harper (1963)/ 
* * 

George (1964) and Harper etal (1967).

In support of above observation* several other researches 
can be quoted* Quite a large number of studies have observed 
that there may be differences in marking the same set of scripts 
by different examiners or by the same examiner on different 
occasions (MakerJee (1961)* Taylor* Tluanga and Misra (1966) 
and Harper and Misra (1976)).

Sb 
in his study "Examination of

Examiners! A study of the Reliability of examination marking* 
observed variation in marking for equivalent set of scripts* 
Towards the experiment conducted in this context* he had ensured 
that the equivalent sets of scripts were distributed to the 
examiners so that the variation in marking might be attributed 
to the examiners and not to the scripts* In another study Taylor 

the
(1963() studied variation inApass percentage of equivalent set 
of scripts*
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All the above mentioned studies, though they do not go 
to the extent of finding examiner reliability, are concerned wii 
the theme of error in marking and hence have been discussed 
under ‘examiner reliability9* However, the researches which haw 
been done to study the examiner reliability are as discussed 
below>

Taylor, Tluanga and Misra (1966) studied the examiner 
reliability of English I paper of B.A. part One examination of 
Gauhati University. They found a correlation of 0.77.

Harper (1966^1967) observed the examiner reliability of 
0.83 in case of a history paper of Class X of a secondary 
education board.

An interesting and comprehensive study on variation in 
marking was conducted by Harper and Misra (1976). They took a 
project in which 10 answer books were marked by 90 experienced 
examiners. This study is called ‘Ninety Marking Ten9. The 
interesting observation is that one of the answer books which 
was considered the best by one experienced examiner and was 
given 39 (distinction) marks out of 50, was considered worst by 
another examiner who assigned it only 11 marks. In another case, 
though, 77 out of 90 examiners agreed that a particular answer 
book was the best out of the 10, the marks awarded to it ranged 
from 17 to 35 out of 50; thus indicating low level of standard
ization in marking. In a third case the only answer book to be 
considered for distinction by one examiner was failed by 7. The 
marks awarded to it ranged from 22 percent to 76 percent.
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Harper and Misra (1976) in another study* got examined 
for a second time the same set of 4000 answer books by the 
same examiners* This study is known as 'Pour Thousand 
Remarked1, The examination selected was Class X* These 4000 
answer books consisted of 1000 each from the subjects of : 
history* Hindi* biology and mathematics* Half of the answer 
books were marked a second time by the same examiner • the 
other half of them were marked the second time by a different 
examiner* The differences between the two marking of each 
4000 answer books ranged from 0 to 20 marks out of 50* Zt 
is interesting to note that the geometry paper examiner 
differed from his own first marking by 20 points* The 
important conclusion observed by the study was that the marks 
of examiners marking their own answer books were more consisten 
than of those examining other examiner's answerbooks* 

(II) Content Reliability

Misra (1968a) studied the content reliability of 
some of the matriculation examinations at Gauhatl* He 
observed the following resultsi

Subject Coefficient of reliability
English X 
English XX 
English XXX 
History 
Mathematics 
Geography

0*76 
0.63 
0*63 
0.60
0*50 
0* 49

In an another study Misra (1968b) studied the content 
reliability of English paper of pre-university examinations 
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of Gauhati University* He obtained the reliability coefficient 
of 0*60 by analysis of variance and split-half method*

Harper et al(1987) investigated the content reliability 
of various subjects for class X examination of a secondary board 
education* For mathematics paper they observed high reliabilities 
ranging from 0*68 to 0*90* whereas Gayen et al (1961) and Misra 
(1968a) found rather low reliability i*e*t 0*63 and 0*50 as 
compared to Harper et al* It should be mentioned here that 
Harper et*al* studied reliability for geometry only whereas 
Gayen et*al and Misra did it for arithmetic* algebra and 
geometry, altogether* 

(III) Total Reliability
The terra total reliability has been coined by Harper 

(1976). This is the correlation between the marks given by 
two parallel examiners on two parallel essay tests. Misra(1976) 
mentions some of the studies which though not conducted under 
the heading • total reliability* * would be valid to be put under 
this category*

S*s.c*E. board Maharashtra (1960) correlated Secondary 
School Certificate Examination (SSCE) marks with Class X final 
examination for various subjects* Reliability coefficient 
ranged from 0*33 to 0.80 for different subjects. Gayen etoal^ 
(1962) conducted a similar study by correlating school test 
examination marks with secondary board examination marks*

Harper (1966^ proved statistically that the total 

reliability of an essay test is equal to the product of
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examiner and content reliabilities• Based on Harper's approach, 
Misra (1968b) found the total reliability to be 0.64 for an 
English examination of pre-univarsity examinations of Gauhati 
University*

In addition to the above it is worth mentioning some 
more studies which are in the direction of improving examina
tions. They will be discussed under following headings!

1. Question Formulation
2. Marking

1. Question Formulation
ft problem of the examination system is that of

good question paper. Most of the researches which have 
applied themselves to this aspect suggest that the questions 
should be made very specific and related to as directly as 
possible to the learning outcomes being measured. Gayen et al 
(1961), Hill (1967b) and Misra (1968b) found that the questions 
asked in the examinations are not clear. All of them suggest 
that the questions should be precise, so that pupils do not 
bring their own meaning to the questions. More ambiguous the 
question, more inefficient it would be in detecting the 
true ability of the student*

Gwyen et al (1961) also pointed out that the choice of 
questions in an examination leads to unrealiable measure of 
student's ability. Quite a number of other researches in India 
have also explored this problem. Harper (1962) and Taylor 
(1962c, 1963b), Hill (1963, 1964a & 1964b, 1965 and 1967a & 
1967b), Harper (1963b) and Taylor (1962c and 1963b) suggest 
that choice of questions, generally, should not be allowed.
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lele et al (1962) found that students avoid difficult 
questions* Performance of students is found to be poorer on 
difficult items than on simple questions* Thus, he concluded that 
when choice is given students* performance depends more on the 
choice of questions than actually upon his knowledge of the 
subject matter*

Hill (1967a) analysed a mathematics question paper from 
a board and found that a student who knew enough about four of 
the eighteen topics in the syllabus got maximum marks* In 
another study on the general science paper, such great choice 
was allowed that students could safely ignore the entire 
physics syllabus*

Instead of long essays many authors have recommended the 
inclusion of compulsory, small, short answer type questions in 
the examinations* they hold the view that the small questions 
cover wide range of contents (Harper (1960), Hill (1967a, 1967b, 
1967c) and Misra (1968b). Some other researches and the suggestion! 
made by various commissions are also in favour of having 
objective type questions in the examinations* These recommendation! 
are by University education Commission (1950), Mudaliar commission 
(1952),Harper (1960), Gayen et al(1961, 1962), Harper (1962), 
Taylor (1962d), Harper (1963b), Mukherjee (1964), Hill (1964a, 
1964b, 1965), Harper (1967) and Gayen (1970).

Dave (1971) also pointed out some flaws in the question 
paper* He suggested following reformat

(i) Abolition of overall options
(11) Increasing content coverage

(ill) Increasing the proportion of short answer questions*
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However, Mascarenhas (1973) in the article, ‘A Model 
in

Question Paper* gives ^alternate view point in the above context 
on 

which instead of being based in the reliability analysis uses 
a survey technique by involving 12 educationists* According to 
him, a question paper should be objective-based and include 
questions directly related to the objectives the curriculum is 
required to have and that the options should be given* Further, 
he suggests that the question paper should estimate the item 
difficulty and be so structured as to have questions ranging 
from easy to more difficult items*

2* Marking
Mahalanobis and Chakravarty (1934) in the U*P* Board

examinations found significant difference in the distribution 
of marks for different subjects* They suggested the scaling of 
marks of different subjects by standard score method* Gayen
et al (1961) recommended item scaling before the marks of 
different subjects are added* Taylor (196^ suggested scaling
for equating the marks awarded by different examiners.Baruah
(197 5) also in hie monograph, *A Hand Book of Scaling 
discusses the scaling procedure* Some other important works 
carried out on scaling are due to Taylor (1963), Taylor and 

b
Tluanga (1963)), Harper (1963$, Tluanga et al(1964),
Hill (1965) and Taylor, Tluanga and Misra (1966)* Misra(1976) 
states that, wit may be observed that despite so many recommend
ations put forth by various experts on examination for scaling 
marks, no public examination body in India except the Gauhati 
University employs any kind of scaling in its examinations**.
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In this context, it may be worth mentioning the practice 
of normalisation followed at BITS in terms of its admission 
procedure. The marks obtained by each student in a public 
examination are normalised with respect to maximum marks awarded 
in that examination. For example, if a student secures x marks 
in a public examination and maximum marks awarded in that 
examination is y, then, the normalised percentage of the student 
having x marks will be taken to be 100 x/y. The students from 
different boards and public examinations are thus treated in 
the same footing for the purpose of admission. Thus, this 

the XnsA AuVe 
normalisation enables Ato scale the student performances as 
reported by various boards, so as to take care of variations in 
their marking systems.

Finally, Misra (1969)in his monograph ‘The effect of 
Randomisation and Scaling on the Errors in Examination Marks1 
concludes that the randomisation of scripts and scaling of marks 
reduce the errors in examination marks approximately by 50%.

The above, then, is a brief review of the literature on 
studies on reliability. As can be seen, there almost is no work 
on the examinations within the framework of Internal evaluation 
system based on semester pattern. Thus, as mentioned earlier, 
the remaining sections of this chapter study reliability of 
examinations in internal continuous evaluation system.

3.6 Objective of the Present Study
The present chapter aims to study the reliability of 

examinations within the framework of the internal evaluation
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system* Ths system at BITS provides a very convenient data base 
for this research*

TO begin with* in specific terms,against above objective* 
this chapter in its remaining sections aims to calculate the 
reliability of various examinations at BITS through the analysis 
of variance approach* As many as 83 examinations inclusive of 
7 quizzes* 52 tests and 24 comprehensive examinations have been 
studied in this context*

Then* the sections of this chapter analyse the effect of 
factors such as the number of questions* number of students* 
level of the course* discipline of the course* etc* on the 
reliability of the examination*

This* then* is followed by studying the correlations 
between various examinations of a course* the analysis being 
conducted for as many 18 courses*

A,

Finally* the chapter devotes itself to the study of course 
reliability through the analysis of variance approach*

3*7 Sample of Courses Chosen for Test Analysis and Data 
Collection Procedure
As-fF»ntioned^earl4er, fl sample of 19 courses at BITS were 

chosen for the test analysis* The list of these courses is given 
in Table 3*1. As is apparent from the table* the select courses 
pertain to various disciplines and programmes across the 
Institute* viz** science* engineering* management and the 
humanities* The ^various examinations Jha each course have been 
mentioned in Table 3*2* The total number of examinations in
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TABLE 3.1
Courses Selected for Analysis

a. Core Courses
S.No. course Noe Course Title Semester Disciplines 

Academic
Year

Level

1 SCI Alli Concepts in Science 1/1977—78 Science I Yr.
2 PHY A112 Physics I 11/1977-78 Science I Yr.
3 PHY AJ11 Modern Physics 11/1977-78 Science II Yr.
4 MATH RA321 Probability and 

Statistics
11/1977—76 Science Ill Yr.

5 HUM A311 Impact of Science 
and Technology

1/1977-76 Humanities IIIYr.

6 HUM A311 Impact of science 
and Technology

1/1978-79 Humanities lilYr.

7 HUM A312 Contemporary India 11/1977-78 Humanities IIIYr.

b. Professional courses

8 PHY A432 Solid State Physics 1/1978-79 Science IV Yr.
9 BIO A511 Biophysics 1/1978—79 Science v Yr.
10 MATH A561 Combinatorial

Mathematics
1/1978-79 Science v Yr.

11 ENGG A421 Control Systems Engg. X/1978—79 Engineering IV Yr.
12 ENGG RA512 Systems Modelling 11/1977—78 Engineering v Yr.
13 CE A421 Soil Mechanics and 

Foundation Engineering
1/1978-79 Engineering V Yr.

14 CE RA532 water & waste Water 
Treatment

1/1978-79 Engineering V Yr.

15 EEE RA592 / Introduction to Micro
processors

1/1978-79 Engineering v Yr.

16 ECON A521 Developmental Planning 
in India

1/1978—79 Humanities V Yr.

17 ENGG A411 Systems Analysis 1/1977-78 Management IV Yr.
10 ENGG A411 Systems Analysis 1/1978-79 Management IV Yr.
19 MGTS A541 Production Management 11/1977-78 Management v Yr.



TABLE 3.2
and Number of Examinations Analysed in Each Course

a. Core Courses
S.Ho. course No. No. of 

Quizzes
NO. Of 
Teets

No. of comprehensives

1 SCX Alli •• 3 1
2 PHY A112 SB 3 1
3 PHY A211 * * 1
4 MATH RA321 * 3 2 (Part A & 8)
5 HUM A311 eo 3 2 (Part A & B*)
6 HUM A311 2 3 2 (Part A & B)
7 HUM A312 1 3 1*

b. Professional Courses

8 PHY A432 2 3 1
9 8X0 A511 <» 3 1

10 MATH AS61 we 3 1
11 aNGG A421 1 (lab. Guis) 3 1*
12 ENGG RAS12 «® 2 1
13 CE A421 3 «»
14 CE RAS32 l(lab.Qulx) 3 1*
15 EEE RA592 3 1
16 ECON A521 «k 3 2 (Part A & B)
17 EWG A411 «b 2 2 (Part A & B)
18 BUGG A411 * 4 (A & B) 2 (Part A & 8)

(A & B)
19 MOTS A541 * 2 1

* Examinations permitting choice of questions*
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As indicated earlier, the total number of examinations in 
these 19 courses which have been analysed consists of 7 
quizzes, 52 tests and 24 comprehensive examinations,

A little clarification as regards to the number of 
comprehensive examinations studied would be helpful at this 
stage. Indeed, for 19 courses, there ought to be 19 
comprehensive examinations# however, for one course, namely, 
• CE A421 Soil Mechanics & Foundation Engineering - data on 
the comprehensive examination could not be procured. Further, 
for six courses, comprehensive examinations had two parts 
each, the parts in every sense being fundamentally different 
in character and structure. Therefore, these have been 
treated as 12 examinations# thus, making the total of 
(13-1+12)*24 comprehensive examinations, The course numbers, 
course titles and the semesters of their offerings for 
these six courses are# HUM A311 * Impact of Science and 
Technology * I Semester, 1977*78# HUM A311 - Impact of 
Science and Technology * I Semester, 1978-79# MATH RA321 - 
Probability & Statistics - II Semester, 1977-78# ENGG A411 - 
Systems Analysis - I Semester, 1977-78# ENGG A411 * Systems 
Analysis - I Semester, 1978*79# and ECON A521 • Developmental 
Planning in India - i Semester 1978-79,

The data collected consisted of marks obtained 
by each student in each question of each examination. 
This data vias collected with the help of teachers, 
immediately after the evaluation of answer books in 
each examination was completed. The teachers gave
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the marked answer books to the researcher before returning them 
to the students* Thus, the marks for each of the questions from 
each of the identified tests as obtained by each of the students 
were noted down from time to time.

Further, Table 3.1aand 3.1b * also, give the year and 
semester of the courses (for which the data has been analysed), 
as well as the level and discipline of the courses* Table 3*3 
gives the number of students appearing in each examination* 

an The number of students taking each examination in a course 
sometimes differed from test to test because of the reasons of 
absence* withdrawls and cancellation of registration* In the 
calculation of various statistical parameters for an examination* 
the data has been included only in the case of those students
who actually appeared in that examination*
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a. core Courses

TABLE 3.3
No, of Students Appearing in Bach Examination 
in the Selected Courses

S.No. Course No. Quiz 1 Quiz 2 Test 1 Teat 2 Test 3 Comprehen-

1 SCI Alli * B 343 290 325 395
2 PHY A112 sb SB 271 237 301 374
3 PHY A211 SB OS SB B e» 360
4 MATH RA321 sb SB 202 143 192 231
5 HUM A311 SB w 42 59 74 94
6 HUM A311 36 43 63 47 56 70
7 HUM A312 76 52 57 71 84

b, ]Professional courses

8 PHY A432 14 12 14 12 15 15
9 BXO A511 SB «• 16 13 15 19

10 MATH A561 16 17 12 17
11 ENGG A421 56(lab.) -
12 ENGG RA512
13 CE A421
14 CE RA532 12(lab.) -
15 EEE RA592
16 ECON A521

17 ENGG A411
18 ENGG A411
19 MGTS A541

131 80 122 136
- 121 59 181
12 21 26
14 13 12 14
50 34 47 48
25 18 18 24 Part *

25 Part I
- 53 37 74
55 - 21 70
30 20 - 26
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3*8 Raoult8

This section* consistent with the objectives stated in 
section 3*6* presents the results on the coefficient of 
reliability for the 19 selected courses* The titles of these 
19 courses are same as those listed in Table 3*1* These results 
are given in part a*s of tables from 3*4 to 3*22*

Then this section proceeds to give the results on the 
coefficients of correlations between various examinations for 
the courses listed in Table 3*1* except for the course CE A421 
• Soil Mechanics & Foundation Engineering* These results are 
given in part b‘s of Tables 3*4 to 3*22*

Finally* this section gives in its Table 3*23 results on 
course reliability for the courses listed in Table 3*1* excepting 
two courses* namely* MATH RA321 • Probability & Statistics and 
CE A421 * Soil Mechanics & Foundation Engineering*

Xt may ba mentioned that the courses CE A421 • Soil 
Mechanics & Foundation Engineering and MATH RA321 - Probability 
& Statistics were* as indicated above* excluded from calculations 
for the reasons of the data not being available in the proper 
form*

Coming to other details* it may be mentioned that all 
above calculations were carried out on IBM 1130 computer at 
BITS using Fortran programmes and the same have been listed 
in appendix I
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TABU 3.4

1. Course - SCI Alli - Concepts in science

** reliability of examinations

Examinations *
No. of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Test 1 17 15 0.62
Test 2 14 15 0.58
Test 3 19 15 0.61
comprehensive 32 35 0.67

*In addition, 2 quizzes of 5 marks each and a project report 
of 10 marks were also giwn.

Correlation coefficients between) pairs of examinations

Quiz 2 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Project 
report

Compre*  
hensIve

Quia 1 0.24 0. 37 0.43 Q.42 0.03 0.41
UUl*  2 0.36 0.34 0.33 0.07 0.39
Test 1 0.54 0.52 0.01 0.60
Test 2 0.52 0.06 0.63
Test 3 0.08 0.60
Project 
report

0.12

Coinpre*  
hensIve



TABLE 3.5

2. Course - PHY HA112 - Physics X

a. Reliability of examinations

Examinations*
NO. Of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Test 1 12 18 0.60
Test 2 10 18 0.59
Test 3 8 ' 16 0.65
comprehensive 7 35 0.70

b» Correlations coefficients between pairs of examinations

Comprehensive

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Compre

Quiz 3 0.47 0.46 0.37 0.52
Test 1 0.52 0.38 0.47
Test 2 0.47 0.51
Test 3 0.56

♦In addition, a quia of 11 mark# was also held.



TABLE 3.6
3. Courge w PHY A211 - Modern Physics

a. reliability of examinations

Examinations*
Ho. of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

ComprehensIve 15 30 0.91

*In addition, three tests of 15 marks each, a quiz of 
10 marks and the lab work of 15 marks were also given.

b. Correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Lab 
work

Comp re.

Lab quiz 0.43 0.49 0.48 0.46 0.50
Test 1 0.52 0.47 0.23 0.58
Test 2 0.58 0.33 0.60
Test 3 0.48 0.60
Lab work 0.32
Comprehend ive
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TABLE 3.7

4. Course MATH RA321 - Probability & Statistics

a. Reliability of examinations
Examinations* NO. Of 

questions
Actual 
weight

Reliability 
coefficients

Test 1 6 30 0.59
Test 2 6 30 0.56
Test 3 6 30 0.73
Comprehensive A 16 25 0.73
Comprehensive 8 14 50 0.82

b. Correlation Coefficients between pairs of Examinations

Test 1 rest 2 Test 3 Quiz 1 Quiz 2 Quiz 3 Quiz 4 Quiz 5 Comr
hens

Test 1 0.39 0.44 0.17 0.22 0.19 0.22 0.34 0.1
Test 2 0.50 0.28 0.30 0.30 0.32 0.31 0.J
Test 3 0.095 0.25 0.21 0.30 0,35 o. ■
Quiz 1 0.23 0.13 0.34 0.24 0.£
Quiz 2 0.13 0.27 0.29 o.:
Quiz 3 0.19 0.17 O.(
Quiz 4 0.40 0.1
OUiz 5 0.J
uompre-
hensive

* In addition* five quizzes of 7 mark© each were also held.
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TABLE 3.8

5. Courge - HUM A311 - Impact of Science & Technolo y 

( I semester 1977-78;

a. Reliability of examinations

Examinations*
N’O.
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Test 1 19 20 0*70
Test 2 11 20 0.46
Test 3 4 20 0.45
ComprehendIve * * * 

Part A
13 15 0*61

Con^prehena Ive ♦ * 3 
part a

out of 4** 15 0.61

b. Correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Quiz 2 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 -ompre.

Quiz 1 0.18 0*25 0.27 0.48 0.37
uulz 2 0.40 0.16 0.33 0.42
Test 1 0.23 0.37 0.57
Test 2 0. 39 0.35
Test 3 0.50
Comprehensive

*In addition* 2 quizzes of 5 marks each were also held.
♦*eomprehen::ive examination rart 9 permitted choice of 
questions;*

♦**The question paper of the comprehensive examination 
contained the parts A and B. These parts were quite 
different in nature hence their reliability coefficients 
were calculated separately*
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TABLE 3.9
6• Course - HWA311 - Impact of science & Technology

(I semester 1978-79)

ae Reliability of examinations

Examinations
NO. of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Quiz 1 6 5 0.75
Quiz 2 8 5 0.44
Test 1 12 20 0.47
T.St 2 8 20 0.59
Test 3 5 20 0.42
Comprehens ive * 

Part A
16 ie 0.77

Comprehensive*  
Part B

2 12 0.48

*rhe question papei of the coff$>rehenslve examination 
conf ined two parte A and B. These parts were quite 
different in nature hence their reliability coefficients 
were calculated separately.

b. correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Quiz 2 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Compre.

Quiz 1 0.22 0.47 0.45 0.40 0.06
Cuis 2 0.54 0.54 0.37 0.47
Test 1 0.60 0.53 0.28
Test 2 0.59 0.37
Test 3 0.17

Comprehensive
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TABLE 3.10

7. bourse - HUM HA312 - Contemporary India

a«Reliability of examinations

Examinations*
NO. Of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

cuiz 12 5 0.77
Test 1 2 15 0.42
Test 2 3 15 0.09
T.at 3 3 15 0.39
ComprehensIve 4 out of 5** 40 0.56

*Xn addition, home assignment of 10 marks was also given,
a^Examination permitted choice of questions.

b.correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Home 
Assign
ment

Compre.

Quiz 0.36 0.41 0.29 0.32 0.37
Test 1 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.40
Test 2 0.42 0.34 0.33
Test 3 0.51 0.70
Home assign- 0*64
ment
Comprehensive
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TA BLS 3.11

8• Course - PHY A432 - Solid State Phynics

•• Reliability of examinations

Examinations*
NO. of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Heilability 
coefficient

Quiz 1 9 5 0.40
Quiz 2 7 5 0.73
Test 1 4 15 0.24
Test 2 4 15 0.74
Test 3 3 15 0.19
Comprehens ive 11 30 0.40

*ln addition^ quiz 3 of 5 marks anti a home assignment of 10 
marka were also given.

to• Correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Quiz 2 Quiz 3 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
Home 
Assign
ment

Compre.

Quiz 1 0.08 0.60 0.66 0.28 0.39 0.45 0.53
Quiz 2 0. 36 0.06 0.64 0.48 0.38 0.42
Quiz 3 0.34 0.48 0.21 0.64 0.39
Test 1 0.44 0.35 0.39 0.46
test 2 0.76 0.51 0.67
Test 3 0-22 0.80
Home 
assign
ment

0.54

Compre
hensive
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TABL.3 .1.12

9. Course - RIO A511 - Biophysics

a« Reliability of examinations

Examinations *
NO# Of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Test 1 3 15 O#39
Test 2 3 15 0.22
Test 3 3 15 0.27
Comprehensive 19 45 0.83

b» Correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Quiz 2 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Compre.

Quiz 1 0.33 0.48 0.50 0.59 0.72
Quiz 2 0.32 0.60 0.12 0.56
Test 1 0.32 O#56 0.51
Test 2 0.50 0.69
Test 3 0.6R
Comprehensive

♦In addition, quia 1 and quia 2 of 5 marhs each were also held#
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TABLE 3.13

10. Course - MATH A561  Mathematics*

*ln addition* a seminar of 25 mark's was also held.

a« Reliability of examinations

examinations*
NO. Of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Test 1 6 15 0.48
Test 2 / 4 15 0.10
Test 3 5 15 0.66
Comprehend ive 7 30 0.67

Correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Test 2 Test 3 Seminar Compre.

Test 1 0.76 0.74 0.73 0.45"

Test 2 0.4? 0.42 0.33

Test 3 0.6? 0.76

Seminar 0.58

Comprehensive
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TABLE 3.14

11. Course - ENGG A421 - Control Systems Engineering

a. Reliability of examinations

Examinations*
Of 

questions
Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Lab quiz 10 10 0.47
T.St 1 3 15 0.52
Test 2 5 15 0.41
Test 3 4 15 0.46
Comprehen
sive

5 out of 6** 35 0.68

*In addition, a lab report of 10 marks was also given*
**&xaminatl on permitted choice of questions.

b. Correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Lab report Comprehensive

Lab quiz 0.29 0.27 0. 38 0.45 0.37
Test 1 0.29 0.38 0.44 0.37
Test 2 0.53 0.49 0.61
Test 3 0.55 0.68
Lab 0.60
report

Compre
hensive
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TABLE 3.IS

12*  Course - ENGG RA512 - Systems Modelling

*ln addition, test 1 of 18 marks and a quiz of 10 marks 
were also held*

«4 Reliability of examinations

Examinations*
NO, of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Test 2 2 18 0,18
Test 3 4 18 0*52
Comprehensive 6 36 0,63

b, Correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Compre.

Cuis 3 0,33 0,34 0,40 0,41
Test 1 0.44 0.34 0.59
Test 2 0.38 0,45
Test 3 0,46
Comprehensive
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TABLE 3.16

13. Courge - Ct A421 - Soil Mechanics & Foundation Engineering

a, Reliability of examinations

Examinations*
No, of Percentage Reliability
questions weight coefficient

Test 1 4 20 0.26
Test 2 S 20 0.26
Test 3 3 20 0.42

*In addition, a quiz of 5 marks and the comprehensive of
35 marks were also held.

Note Correlation coefficient between various examinations 
in this course could not be calculated due to 
Inadequate data.
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TABU 3.17

14. Course - CE RAS32 - water & aste water Treatment

tt• Reliability of examinations

Examinations
No. of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Lab quiz 8 20 0.92
Test 1 16 15 0.38
Teat 2 6 15 0.14
Test 3 7 15 0.58
Compre- 5
hensive

out of 7* 35 0.55

Correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Compre•

Lab quiz 0.16 0.91 0.68 0.81
Test 1 0.17 *0.11 0.05
Test 2 0.77 0.89
Test 3 0.87
ComprehensIve

♦Examination permitted choice of questions.
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TABLE 3.19

15. Course - &K6 RA592 - Introduction to Microprocessors

a. Reliability of examinations

Examinations
NO. Of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Test 1 3 20 0.58
Test 2 5 20 0.42
Test 3 11 20 0.93
Comprehend ive 5 40 o.so

b. Correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Test 2 Test 3 Comprehensive

Test 1 0.44 O. 49 0.34
Test 2 0.57 0.52
Test 3 0.59
Comprehensive
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TABLE 3.19

16. Course - SCON A521 - Developmental Planning in India

*• Heliability of examinations

Examinations*
NO. Of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Test 1 10 10 0.70
Test 2 15 17 0.79
Test 3 10 18 0.47
Comprehendive

Part A**
14 14 0.66

Compr.henslv.
P.rt B*»

4 21 0.57

Correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Quiz 2 Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Comprehens Ive

Quiz 1 0.01 0.39 0.51 0.53 0.31
Quiz 2 -0.10 -0.14 0.10 0.54
Test 1 0.61 0.63 0.55
Test 2 0.68 0.47
Test 3 0.59
Compre
hensive

♦In addition, quiz 1 and quiz 2 of 10 marks each were also held.
♦♦The question paper of the comprehensive examination contained 
two parts - A & B. These parts were quite different in nature 
hence their reliability coefficients were calculated separately
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a. Reliability of Examinations

TABLE 3.20 
17. Cour»« - ENGG Mil - SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

(I Semester 1978-79 )

Examination* Ito. of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
Coefficient

Test 1 Part A 12 8.5 0.57
Test 1 Part 9 4 9 0.04
Test 3 Part A 11 8.5 0.40
Test 3 Part 8 2 9 0.58
Coonprehens ive Part A 23 15 0.78
Comprehens ive Part B 6 25 0.64

* In addition. Test 2 of 17.S marks and a quiz 
of 7.5 marks were also held.

b. Correlation Coefficients Between Pairs of Examinations

Test 2 Test 3 Qu is Comprehensive

Test 1 0.53 0.58 0.49 0.55
Test 2 0.49 0.56 0.57
Test 3 0.52 0.62
Cais * 0.59
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TABLE 3.21
18• Course - ENGG A411 - Systems Analysis 

(I Semester,1977-78)

*• Reliability of Examinations
Examinet ions♦ No. of 

questIona
Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Test 2 Part A 14 6 0.73
Test 3 Part A 12 6 0.66
Conqprehensive Part A 27 12.5 0*67
ConprehensIve Part 0 3 25 0.44

* In addition, test 1 or 15 marks, test 2 and 3 
Part 0 of 9 marks each, a quis of 5 marks and 
a project report of 12<5 marks were also given.

bo Correlation coefficients Between Pairs of Examinations
Test >2 Test<3 Quia Proj ect 

Report
Comprehensive 

Part &
ComprehensIve 

Part A

Test 1 0.62 0.52 0,37 0.42 0.62 0.65
Test 2 0,65 0,43 0.66 0.65 0.70
Test 3 0.43 0.53 0.66 0.65
Qu is 0.39 0.49 0.39
Project 
Report 0.52 0.60
Compre*  
hensive 
part B

0.69

compre- 
hens ivo 
Part A
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TABLE 3.22

19. Course * MUTS A541 - Production Ran gement II

a. Keliability of examinations

Examinations
t^o. of 
questions

Percentage 
weight

Reliability 
coefficient

Test 1 12 15 0.67
Test 2 8 15 0.69
Comprehend ive 16 30 0.39

Correlation coefficients between pairs of examinations

Test
2

Report 
1

Report
2

Report 
3

Report 
4

Asgnt.l 
1

Asgnt. 
2

Comp i

Test 1 0.42 0.47 0.47 0.28 Go 48 0.39 0.29 0.41
Test 2 -0.09 0.57 0.11 0.50 0.42 0. 36 0.25
Report 1 0.18 0.22 0.21 0.28 0.05 0.17
Report 2 0.17 0.49 0.36 0.28 -0.01
Report 3 0.56 0.18 0.17 0.28
Report 4 0.43 0.60 0.45
Assign* 0.69 0.10
ment 1
Assign* -0.04
ment 2 •
compre-
hensive

♦In addition, 4 reports of 5tf 8, 7 & 10 marks respectively and 
2 assignments of 5 marks each wer^ also held.



TABXiE 3.23
Course Reliability of the selected courses

1.
No.

Course
Number Course Title No .of 

stu
dents

No. of Course 
exami- relia- 
nations bility,

1. SCI Alli Concepts in Science 396 7 0.75
2. PHY A112 Phynica I 363 5 0.78
3. PHY A211 Modern Physics 363 6 0.82
4. HUM A311 lipact of Set. Si Tech. 

(I Sero. 1979-78)
95 6 0.73

5. HUM A311 Impact ci Sci. It Tech. 
(I Sem. 1978*79)

61 6 0.66

6. HUM A312 Contemporary India 83 6 0.75
7. PHY A432 Solid State Physics 15 8 0.85
8. 8X0 A511 Biophysics 19 6 0.73
9. MATH A561 Combinatorial Mathematics 17 5 0.87
10. £HGG A421 Control Systems Engineering 136 6 0.75
11. £NGG RA512 Systems biodell log 176 5 0.76
12. CE RA532 Water it Waste Water 

Treatment 15 5 0.82

13. EBB RAS92 Introduction to 
Mlcroproce s sors 49 4 0.78

14. ECON A521 Developmental Planning 
in India 25 6 0.73

15. £NGG A411 System?; Analysis (I Sem 1977-76) 76 7 0.88

16. ENGG Mil Systems Analysis 
(I Sem 1978-79)

71 5 0.76

17. MOTS A541 Production Management 26 9 0.78
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3*9 Analysis of Results

In this section the coefficients of reliability would be 
analysed first* Next* the study would analyse the coefficients 
of correlations between various examinations of a course* 
Finally* the analysis would be done for the results on course 
reliability*

3*9*1 Analysis of Results on the Reliability of Examinations> 
Traditionally* any effort in the direction of the test 

analysis* invariably* attempts to answer questions like* how 
the test-reliability is related to the items incorporated in 
the test-paper* how does the test reliability for the courses 
from* say* sciences compare with the same for the courses 
from the disciplines of the humanities* how reliable are the 
objective type tests as compared to the essay type tests and 
so on*

It is against this backdrop* that this sub-section* to 
begin with* proposes to analyse the results on the reliability 
of examinations presented in the previous section in terms of 
parameters such as:

(1) Number of questions* 
(ii) Duration of examination* 

(ill) Number of students* 
Civ) Level of the course*
(v) Core courses versus professional courses* 

(vi) Discipline of the course*
(vil) Type of examination (short answer* long answer* 

etc*)* and
(viii) Choice given in an examination*
Towards the above* based on the type of questions in 

examination and based on the examination duration* the set of
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examinations under consideration can be classified into three 
main categories * quizzes, tests and comprehensives, Thus, 
while on the one hand this chapter analyses the data base 
and the emerging results as available from the 83 examinations 
at the macro-level taking the examinations all together, on 
the other hand it also analyses the results at the micro
level taking each of the above stated categories separately.

Further, in order to examine how the reliability of 
an examination is affected by the aforementioned eight 
parameters, the examinations under the above mentioned 
categories have been considered in two groups according to 
their coefficients of reliability. For the quizzes the groups 
chosen area

(a) those with the coefficient of reliability less 
than 0,4, and

(b) those with the coefficient of reliability equal 
to or more than 0,4/

thus, making th© threshold value for the coefficient of 
reliability for quizzes to be 0,4, For the tests, the 
corresponding threshold value of reliability is taken to 
be 0»5 and for the comprehend Ives, the same is 0,6, For 
all the examinations taken together, this value emerges to 
be 0,5, The choice of these demarcating values of the 
coefficients of reliability for different categories ms
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dictated by the observed clustering of the reliability values 
of examinations on appropriate graphs plotting the coefficients 
of reliability against the appropriately selected parameters* 
one of them being the number of questions in an examination 
(for illustration see figures 3.3a* 3.3b* 3.21a and 3.21b).

It is against above framework that below is presented 
the analysis of the reliability of examinations for each of 
the earlier listed parameters.

(1) Reliability Observations According to the Number of 
questions
Here the analysis of results has been done in following 

manneri
1. Macro-level Analysiss For this* all the examinations* 

irrespective of their categories* have been analysed 
together as a set.

2. Micro-level Analysis* Here* individual categories of 
examinations such as quisles* tests and the 
comprehensive examinations have been analysed 
separately.

The total number of examinations that has been studied 
is 83. These consist of 7 quizzes* 52 tests and 24 
comprehens ive s• 

Macro-level Analysis
(a) Analysis for all the examinations taken together 

To study the relationship between the reliability 
coefficients and the number of questions in an examination* 
to begin with* the entire spectrum of the 03 examinations 
was classified in terms of the number of questions in the 
examination. Thus* depending on the number* representing
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the total number of questions in an examination* ^emerged 
one or more than one reliability coefflclent(s)• From here 
was* then* calculated an average reliability coefficient 
for each number representing the number of questions in an 
examination* This information is given in the graph (3*1) 
showing the variation of the average reliability coefficients 
against the total number of questions in an examination*

kashef tVvs sub - .secbcn
ASection 3*9*1 has mentioned about the threshold 

reliability coefficients as obtained at the micro-level for 
various categories of quizzes* tests and comprehensives as 
also at the macro level for all the examinations taken 
together* As indicated earlier* these thresholds were 
obtained while considering the clusters in the graph showing 

I 'fee. -the 
the reliability coefficients as the function of theAnumber 
of questions in an examination* Understandably* this data
base had also afforded the researcher an opportunity to 
analyse how the examinations were placed in terms of the 
number of questions* that is* to say* what percentage of 
total examinations had number of questions in an examination , 
say* equal to or more than certain number say or what 
percentage had number of questions,say?less than x$ or,sayy 
how many examinations had number of questions between x^ 
and x2 and so on* hhen the data base thus was studied in 
this context* clusters emerged classifying examinations in 
different groups in terms of the number of questions in an 
examination or/un other words* threshold values of number 
of questions in an examination also emerged for different
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NUM&ER OF QUESTIONS

FIG. 3T VARIATION OF AVERAGE RELIABILITY WITH
NUMBER of questions in THE EXAMINA
TIONS (QUIZZES,tests AND COMPREHENSIVE®).
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FIG. 31 PERCENTAGE OF EXAMINATIONS 
( QUIZZES,TES SAND COMPRE ) 
WITH R<0.5.

FIG. 35 PERCENTAGE OF EXAMINATIONS 
(QUIZZES,TESTS AND COMPRE ) 
WITH R 3>0.9.
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CFot \\\U£Vcvhon -figures V3>o anA 33 bi

categories*AThesa threshold values can be seen from the table 
given below* Xt should be noted that in case of test^two 
threshold values have emerged as far as the number of 
questions in an examination is concerned*

Tab\e ’SX’bcx •

Threshold Values for the Number of Questions 
and Coefficients of Reliability for various 
categories of Examinations

Categories _____ Threshold Values
For Number of 
questions in 
examinations

For coefficient 
of Reliability

Quizzes 7 0*4Micro- „ 
level 7* 13 0*5

Comprehens ives 7 0*6
„„„ All cxamina. Q'Q?” tiona taken level together 7 0*5

Figures 3*2 and 3*3 give how the examinations are 
placed in terms of their relationship with the threshold 
values vis-a-vis the reliability coefficients as also the 
number of question in an examination; for example* figure 
3*2 tells what percentage of examinations having total 

\-8 number of questions per examinations b^^n^have reliability 
less than 0*5 and so on*

Micro-level Analysis
(b> Analysis for Quizzes

For the purpose of the analysis* the quizzes* based 
on the threshold value for the number of questions in an 
examination* were grouped into following categories!

(1) Quizzes where the number of questions Is 7 or 
less than 7* and
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(11) Quizzes where the number of questions is more then 7. 
In terms of percentage* the distribution of quizzes* as 

per the above categories* is given in figure 3*4* It can be 
seen from figure 3*4* that 29% of the quizzes had either 7 or 
less than 7 questions per quiz* whereas the rest 71% of quizzes 
had more than 7 questions per quiz*

Figures 3*5 and 3*6 give the percentage distribution of 
quizzes based on categories that emerge with reference to the 
constraints in terms of threshold values of the reliability 

coefficient as also the number of questions per examination* 
both the constraints taken together* From figure 3*5* it is 
observed that no quizzes* where number of questions is equal 
to or less than 7* show a reliability of less than 0*4* 
whereas* from the quizzes having questions per quiz more than 
7* 20% of the quizzes have reliability coefficients less 
than 0*4*

On the other hand* figure 3*6 shows the percentage 
distribution of quizzes based on the categorization in terms 
of requirements that (1) the number of questions per quiz 
be (a) equal to or less than 7 or (b) more than 7 and that 
(11) the reliability coefficient be equal to or more than 
0.4* both requirements taken together.

(c) Analysis for Tests
On the basis of the threshold values for the number of 

questions in an examination* tests have been grouped into 
following categories*
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FIG.3ADISTRIBUTION OF QUIZZES 
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(1) rests where the number of questions is equal to 
or less than 7

(ii) Tests having questions between 8 and 13
(ill) Tests having questions more than 13.

Distribution of tests as per the aforementioned 
categories Is given in figure 3*7* As can be seen from 
figure 3.7* 584* 29% and 13% of the tests had number of 
questions equal to or less than 7* between 8 and 13 and more 
than 13,respectively•

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the percentage distribution of 
tests based on the various categories that emerge with reference 
to the constraints in terms of threshold values of (i) the 
reliability coefficient as also (ii) the number of questions 
in a test* both typesof constraints taken together.

Thus* as can be seen from figure 3«8, from the tests 
having questions per test equal to or less than 7* as many as 
57% of tests have reliability less than 0*5* whereas* from 
the teats with number of questions between 8 to 13* only 33% 

and, 
of tests have reliability loss than 0.5^ finally* from the 
tests having number of questions more than 13* the percentage 
of tests having reliability less than 0.5 is as low as 0%. 
Further* as can be seen from figure 3.9* from the tests where 
per examination number of questions is equal to or less than 
7* only 33% of tests have reliability equal to or snore than 
0.5* whereas* from the tests having number of questions between 
8 to 13* 67% (tests) have reliability equal to or more than 
0.5* and * finally* from the tests having number of questions
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FIG. 3-7 DISTRIBUTION OF TESTS 
ACCORDING TO NUMBER 
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more than 13, 100% of the tests have reliability equal to or 
mote than 0,5,

Cd) Analysis for Comprehensive Examinations
For the purpose of the analysis, the comprehensive 

examinations, based on the threshold value for the number of 
questions, were grouped into following categoriesi

(1) Comprehensives having a number of questions equal 
to or less than 7, and

(11) Comprehensives having a number of questions more 
than 7,

The percentage distribution of comprehensives according to the 
above categorization is shown in Figure 3,10, ihe figure . 
shows,that,an exactly equal percentages of comprehensives 
(!•«< 50% week) had a number of questions less than or equal 
to 7 and more than 7, reopcotivoly

Figures 3.11 and 3,12 give the percentage distribution 
of comprehensives based on categories that emerged with 
reference to the constraints in terms of threshold values of 
the reliability coefficient as also the number of questions 
per examination, both the constraints taken together* From 
the figure 3*11, it is observed that, from the comprehensives 
having number of questions equal to or less than 7, as many 
as 50% have reliability less than 0,6, while, from the 
comprehensives having number of question more than 7, only 
0% have reliability less than 0,6,

Against this, from the figure 3,12, it can be seen that, 
for the comprehensives having less than or equal to 7 questions.
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FIG. 3'0 DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSIVES
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50% have reliability equal to or more than 0.6* whereas* 
from the comprehensives having more than 7 questions* as many 
as 92% have reliability equal to or more than 0*6*

(e) Summary of observations!
(1) At a macro-level* taking all the examinations together* 

it has been found that most of the examinations where number 
of questions is more than 7 show a satisfactory reliability 
( 9t5* see figure 3*1 Azo )•

(2) ’The percentage of examinations showing a reliability of 
less th <n 0*5 decreases as the number of questions increases 
(see figure 3*2). As a natural corollary to this* from 
figure 3*3* it emerges that the percentage of examinations 
having reliability equal to or more than 0*5 increases as the 
number of questions increases*

(3) At a micro-level* various categories of examinations* 
i*e«* quizzes* tests and comprehensive®* have been considered* 
The sample of quizzes consists of 7 quizzes* as against the 
52 tests and 24 comprehensives studied in the above context* 
As can be seen through tables 3*4 to 3*22* out of the seven 
quizzee studied* 6 have number of questions per quiz ranging 
between 8 to 12* and* thus* invariably above the threshold

dj- Hao ; OhC kw Tb 7
value of 7 for the number of questions. Further*^ the remaining 
quiz* also* has its number of questions* though lower than 
the threshold value* more or less equal to it* the same being 6* 
Thus* from these details it seems-to emergesthat* on an average* 
there is a tendency (on the part of teachers) to give fairly
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good number of questions in the quizzes* Indeed* this 
observation is also corroborated from figure 3*19* from whore 
one can see that the average of the number of questions per 
quiz lies between the averages for the same for tests and 
quizzes*

Further* from figures 3*5 and 3*6* one can see that* 
whatever may be the number of quest io ns-per-quiz- wise 
categorization of the quizzes* for 80% or above quizzes the 
reliability is equal to or more than 0*4* Thus* the set of 
quizzes studied has* on the whole* demonstrated a satisfactory 
reliability level*

when the above two observations in terms (i) a tendency 
to give a good number of questions in the quiz and (ii) the 
satisfactory reliability level as demonstrated by the quizzes , 
are put together* it then* seems to emerger,az in the case 
of the analysis for the alj^examinations taken together* 
that higher the number of questions in an examination* greater 
is the probability of its having a higher reliability*

In the context of the above observation* one may be 
tempted to further critically study figures 3*5 and 3*6 to 
□co how th* ©1 quicccs for .<40,4 or v rice
with increasing number of questions in a quiz* But* then* it 
turns out that the sample size at hand to pursue any such 
further analysis is indeed very small* in the sense that in 
an already small sized sample of 7 quizzes* only one quiz has 
nun^er of questions less than the threshold value of 7 and.
yet* there* too* the number of questions* as already indicated. 
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is as high as 6. Thus, it can be seen that the data at hand 
is just not adequate to draw any further detailed observations*

(4) doming to the analysis for tests, from figure 3*8, it 
can be seen that the percentage of tests having low reliability 
(i*e*, less than 0*5) decreases as the number of questions 
increases* vice-versa, from figure 3.9, it clearly emerges that 
the percentage of tests having reliability equal to or more 
than 0*5 increases as the number of questions per test 
increases*

(5) Xt is also clear that, like the tests, the percentage 
of comprehensive* showing a reliability of less than 0*6 
decreases as the number of questions increases (figure 3*11)* 
Against this, from figure 3*12, it can be seen that the 
percentage of comprehensives with reliability equal to or 
greater than 0*6 Increases as the number of questions in 
comprehensives increases*

(6) Thus, in summary, at the macro-level in terms of ’all 
the examinations taken together’ as also at the micro-level 
in terms of the ’tests’ and ’cmprehensIves’, it clearly 
emerges that the percentage of examinations with reliability 
equal to or more than satisfactory Increases as the number 
of questions per examination increases, thus implying that 
higher the number of questions, higher the reliability* as 

for the quizzes, though they (quizzes) could not be analysed 
expllcitely in terms of the relationship between the increase
In the number of questions per quit and the corresponding 
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increase in the degree of reliability, they have, also, 
demonstrated clearly that higher the number of questions per 
examination, greater the possibility of the examination having 
the satisfactory reliability*

Thus, it can be concluded that higher the number of 
questions in an examination, greater is the probability of 
the examination having the higher reliability*

In addition to the earlier observations it may be noted 
that the number of questions and thus the range of questions 
shows an increasing order from the quizzes to con$>rehensIves 
as is obvious from following tables

Table 3*24 
Range of Questions in Various Examinations

Examinations Range of Questions

Quizzes 6-12
Tests 2-19
Comprehensives 2-32
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(11) Reliability Observations According to the 
Duration of Examination*

(a) The Analysis
The duration of an examination is one of the important 

factors that goes to describe different categories of exami
nations such as quizzes, tests and comprehensive®• The 
distribution of examinations according to duration is shown 
in figure 3.13, from where it can be seen that the total set 
of examinations selected for the study consisted of 8% quizzes 
(having duration of about 10-20 minutes), 63% tests(having 
duration of about 1 hour), the rest 29% being comprehensive* 
(having duration of about 2-3 hours). The percentage* of 
quizzes, tests and comprehensive* having reliability of les* 
than 0,5 are given in figure 3.14, while figure 3,15 give* 
the percentage* for above categories of examination* having 
reliability equal to or more than 0,5, Thue, while, from 
figure 3,14, one can see that for reliability less than 0,5, 
the percentage of quizzes (57%) 1* higher than that for the 
tests (48%), is higher than that for comprehensive* (12%), 
from the figure 3.15, it clearly emerges that, for reliability 
equal to or greater than 0.5, the corresponding percentage* 
of quizzes, tests and comprehen*ives vary from 43% to 52% to 
88%, respectively.

Figure 3.16 gives the average reliability plotted against 
the duration of examination*. Thus, from the figure 3.16, it 
can be seen that as the examination time duration varies from 
10-20 minutes to 1 hour to 2-3 hour*, the average reliability 
coefficient goes from 0.55 to 0.5 to 0.6, respectively.
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FIG. 315 DISTRIBUTION OF EXAMINATIONS ACCORDING
10 QUIZZES , TESTS AND COMPREHENSIVES.
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For each of the above mentioned categories of examinations*  
figure 3*17*  describee what percentage examinations have 
reliability less than 0.5*  while figure 3*10*  gives percentage 
examinations under each category when the reliability coefficients 
are equal to or more than 0.5. Thus*  from the figure 3.17*  one 
can see that while 57% quizzes have the reliability less than 
0*5*  the corresponding percentages for tests and comprehensives 
are 48% and 12% respectively*  Against this*  from figure 3*18*  

one can see that while 43% of quizzes have reliability equal to 
or more than 0*5*  the corresponding percentages for tests and 
comprehensives are 52% and 8B%*  respectively*

* Figure 3*17 is same as figure 3*14 and figure 3*18 is 
figure 3.16* This repartition has taken place because of tne 
one to one correspondence between the practice followed at 
the Institute in terms of the traditional nomenclature tor the 
examinations and th© time durationwise classification for 
the name*

To get an overall view of the average number of questions 
in different examinations*  a graph has been plotted showing an 
average number of questions against the duration of examinations 
(see figure 3.19). Thus*as  can be seen from this figure*  the 
average number of questions in quizzes is 9*  in tests 8 and in 
comprehensives 10*

It was also considered essential for the purpose of the 
time-duration-wise analysis to know what percentage of examinations 
from different categories contained a small number of questions 
and what percentage contained a largo number of questions. Hence*  

on the basis of the number of questions all the examinations 
were divided into two groups*

(1) Examinations having a number of questions equal to 
or less than 7 f

(ii) Examinations having a number of questions more than 7*
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This can be seen from figure 3.20 and 3.21, respectively.
(b) Summary of Observations

1. Figure 3.16 gives the variation in the averages of 
reliability coefficients as the examination duration increases 
from 10*20 minutes (as in case of quizzee) to 1 hour (as in 
case of tests) to 2*3 hours (as in case of comprehensives)♦ The 
sample size studied for this purpose consisted of 83 examinations, 
and, as discussed earlier, in this total sample, only 8% are 
quizzes, while the tests and comprehensives are 63% and 29%, 
respectively. Thus, the quiz sample size is indeed very small.

Further, from figures 3.20 and 3.21, on an average, one 
can also observe a tendency for quizzes to have a fairly good 
number of questions per quiz. This could be because usually 
teachers opt to give objective and short answer type questions 
in quizzes (see figure 2.5). A natural outcome of all this is 
that there may always be a substantial structural difference 
between •quizzes* and •tests* and *comprehensives* as compared 
to the same between the •tests* and •comprehensives*•

It is in terms of the above mentioned observations on 
quizzes with reference to (i) their small sample size as also 
(ii) their structural difference from the examinations as 
coming under the categories of ♦tests & comprehensives* that 
one can then see the inadequacy of the data-base on quizzes in 
terms of the same being used along with the data-base for tests 
and comprehensives to study the contents of figure 3.16.
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Against the above perspective then, limiting one’s 
attention to the data-base on tests and comprehensives only, 
one can then observe from figure 3.16 that the average reliablllt 
Increases from 0*5 to 0*6 as the time duration Increases from 
the order of 1 hour to that of 2-3 hours.

2, The above observation on reliability vis-a-vis duration 
of examination Is further confirmed when one studies figure 
3.18* from where one can see that the percentages of examinations 
having reliability more than or equal to 0.5 increases from 
43% to 52% to 88% as the examination duration changes from 
10-20 minutes to 1 hour to 2-3 hours, respectively. Figure 
3,17 gives an alternate statement in the above context, as 
it shows that percentage of examinations having reliability 
less than 0.5 decreases from 57% to 48% to 12%, as the duration 
increases from 10-20 minutes to 1 hour to 2-3 hours, 
respect ively,

3, Thus, the observation emerge® that higher the duration 
of the examination, greater the possibility of the reliability 
being higher,

4, It may be mentioned that, implicitly, this observation 
further goes to strengthen the observation in terms of the 
relationship between the reliability of an examination and 
the number of questions in an examination, as higher the 
examination duration, greater would be the probability of 
the number of questions In the examination being higher.
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Indeed, accounting for the tendency to give a fairly 
good number of questions in the quizzes, from figure 3.19, 
one can easily see in terms of tests and comprehensives the 
validity of the above proposition pertaining to the relation
ship between the time duration of an examination and the 
number of questions in it,

(ill) Reliability Observations According to the 
Number of students

For the purpose of the analysis, different types of 
examinations i,e, the evaluation components such as quizzes, 
tests and comprehensIves have been grouped into different 
categories based on the threshold values for the student number 
in an examination (for illustration see figures 3,21a and 3,21b) 
Thus, for the examinations coming under the type of •tests and 
comprehensives*, these values workout to be in all two in number 
namely, 100 and 150, For the quizzes, the threshold value 
emerging in terms of the number of students in an examination 
is 50,

As a result, for tests and comprehensives, the different 
groups emerging as per the threshold values on the student 
number are i

(i) Examinations where the number of students is lees 
than 100*

(ii) Examinations where the students are between 100-150, 
(ill) Examinations where the number of students is more 

than 150,
For quizzes, the categories are as follows!
(1) Quizzes where the number of students is le»s than 50, 

(11) Quizzes where the number of students is equal to or 
more than 50,
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Categories for tests and compxehenaives as also for 
the quizzes^according to the threshold values for reliability, 
are the same. cis owes vrverrtion^.ck m Wie bc-cyrvnirg oV- 

AYns sub - s<xjI\ on .

As in the earlier cases, here too the analysis of 
reliability according to the number of students would first 
be carried out at the macro-level and then the same would 
be pursued at the micro-level*

Macro-level Analysis
(a) Analysis for All the Examinations

The average reliability of examinations according to 
the number of students Is given in figure 3.22. Examinations 
involving students less than 100, between 100 and 150 and 
more than 150 show average reliability, viz*, 0*52, 0,46 and 
0*67, respectively* Figures 3*23 and 3*24 show the percentages 
of examinations having reliability less than 0*5 and R ^o#5 
according to different categories based on the number of 
students*

(b) Analysis for Quizyes
Distribution of quizzes according to the number of 

students is shown In figure 3*25* The percentage of examinations 
ox eqM<xl 4-0 

Is 29/and 71%for Uh number of students loss than .50 and equal 
ifespectwe\u. 

to er more than 50*^The percentage of quizzes having a 
reliability less than 0*4 and equal to or more than 0*4, 
according to different categories of the number of students, 
In given in figures 3*26 and 3*27, respectively*
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(c) Analysis for Teats
The percentage of tests according to different categories 

of the number of students Is given In figure 3.28. Majority of 
the tests (77%) have less than 100 students* Distributions of 
tests In the categories of reliability less than 0.5 and 
reliability equal to or more than 0*5 according to the number 
of students are given In figures 3*29 and 3*30* respectively* 

( d) Analysis fpr Comprehensive examinations
Most of the comprehensive* (71%)* like the tests* have 

a number of students less than 100* The distribution of 
comprehenslves according to the number of students can be seen 
from figure 3*31* Percentagewise distribution of comprehenslves 
according to number of students having reliability less than 
0*6 and equal to or more than 0*6 are given In figures 3*32 
and 3*33^ •

(•) Summary^of Observations
To know whether reliability is affected by the number of 

students* a graph Is plotted (see figure 3*22) showing at 
macro-level of the analysis the average reliability against 
the number of students* As can be seen from the figure 3*22* 
if for the examinations with •students less than 100* the 
average reliability is 0*51* the same for examinations with 
•students between 100-150» 1® 0*48 and in case of examinations 
with •students more than 150** the average reliability works 
out to be 0*68*

Coming to some further details*77% of the total sample 
studied in the above context had ‘student number less than
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FIG.3 31 DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSIVES
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100 \ while examinations *with student number between 100*150• 
accounted for only 6K and those with •student number more than 
150* were 17%. Thus* the sample size for the examinations with 
student number between 100*150 is indeed quite email.

In such case* then* accounting for the random afederation 
that is possible due to the small sample size* from figure 
3.22 it seeme-to emerges that higher the number of students in 
an examination* greater may be the possibility of its 
reliability being higher.

Figures 3.23 and 3.24 also in an overall context convey 
the same observation as above*

At a micro level* quizzes* tests and comprehensives* 
when studied separately* also give a similar observation as 
above.

For example* from the figure 3.27^0^ can see that the 
percentage of quizzes having reliability equal to or more than 
0.4 increases from 80% to 100% as the number of students 

OU eryjioJL to 
increases from less thanA50 to mate than 50. Similarly* from 
the figure 3.30* one can see that the percentage of tests 
having reliability equal to or more than 0.5 increases from 
42% to 50% to 100% as the number of students per examination 
increases from less than 100 to between 100*150 to more than 
150. And* finally* from figure 3.33 it clearly enlarges that 
the percentage of comprehensives having reliability equal to 
or more than 0*6 increases from 59% to 100% to 100%* as the 
number of students increases from less than 100 to between 
100*150 to more than 150.
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Thus it se»nms to emerges that higher the number of students 
in the examination/ greater could be the probability of the 
examination having a satisfactory reliability*

A further critical analysis in the above context reveals 
interesting observations* To begin with, it seems to be that 
normally the examinations for courses attended by a large 
number of students are also characterized by a large number of 
questions* This could be because the courses attended by a 
large number of students are usually at the core level and it 
is at the core level that teachers seem to have tendency to give 
large number of questions in an examination (see figure 3*46)* 
Thus, the higher reliability for examinations characterized 
by larger number of students can then be explained in terms of 
the observation that they (the examinations) invariably seem 
to have higher number of questions* This, in turn* also then 
goes to further strengthen the proposition in terms of the 
relationship between the reliability of an examination and 
the number of questions in it*

(lv) Reliability Observations According to the Level of 
courses

(a) Analysis for Ml the Examinations Taken together
Figure 3.34 shows the variation in the average reliability 

of examinations when plotted against the various course levels. 
Thus* for the sample ©ise Of 33 examinations studied* it works 
out that as one moves from the I level to XI to 111 to TV to 
V level courses* the average reliability varies from 0.62 to 
0.92 to 0.52 to 0.48 to 0*S* respectively. Thus* on the whole*
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the average reliability seems to decrease as one moves from 
the foundation or core level courses to the higher or 
professional level courses*

An alternate statement of the above observation emerges 
from the figure 3*36 from where one can see that from X level 
to V level* the percentage of examinations having reliability 
equal to or more than 0*5 varies from 100% (for I level) to 
100% (for II level) to 59% (for III level) to 46% (for IV level) 
to 64% (for V level),

(b) Analysis for Quizzes
As can be seen from the figure 3*37* the sample of 

quizzes studied In the above context consists of 43% quizzes 
each from the III and IV levels and 14% quizzes from the V 
level* Indeed* when one studies figures 3*38 and 3*39* nothing 
particular seems to emerge from the sample of quizzes in terms 
of the relationship between the reliability and the course 
level* except for the already known observation that* 
irrespective of their course level, on the whole* the sample 
of the quizzes studied has demonstrated a satisfactory 
reliability level*

(c) Analysis for Tests
The sample of tests studied to analyse the relationship 

between the reliability and the course level consisted of 
12% tests from I level* 23% tests from III level* 29% tests 
from the IV level and 36% tests from the v level* For the 
sample so distributed* from figure 3*42 one can see that as 
one moves from I level to the V level* the percentage of
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FIG. I'Ro DISTRIBUTION OF TESTS ACCORDING 
TO LEVEL OF COURSES.

LEVEL OF THE COURSES

FIG. 3-41 PERCENTAGE OF TESTS WITH R<0.5.

FIG. ^PERCENTAGE OF TESTS WITH R >0.5.
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tests with reliability equal to or more than 0.5 varies from 
100% to 42% to 40% to 53%/ thus* on an average* describing a 
tendency that for the tests coming from III or IV or V level 
courses* the probability of their's having a satisfactory 
reliability may be lower than that for the corresponding tests 
from say the I level courses.

(d) Analysis for Comprehensive examinations
The comprehensives selected for study represent all the 

levels of the course* The maximum number of comprehensives were 
from the V level. From the IX level only one comprehensive was 
studied* The percentage of comprehensives from various levels 
can be seen from figure 3*44* Figures 3.44 and 3*45 show the 
distribution of comprehensives according to different levels 
and different categories of reliability* In more specific terms* 
then* it can be seen from the figure 3*45 that* from I level 
to V level* the percentage of comprehensives with reliability 
equal to or more than 0*6 varies from 100% (for I level) to 
100% (for XI level) to 71%(for III level) to 83% (for IV level) 
to 50%(for V level)* Figure 3*44 provides a complimentary 
observation of the above* Thus* on an average* figures 3*45 and 
3*46 describe a tendency that for comprehensives coming from 
III to V level courses* the probability of their*s (comprehensives: 
having satisfactory reliability may be lower than that for the 
corresponding comprehensives from the I and II level courses. 
In the above analysis it may be mentioned that the data in terms 
of comprehensive examinations corresponding to the II level is 
only in terms of a single comprehensive examination* This was 

non UvgeY
mainly due to theAavailability ofAdata. Even though there is
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emerging a wide support for the observation that normally 
comprehensives at 11 level, particularly due to their having a 
good numb; r of questions, would demonstrate a satisfactory 
reliability. It would certainly be helpful in the futuristic 
sense to study these details for a larger number of examinations 
so as to further strengthen the proposition unoer consideration.

(e) Average Number of Questions Against the Level 
of Courses
In order to know the tendency on giving questions at 

different levels,a graph was plotted showing the average number 
of questions given in examinations at different levels of 
courses (see Figure 3.46). Thls^shows that at the first and 
second levels examinations, on an average, included 15 
questions where as at the XXX, XV & V levels the average 
number of questions given is 8. Figures 3.47 and 3,48 show 
the percentage of examinations having an average number of 

eAxW to ot \e££ Vmn 7 rc&p ccVivel^ 
quest Ions Aand more than 7.across the various levels of the 
courses from X to V.

(40 Nummary of Observations

1. Thus, at the macro-level as also at the micro-level 
((except in the.case of quizzes where the sample size is found 
to be too small) it is observed that, on the whole, the average 
reliability of an examination seems to decrease as one r«oves 
from say courses at the x and IX level to the courses at say 
the IV and V level*

2, *hen the data base in the above context is further 
pursued so as to understand the reason behind the type of
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level of courses

FIG.l-^AVE RAGE NUMBER OF QUESTIONS IN EXAMI
NATIONS PLOTTED AGAINST LEVEL OF COURSES.

LEVEL OF COURSES

FIG. W PERCENTAGE OF EXAMINATIONS 
WITH AVERAGE NUMBER OF 
QUESTIONS $ 7.

' FIG. W PERCENTAGE OF EXAMINATIONS 
WITH AVERAGE NUMBER OF 
QUESTIONS > 7. ■
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the emerging correlation between the reliability of an 
examination and its course level, it is observed that, on an 
average, the examinations for the courses at the lower level 
have more number of questions than those (number of questions) 

in
for the examinations for the courses at the higher level* 
Thus, the observation^ emerging in terms of the correlation 
between the reliability of an examination and its course level 
also in turn goes to confirm the consistency of the earlier 
observation on the correlation between the reliability of an 
examination and the number of questions in it*

(v) Reliability Observations recording to the Core 
Courses and Professional Courses
At the micro*level, observations on reliability of an 

examination against its course level have been discussed in the 
abo\) e Thus

preceding section* In-the present-sub-section the analysis
one can then

would be taken up at the macro-*level* ^hue, ^thle-sub*section 

wiHr consider the reliability according to core courses and 
professional courses* Classification of the courses in the 
above categories is given in tsble 3*2* courses upto the III 
level have been considered as •Core Courses* and beyond the 
III level as •Professional Courses1•

(a) Analysis fqr All the examinations taken together 
To know whether core courses are better than professional 

courses in terms of the reliability of examinations, a graph 
has been plotted showing average reliability of examinations 
against the level of courses (see figure 3*49), For the core 
and professional levels, the percentages of examinations having
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LEVEL OF COURSES
FIG. 3-^ AVERAGE RELIABILITY OF EXAMINATIONS PLO
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reliability less than 0.5 and reliability equal to or more than 
0,3 are given in figure 3*50 and 3,51, respectively,

(b) Analysis for Quizzes
The distribution of quizzes according to core and profession 

course* is given in figure 3.52. Percentages of quizzee from 
various levels having reliability less than 0.4 and equal to 
or more than 0,4 are given in figures 3,53 and 3,54,respectively, 

(c) Analysis for Testa
Figure 3*55 shovelstributlon of tests according to core 

and professional courses, Most of the courses (65%) were from 
the professional level. Percentage of tests from core and 
professional courses having reliability lessthan 0,5 and equal 
to or more than 0,5 are given In figures 3,56 and 3,57* 
respectively.

(d) Analysis for Comprehensive examinations
The percentage of compxehensives according to core and 

professional courses is shown in figures 3,58. Figures 3,59 
and 3,60 indicate the percentages of comprehensives having a 
reliability of less than 0,6 and equal to or morethan 0,6, 
according to different levels,

(e) Level-wise variation in the Number of Questions 
per Examination
Figure 3,61 gives a graph showing th?* level-wise variation 

in the average numlxsr of questions per examination* Thus, 
in an average number of questions^givan in core courses is 10zwhe*e 

case- oF
as it is 8 in^profesalonal courses* Figures 3*62 and 3,63? 
for th© core and professional levels,give percentages of
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FIG.3SiDISTRIBUTION OF TESTS 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF 
COURSES.
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FIG.3-58 DISTRIBUTION OF COMPREHENSIVES 
ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF COURSES.
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FIG. 3-6| AVERAGE NUMBER OF QUESTIONS IN EXAMI

NATIONS PLOTTED AGAINST LEVEL OF COURSES
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examinations having questions equal to or less than 7 and 

more than 7f

(f) Summary of Observations

(1) Taking all the examinations together the average 

reliability of examinations at the core level is found to be 

more compared to that oV the examinations at the professional 

level (see figure 3.49).

(2) The percentage of examinations showing good reliability 

decreases from the core to professional courses, (see figure 

3.51)• Quizzes, tests and comprehensives lead to similar 

observations (see figures 3.54, 3.57, and 3.60).

(3) Thus it clearly emerges that there is a greater 

probability that the examination at core level would have a 

better reliability than the examination at the professional 

level.

(4) The explanation for the above st ted correlation 

betven the examination reliability and the course level (in 

terms ox the core or professional levels) may, as in the 

earlier cases, again be found in terms of the observation 

emerging from figures 3.61 to 3*63 that there is a greater 

probability that the core level examination would have a larger 

number of questions than tho nwsber of questions in a professional 

le.vel examination. Thus, in turn* the proposition emerging in 

terms of the correlation between the reliability of the examinatloi 

and its course level is also further confirming the earlier 

observed1.correlation between the reliability and the number of 

questions In an examination.



(v1) Reliability Observations According to Course Discipline

(a) Analysis for All the Examinations taken together 

All the examinations selected for the study have been can be 

grouped as follows on the basis of their disciplines:

Table 3.25
Distribution of Examinations According to 

Disciplines of Courses

Science Engineering Humanities Management

Examinations*.

1 Quizzes 22 3

52 Tests 16 14 12 8

24 Corrprehens Ives 6 4 7 5

The average reliability of examinations from various

disciplines is given in figure 3.64.A Courses from Science, 

the humanities and management indicate almost the same

average reliability (0.56, 0.55 and 0.56,respectively), where as

It (the average reliability) Is low in the case ofengineering 

courses (0.50). The percentages of examinations from various 

disciplines having reliability less than 0,5 and equal to or 

more than 0.5 are given in figures 3.65 and 3.66, respectively.

<b>

Quizzes studied were from science* engineering and the 

humanities. The distribution of quizzes In various discipline® 

As given in figure 3,67. Figures 3,68 and 3.69, for different 

disciplines* give percentages of quizzes having reliability less 

than 0.4 and equal to or more than 0.4, respectively.
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DISCIPLINE OF COURSES

FIG.3AVERAGE RELIABILITY OF EXAMINATIONS PLOTTED 
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FIG.U1 DISTRIBUTION OF QUIZZES 
ACCORDING TO DISCIPLINE 
OF COURSES.
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(c) Analysis for Testa

The tests selected for the study are from all the 

disciplines. The distribution of tests according to their 

disciplines is shown in figure 3.70. For different disciplines* 

the percentages of tests having reliability less than 0.5 and 

equal to or more than 0*5 are given in figures 3.71 and 3.72 . 

respectively.

Cd) Analysis for ^mgxehensive Examinations 

wompreh^nsl'vaa studied vers also from all the disciplines 

ilguxa 3.73 shows their distribution according to disciplines 

of courses. For different disciplines* the percentages of 

coa.pxehenslva& having reliability lass/than 0.6 end equal tc or 

more than 0.6 are given in figures 3.74 and 3.75* respectively.

(e) Number of questions In an examination as a function 
of the couxse^iscipiine

Figure 3.7t gives the variation in the average number of 

QU&stlcnK in an examination against different course disciplines 

ranging from sciences to engineering to humanities to management 

As can be seen from figure 3.76* It so works out that* for 

the sample studied, the maxinum value of 12 for the average of 
in 

the number of questions an examination is observed in terms 

of course® from the management discipline, and the corresponding 

averages for the number of questions in examinations from the 

science* engineering and humanities disciplines are 10. 6 and 8* 

respectively. Further, figures 3.77 and 3.78. for courses from 

different disciplines of sciences* engineering* humanities and 

management. give percentages of examinations having the number 

of questions per examination less than or equal to 7 and more 

than 7* respectively.
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I
FIG. 3-74 AVERAGE NUMBER Or QUESTIONS IN EXAMI

NATIONS PLOTTED AGAINST DISCIPLINE OF 
COURSES.

FIG. 37}PERCENTAGE OF EXAMINATIONS
WITH NUMBER OF QUESTIONS >7.

FIG. J 7? PERCENTAGE OF EXAMINATIONS
WITH NUMBER OF QUESTIONS $ 7.
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(f) Summary of Observations
VOvVhtn Sample, erf Ei'S v^ArlOns stud\Q.d>

(1) ^^e average reliability for examinations from engineering 

disciplines is observed to be lower than the averages of 

reliability for the examinations from science, the humanities 

and management disciplines (refer figure 3.64)•

(2) The averages of reliability for the examinations for 

courses from the disciplines of science, the humanities and 

management are of the same order, the value being 0,56 (refer 

figure 3.64)•

(3) In terms of the saople of quizzes that has been studied, 

the percentages of quizzes from engineering and humanities 

disciplines with reliability equal to or more than 0,4 are 

greater than the corresponding percentage for quizzes from the 

science disciplines (refer figure 3,69)/ thus, implying a 

greater possibility of a quiz from engineering or humanities 

disciplines having a better reliability than the quiz from the 

science disciplines,

(4) For the sample of ’tests* studied, percentages of tests 

from management and science disciplines having reliability equal 

to or more than 0,5 are higher than the corresponding percentages 

for the tests from engineering and humanities disciplines 

(refer figure 3,72).

(5) For the sample of •conqprehenslves* studied, the percentage 

of comprehensives from science disciplines having reliability 

equal to or more than 0,6(the same being 100%) is higher than 

the corresponding percentage for management discipline €60%), 

is higher than the corresponding percentage for humanities
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disciplines (57%), is higher than the corresponding percentage for 

engineering disciplines (50%) •

(6) Finally, comparing figures 3.64 and 3.76, one can see 

that to a great extent the variations in the average values of 

reliability as also the average values of number of questions in 

an examination for examinations from various disciplines follow a 

similar pattern; thus, once again, confirming a good correlation 

between a reliability of an examination and the number of questions 

in it.

(vli) Reliability Observations According to the 
Type of Questions

For the purpose of the analysis in terms of the types of 

questions, all the examinations have been classified into following 

categoriesi

(1) Examinations with short answer questions of the 
descriptive type,

(11) Examinations with short answer questions of the 
problem solving type,

(ill) Examinations with short answer questions of mixed type 
(i.e. containing descriptive as also problem solving 
questions),

(iv) Examination with long answer questions of descriptive type, 

(v) Examinations with long answer questions of problem 
solving type, and

(vi) Examinations with long answer questions of mixed type* 

As the names suggest, short answer and long answer questions 

would depend upon the length of the answer required. Descriptive 

questions are memory-oriented and require descriptive answers, 

where as problem-solving questions are application-oriented. In
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the mixed sub-category, examinations have a combination of 

different types of questions*

(a) Analysis for all the Examinations taken together

The average reliability of the examinations according to 

different categories of questions is given in figure 3*79* 

Examinations with short answer descriptive and short-answer 

problem solving type questions show an average reliability of 

0*63 and 0.64, respectively. Examinations having long-answer 

descriptive,as well as long-answer problem-solving and 

mixed type questions indicate comparatively lower values of the 

averages of reliability* the same being of the order of 0*46* 

0.46 and 0.49* respectively. For the various types of questions* 

the percentages of examinations having reliability less than 

0*5 and equal to or more than 0*5 are given in figures 3.B0 

and 3.81, respectively.

(b) Analysis for Quizzes

As can be seen from figures 3.82 and 3.83* quizzes 

normally seem to have only short answer type questions. These 

questions could be of descriptive type or problem-solving 

type or mixed type.

(c) Analysis for testsi

As can be seen from figures 3.84 and 3.85* tests seem 

to have all the categories of the types of questions listed 

earlier. In specific terms for th® various categories of questions, 

these figures give percentages of tests having reliability less 

than 0.5 and equal to or more than 0.5* respectively*
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FIS. 371 AVERAGE RELIABILITY OF EXAMINATIONS PLOTTED AGAINST 
TYPES OF QUESTIONS (SAD-SHORT ANSWER DESCRIPTIVE ; 
SAP-SHORT ANSWER PROBLEM SOLVING, LAD-LONG ANSWER 
DESCRIPTIVE ; LAP-LONG ANSWER PROBLEM SOLVING, 
MIXED - COMBINATIONS).

TYPES OF QUES HONS TYPES OF QUESTIONS

Flfi.3 ^PERCENTAGE OF EXAMINATIONS 
WITH R < 0-3-

PIG.3 ^PERCENTAGE OF EXAMINAT IONS •

WITH RS 0.3.
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FIG.3-81PERCENTAGE OF QUIZZES WITH R< 0 4 
(SAD-SHORT ANSWER DESCRIPTIVE  ̂

SAP-SHORT ANSWER PROBLEM SOLVING, 
MIXED- COMBINATIONS).

TYPE OF QUESTIONS

FIG. 3.8.3PERCENTAGE OF QUIZZES WITH R >0.4 
(SAD- SHORT ANSWER DESCRIPTIVE i SAP - 
SHORT ANSWER PROBLEM SOLVING; MIXED-

COMBINATIONS).
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FIG 3 84PERCENTAGE OF TESTS WITH R<0 5 (SAD- SHORT ANSWER 
DESCRIPTIVE; SAP-SHORT ANSWER PROBLEM SOLVING,LAD- 
LONG ANSWER DESCRIPTIVE; LAP-LONG ANSWER PROBLEM 
SOLVING ; MIXED - COMBINATIONS ).

FIG S ^PERCENTAGE OF TESTS WITH R>0.5 (SAD - SHORT ANSWER 
DESCRIPTIVE,SAP-SHORT ANSWER PROBLEM SOLVING; LAO- 
LONG ANSWER DESCRIPTIVE; LAP-LONG ANSWER PROBLEM 
SOLVING; MIXED - COMBINATIONS).
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<<5) Analysis for Comprehensives 

For different categories of questions, figures 3.86 and 

3*87 give percentages of comprehensives having reliability 

lessjthan 0.6 and equal to or more than 0.6, respectively*

(e) summary of Observations

1. Examinations with short answer type questions have 
4 

demonstrated greater average reliability than the examinations 

with long answer and mixed type questions (refer figure 3*79)*

2* From figure 3*81 It can be seen that the percentages of 

examinations with short answer type questions having reliability 

equal to or more than 0*5 are much higher than the corresponding 

percentages for the examinations with long answer type questions.

3* From figures 3.82 and 3*83 It can be observed that normally 

there is a predominance of short-answer type questions in quizzes 

and in turn quizsea demonstrate a satisfactory reliability level*
uc\ case, of Vests,

4* From figure 3*85 it can be seen thatAthe percentages of 

examinations with short answer type questions having reliability 

equal to or more than 0*5 are much higher than the corresponding 

percentages for tests with long answer and nixed type questioons* 
In. case

5*A<kom figure 3*86 it can be seen that while the percentages 

of examinations with short answer type questions having reliability 

equal to or more than 0*6 are Invariably high, the corresponding 

percentage for examinations with long answer problem solving 

type questions 16 also high but so is not the case in terms of 

examinations having long answer descriptive type and mixed 

type questions*
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a.
TYPE OF QUESTIONS

FIG>^ PERCENTAGE OF COMPREHENSIVES WITH R<0.6 (SAO-SHORT 
ANSWER DESCRIPTIVE; SAP-SHORT ANSWER PROBLEM SOLVING, 
LAD-LONG ANSWER DESCRIPTIVE } LAP- LONG ANSWER PROB
LEM SOLVING j MIXED - COMBINATIONS).

FIG.347PERCENTAGE OF COMPREHENSIVES WITH R >0.6 ( SAD - SHORT 
ANSWER DESCRIPTIVE; SAP-SHORT ANSWER PROBLEM SOLVING, 
LAD-LONG ANSWER DESCRIPTIVE , LAP - LONG ANSWER PROB 
-LEM SOLVING, MIXED - COMBINATIONS ).
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6. Thus. in summary* it emerges that examinations with 

short answer type questions have a greater probability of 

demonstrating satisfactory reliability. It may be mentioned that 

understandably* this observation is consistent with the earlier 

arrived at observation on the correlation between the reliability 

and the number of questions. Further* long duration examinations! 

(of the order of 2-3 hours may also demonstrate a satisfactory 

reliability even for long answer problem solving type questions. 

Finally* eventests and comprehensives* examinations with long 

answer descriptive type questions or mixed type questions seem 

to demonstrate a low reliability.

(viii) Reliability Observations According to the Choice 
of Questions in the Examinations

When the sample of examinations with choice of questions 

was analysed* as shown in figure 3.66* it emerged that 50% of 
it had reliability less^han the threshold value of 0.6* while 

remaining 50% had the reliability equal to or more than 0.6. 

Further* ■ all the-examinations had-reliability above 0»-5. Coming 

to some other details* it may be mentioned that all these 

examinations consisted of only comprehensives and they were 

only 4 in num er. Thus the sample available to study the effect 

on reliability* of the choice of questions* was indeed very 

small* It is in this context then* that the results available 

may be considered inadequate for any immediate generalisation 

in terms of the subject matter under discussion.
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3.9.a Analygl* of the Weaulta on the Correlation* 
Between Various examinations of a Coursei

This sub-section is devoted to the analysis of how the 
various components of evaluation for a given course are correlated. 
In another words* for different components of evaluation* this 
sub-section studies as to how well would a student* who has done 
satisfactorily in one component,performed in other components.

The correlation coefficients have been studied for in all
18 courses* 7 from core/foundation years and 11 from the 
professional years* The results on the correlation coefficients 
for these 18 courses are given through the Part •b* of tables 
3*4 to 3*22* The emerging analysis of these results is presented 
through tables 3.26 and 3*27.

In specific terms* for each of 18 courses* table 3.26 has 
given following detailsi

1* List of all the evaluation components*
2* Total number of the evaluation component pairs for which 

the correlations have been obtained* and
3* The exact numbers of the evaluation component pairs as 

coming under the various correlation levels* namely* 
slightly negative* slightly positive* low positive* 
moderately positive* high positive and very high positive. 
Further* each of these numbers is also presented as a 
percentage of the total evaluation component pairs studied 
for the course under consideration.

Against this* table 3*27 gives the analysis in terms of the 
22 evaluation components pairs that could be generated through 
the data-base that was available with respect to the above 
indicated 18 courses, as can be seen from table 3*27* these



TABLE-3.26
Course-wise Analysis of the Numbers of the Evaluation- 
Gomponent-Pairs as Coming Under Various Correlation Levels

burse Title Listing of various Numbers of the Evaluation-Component-Pairs as Total No. off
Evaluation Components Coming under various correlation levels(Nos. evaluation- 
Incorporated in the bracket show the evaluation—component— component-pairs

pair No. as Xage of the Total Evaluation- for the course 
component-Pair No.for the corresponding course) under
-ve *ve *ve ♦ve ~~ +ve +ve Very" consideration 

_ ............  slight slight Low moderate High _ High_____ ____  _____
core Courses

Professional Courses

Concepts in Science 01,02,71,72,73,PR, C 6(2858 6 (2837) 9 (4266) 21
Physics I
Modern Physics

0,71,72,73,0
LQ,Tl,T2»T3,t.W,C

2 (20) 8 (80)
3 (20) 12 (80)

10
15

Probability &Statistics 
Impact of Sc.&Tech.(1) 
Impact of Sc.&Tech. (2) 
Contemporary India

01,02,03,04,05,71 
O1,Q2,T1,T2,T3,C 
01,02,71,72,73,0

12(3333) 21(58.35) 2(5.55) 1 (2.77) 
2 0333) 9 (60) 4 (2667) 
2 0333)5(3X34) 8(53.33)

_________ 10(66^7) 5(33.33)

36
15
15
15

Cotai Evalua tion-ComponentsPairs 
ander Core Courses taken together __________ . 22(173356(4439)49(37.80)1 (0.79) 127

solid State Physics 
Bio-Physics 
Combinational Math 
Control Systems Engg. 
Systems Modelling 
^ater A Waste &atsrTraatinent
Intro, to Microprocessors Tl, T2, T3. C

01, Q2* Q3> Tl, T2, T3, HA, C 
Q1,Q2,T1,T2,T3,C 
T1,T,2,T3,S,C
LQ,T1,T2,T3,LR.C 
Q,T1,T2,T3,C 
LQ,T1,T2,T3,C

Dev. Planning In India
Systems Analysis (1) 
Systems Analysis (2) 
Production Management

Q1,Q2,T1,T2,T3,C

Total Evaiuation-Coeponsnt-Palxs Under 
Professional courses taken together

Q, Tl, T2, T3, PS, CA, CB
Q,T1,T2,T3,C
Tl, n9 Rl, R2, R3, R4, Al, A2, C 3BJ3)

2(1X33)

1(10)

2(7.1410(35.72) 14 (50) 2(7.14) 28
1(6.67) 3(20) 10(66^66) 1(6.67) 15

2(20) 6 (60) 2(20) 10
7(4637/ 8(5333 15
5 (50) 5 {50) 10

3(30) 1 (10) 4(40) 1 (10) 10
10637 5(8333) 06

2(1333) 2(1333) 9(6X3) 15
3 0438) 186533 21

lo(ioo) 10
8(22.23011(3059 14(38.9) 36________

6 0*8} 16(9^00 44(25) 100(5603 9(5*11) 1 (0.57) 176

Totai Evaluation-Coi ponent-Pairs Under 
Core^Professional courses taken together 6(1^) 38(^A00(33) 148 (48JK )10 (3.3) 1 (0.33) 303



TABLE- 3.27
Evaluation Component - Category-wise Analysis of the Numbers of the 
Evaluation-Component-Pairs as Coming Under Various Correlation Levels

Ltegorles of 
raluatlon* 
>mponent-Pairs

Numbers of the Evaluation-Component-Pairs as coming Under Various 
Levels (Numbers in the Bracket show the Evaluation-Component-Pair 
dumber As Percentage of the total Evaluation-Component-Pair Number 
for the Corresponding Evaluation-Component-Pair

Total Number of 
Evaluation- 
Component-Pairs 
for the Evaluation 
Component Pair 
under considerationwe Moderate we High-ve Slight we Slight

Q - Q 8(42.1%) 10(52.64%) 1(5.26%) 19(6.27%)
Q * P.R< 2(66.67%) 1(33.33%) 3(0.99%)
0 - H.A. 2(50%) 2(50%) 4(1.32%)
0 - T 2(2.94%) 6(8.82%) 35(51.48%) 25(36.76%) 1(11.11%) 69(22.44%)
Q - C 4(16.67%) 7(29.17%) 11(45.83%) 2(8.33%) 24(7.92%)
L»0> - LeRa 2(100%) 2(0.66%)
L»0« - T 1(11.11%) 3(33.33%) 4(44.45%) 8(2.97%)
L.Q. - C 1(33.34%) 1(33.33%) 1(33.33%) 3(0.99%)
P.RW - P.R. 2(33.34%) 3(33.33%) 2(33.33%) 6(1.98%)
P.R. - H.A. 3(37.5%) 3(37.5%) 2(25%) 8(2.64%)
P.R. - T 1(7.14%) 4(28.57%) 1(7.14%) 8(57.15%) 14(4.62%)

- C 1(14.29%) 2(28.57%) 1(14.29%) 3(42.85%) 7(2.31%)
L.R. - T 2(33.33%) 4(66.67%) 6(1.98%)
L*R< - C 1(50%) 1(50%) 2(0.66%)
H.A. - H.A» 1(100%) 1(0.33%)
H>A. - T 7(63.64%) 4(36.36%) 11(3.63%)
H.A. - C 1(33.34%) 1(33.33%) 1(33.33%) 3(0.99%)
T - T 1(1.92%) 1(1.92%) 13(25%) 34(65.38%) 3(5.78%) 52(17.16%)
T - C 4(7.14%) 10(17.66%) 38(67.86%) 4(7.14%) 56(18.49%)
T - S 1(33%) 2(67%) 3(0.99%)
c - c 1(100%) 1(0.33%)
c - s 1(100%) 1(0.33%) ___
All the Catego
ry of Pairs 
taken together

6(1.98%) 38(12.54%) 100(33%) 148(48.85%) 10(3.3%) 1(0.33%) 303(100%)
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22 evaluation component pairs are contributed by different 

evaluation components such as class-room quizzes(Q), laboratory 

quizzes(L,Q,), laboratory work reports (L.R.), class-room project 

reports (P,R,), home assignments (H,A,), seminars (S), Tests (T), 

and, finally, comprehensives (C)•

Xn specific terms, for each of the 22 evaluatlon-component- 

pairs, the table 3,27 gives following detailsi

(1) Total number of evaluatlon-eomponent-pairs as coming 

under the particular evaluation component pair under considera

tion, and,

(11) The exact number of evaluation-component-pairs from the 

total number of the evaluation-component-pairs for a given 

category as coming under each of the correlation levels, namely, 

slightly negative, slightly positive, low positive, moderate 

positive, high positive and very high positive. Further, each 

of these numbers is also presented as a percentage of the total 

number of the evaluation component pairs for the category 

under consideration.

Thus, it may be submitted that tables 3,26 and 3,27 within 

themselves present a self sufficient and therefore self- 

explanatory data-base with respect to the analysis details.

For the purpose of convenience, following abbreviations 

have been used in the present section,
TZiBLE 3,28

List of Abbreviations used in the present section
Full Hamq Abbreviation
ouix a
Tests T
Comprehensive C
Project report P,R,
Home Assignment H,A,
Lab, Quia L,Q,
Lab, work L,w,
Seminar S
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summary of Observations i

Below are Hated some of the major observations that are 

emerging from tables 3.26 and 3.27.

1. From table 3.27 it can be seen that from the sample 

studied as many as 98.02% cvalu^tion-conjponent-pairs have positive 

correlations, thus convincingly implying that the evaluation 

system on the whole is ^osWmVy correlated having only 1.98% 

cases of negatively correlated evaluation-component-pairs.

2. Eighty one point eighty five percent of the sample 

of the evaluation-component-pairs studied have correlations 

within the levels positive low and positive moderate. Amongst 

all the levels, the positive moderate level has the maximum 

number of ev^luation-component-palrs. this percentage being 

48.85.

3. The sample of 303 evaluation-component-pairs studied 

has instances of pairs conering the entire spectrum of the 

coorelation levels from slightly negative to very high positive. 

The concerned percentages in the order of dominance are as 

follows)

Positive moderate - 48.85%; positive low 33%; slightly 

positive 12.5%; positive high 3.3%; negative slight 1.98%; 

and positive very high 0«33%«

4. Coming to the various evaluation component categories, 

it is noted that sample sizes for the categories namely. Q-T. 

T-C. T-T (i.e* within different tests). Q-C.O-Q(l*e* within 

different quizzes). P*r.-t and H.A.-T were 68. 56. 52. 24.

19. 14 and 11. respectively* For all other evaluation conponent
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categories the sample sizes were lees than 9. Assuming the 

sample sizes equal to or more than 11 as effective ones, 

following observations emerges

(i) The percentages of tests and comprehensives as also 

of different tests that are correlated in a moderately positive 

manner axe as high as 67*86% and 65*38%* respectively* Thus* 

it can be said that tests and comprehensives as also Xssts from 
4. cvu be

within^seem to-be well correlated*

(ii) The percentage of evaluat ion-component-pa ixs from the 

category of quizzes and tests as coming under the moderately 

positive correlation level is as low as 36*76%* Indeed* as 

much as 63*24% of the total sample size for Q-T comes under the 

categories from slightly negative to low positive/ thus implying 

that quizzes and tests are not as well correlated as are T-C 

and T-T*

(ill) Consistent with the above observation* it also emerges 

that Q-C are also not as well correlated as are T-T and ’B-C*
One OM'S to ono-W\e^ 01 course \s ’Pound.

(iv) -Guiaees wlthin-themselwa "Seem to be very poorly 

correlated because as many as 94*74% of the evaluation-component- 

pairs corresponding to Q-Q are found to lie within the levels 

slight positive to low positive*

(v) Con^pared to quizzes* project report seems to show better 

correlations with tests in the sense that as many as 57*15% 

of evaluation component pairs from the category of are

found to come under the moderately positive level* However* in 

tern® of the^coxrelation with comprehensive examinations* the 

P*a*-Q seem to compare better*
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(vi) Finally, coming to the category of H.A.-T* it seems 

to emerge that they are not so well correlated* because as 

many as 63*64% of the total evaluation component pairs under 

this^ategory are found to be under the positive low level*

5* doming to table 3*26* it see»s to emerges that* taking 

positive * moderate level as a reference point* the evaluation 

component pairs from the professional year courses 

show better correlations then the evaluation component pairs 

for the core level courses*

6* Further* instances of very high positive as well as 
Co^vekrtions 

slightly negativeAare visible only in case of the professional 

level courses! thus implying examination components at the 
tyre.

professional levelAseem to be more prone to demonstrate extreme 

cases of correlation levels*

7* within the entire spectrum of the 18 courses studied
l e. Systems Brasis offered ini scmeskr » ,

only one course Remonstrated all the correlations within the 

positive moderate level* while all other courses necessarily 

had correlations corresponding to levels lower then positive 

moderate* The data base with respect to this course was 

collected on two occasions! the analysis for the one occasion 
offeVma inX .

being mentioned above* On the second occasion^Iso for this 

course* as many as 85*72% of tho evaluation component pairs 

come under the category of positively moderate level/ the 

remaining 14*28% having corresponded to the low positive level! 

thus signifying a consistency in terms of the results of the 

analysis* In a futuristic context it wculd be worthwhile to
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explore the factors leading to such a satisfactory correlations 

between the various evaluation components of this course 

so that the improvements can then be brought elsewhere based 

on the lessons emerging*

8* Other courses for which evaluation components have 

demonstrated fairly good correlation are Physics I* Ibdern 

Physics and Introduction to Microprocessors* All these 

three courses have correlations only between positive low 

and positive moderate levels* the percentages of the 

evaluation components pairs under positive moderate level 

being equal to or more than 80%.

9. Thus* on the whole it can be said that* while* the 

evaluation component-pairs are positively correlated* the 

bulk of them seem to lie within positive moderate and 

positive low levels* Further* tests and comprehensive* seem 

to show best correlation* It will be worthwhile to pursue 

how the level of correlation between tests and comprehensive* 

can be further increased and how this effort can be enlarged 

to include the larger variety of evaluation components 

beyond the categories of tests and comprehensive**
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3*^*3 Analysis of Results on spurge Reliability

This sub-section gives an analysis of the course
'b-'Sl'i 

reliability of 17 courses selected for the study. Table -3*2r3 

gives the list of these courses and their course reliability
dlencAed Yrj Rc .

coefficients^ It is very interesting to bote that the course 

reliability coefficients are quite high* Almost all the co

efficients are greater than 0*7f except in one case* where also 

the course reliability is as high as 0.66* Consistent with the 

earlier observations vis-a-vis the correlation between the 

examination reliability and the number of questions in an 
o€ course 

examination* in tMe case Iso it is noted that an average 

number of evaluation components for the courses studied is 6* 

which is reasonably high. This in turn then provides an 

explanation for the high course reliability observed for the 

courses under consideration.

The practice of conducting higher number of evaluation 

components for assessing the student is the core of the 

continuous evaluation system. Thus* this system can then also 

be viewed to have the advantage of a good course reliability*

Apart from the parameter of a large number of evaluation 

components* there can also be another factors in the above 

context* contributing to the high course reliability* For 

example* as one is aware* in a continuous evaluation system* a 
course evaluation consists of several evaluation components and 

each of the evaluation components consists of several questions. 

The course reliability is determined on the basis of the marks 

obtained by students in these different evaluation components*



Thus, each evaluation component represents a composite 

examination which samples over a fairly wide area of the 

subject matter* Thia then should be reducing the randomness 
I 

in the evaluation, thus consequently increasing the c.urse— 

reliability*

3*10 Conclusion

This chapter has basically dealV with the problem of 

the test analysis for the examinations under the internal system 

of continuous evaluation at the tertiary leval* Towards this, 

the chapter has In detail analysed 1^ selected courses from the 

eem< bter-wise’ offerings at SITS, Pllanl* For the purpose of the 

totality, these courses have been drawn from the entire spectrum 

of disciplines and levels of the system of higher education* In 

specific terms, for the examinations as coining under the so 

selected courses, the chapter has dealt; with different analytical 

aspects, namrly, the reliability of examinations, inter*co- 

rrelation^ between various examinations and the course reliability

Thus, the chapter has studied coefficients of reliability 

for in all 83 examinations, consisting of 7 quizzes, 52 testa 

and 24 comprehensives* These reliability coefficients for the 

different evaluation components have been in detail analysed 

against various parameters such (1) the number of questions in 

an examination* (11) number of students attending the examination, 

(111) duration of the examination, (iv) level of the course, 

(v) discipline of the course, (vt) type of examination (i*e* 

long-answer, short-answe^), (vil) category of the course in , 

terns of the core course or the professional course andUvill), 

finally, tho ^aspect of the choice in an examination* Further
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for various evaluation components such as quizzes* tests* viva* 

seminar* project-reports* home-assignments* lab-quiz* lab-work* 

comprehensives* etc* as reflected through the above stated courses 

the chapter has also studied the theme of intercorrelations 

between the various examinations of a course. Thus* the chapter 

has analysed in all 309 evalu ition-component-pairs for their 

intercorrelations* 127 corresponding to the courses from the core 

level and 176 corresponding to the courses from the professional 

level* And* as regards to the theme of the course-reliability* 

consistent with the c nstralnt of the availability of the proper 

data* the same has been studied for in all 17 courses from the 

total list of 19* selected for the overall investigation as 

undertaken in this chapter.

Below are briefly listed some of the main observations 

as they have emerged from the above study:

1* Reliability is affected by the number of questions given 
in an examination* Xn specific terms* larger the number 
of questions in an examination* higher is the reliability*

2* The number of students is also a factor which Influences 
reliability* Broadly speaking* larger tho number of 
students (in an examination)* better is the reliability* 
At this stage* it may be mentioned that* normally* 
examinations for courses attended by a large number of 
students are observed to bo characterized by large number 
of questions*

3* longer the duration of an examination* greater the 
possibility of its reliability being higher* Interestingly 
the longer duration examinations are also* normally* 
characterized by the larger number of questions#

4* formally* the average reliability of an examination 
decreases as one moves from say courses at the X and XI
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year levels to the courses at the IV and V year levels* 
In this case, also it may be noted that, on an average, 
the examinations for the courses at the lower level have 
more number of questions than that: (i.e* number of 
questions) for the examinations for the courses at the 
higher level*

-Pc* Ahe coimej VlumoniVies
5* On the whole, examinationsAfrom the Science Kand Management 

disciplines have demonstrated better reliability aswv -VKq- courses 
compared to the examinations^from the humanities and 

engineering disciplines* In this con ext, it may be 
mentioned that, normally, the examinations from the 
disciplines of science and management have been observed 
to contain more number of questions than the humanities 
and engineering examinations*

6. It emerges that the examinations with short answer type 
questions have a greater possibility of demonstrating 
satisfactory reliability*

7* On an average, the reliability of examinations in core 
courses is observed to be better than that for examinations 
from professional courses* in this case, too, it is noted 
that, normally, examinations JLn core courses have larger 
number of questions than^the examinations from professional 
courses *

8* There are only four examinations, that too comprehensives, 
in which choice in questions was provided* Out of these 
four, for two the reliability is less than the threshold 
value of 0,6, while for the remaining two the reliability 
Is equal to or greater than 0*6* As the sample else is 
too small (i*e* 4 examinations only), it is difficult to 
make any generalization as to the effect of choice on 
the reliability* However, one can infer from the data that 
teachers on the whole, do not encourage choice in an 
examination*

9, Out of the 303 evaluatlon-component-palrs studied for 
their Intercorrelations, 98.02% evaluation-component-pairs 
demonstrated positive correlations* Further, 48,85% pairs
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showed positive moderate correlation, while 33% demonst
rated positive low correlations/ thus implyin i that as 
many as 81*65% of the evaluation-component-pairs had 
correlations lying between the levels of positive low and 
positive moderate*

10* It is observed that tests and conprehensives as also one 
test to another within a course are well correlated.

11* Quiz to another quiz within a course showed a poor co
rrelation. Further, quizzes also demonstrated poor 
correlations with tests and comprehensives for a course*

12* All the courses selected for the study demonstrated high 
course reliability.

Summing up, it can be said that the high reliability is 

obtained either in the case of a course, comprehensive, test 

or quiz, etc. provided the components of the evaluation instrument 

are sufficiently large and the situation in which evaluation is 

done ensures the consistency In performance due to mutually 

reinforcing components which is typical of any internal continuous 

evaluation system. This, of^ourse, has been reflected in variety 

of ways while studying the reliability in terms of various 

parameters discussed above.

Finally, the above analysis of reliability provides a 

methodology, as well as direction in which some future studies 

can be undertaken so as to develop a data base for periodical 

monitoring of an evaluation system and giving feed-back to the 

teachers in a typical continuous internal evaluation system* 

In a futuristic manner, for the courses, where reliabilities 

and intercorrelations have demonstrated extrema valu<s» It is 

suggested that further indepth studies can be taken up*
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Above then is a comprehensive statement of the conclusions 

as emerging from the test analysis study as undertaken through 

this chapter* with this then the thesis switches over to 

another important aspect of the examination study* namely* 

•validity1* pursued through the next chapter*
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CHAPTER - 4

VALIDITY ANALYSIS WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE 
TO THK CRITERION-RELATED VALIDITY

4*1 Introduction

In Chapter 3* examinations have been analysed in terms 

of their reliability* Another important parameter for 

assessing the quality of an examination is its validity* 

Literature defines various kinds of validity studies that 

can be conducted on an examination* This chapter studies 

the examinations in terms of ‘criterion-related validity1•

In general* most of the examinations have more or 

less similar educational objectives* Kith this assumption* 

the question arises* how far the performance in one 

examination relates to or predicts the performance of some 

other concurrent or future examination* The correlation 

between such examinations of similar objectives is a measure 

of criterion-related validity* In this chapter an attempt 

has been made to study the criterion-related validity of the 

examinations by analysing the correlations between the 

performance of students in various examinations*

A brief description of the validity definitions and 

types of validity is given in section 4* a* Section 4*3 gives 

a review of studies on validity* The objective* assumptions
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and statement ofstudy are given in section 4*4* The 
"Wul.

technique for^proposed validity study has been discussed 

in section 4*5* Section 4*6 gives the sample and data 

collection procedure* Finally, the results, analysis of 

results and the conclusion® have been presented in 

sections 4*7, 4*8 and 4*9;respectively*

4*2 Validity Definitions

4*2*1 Broad Definition

Perhaps the commonest definition given for the 

term validity is that it refers to the extent to which a 

test measures what it is supposed to measure (Anastas! (1976), 

£bel (1979), Dick & Hagerty (1971), Gronlund (1976), 

Popham (1975)); i*e*7an examination which is supposed to 

measure the decision making ability of students, would 

not be valid unless it really measures the decision-making 

ability*

Reliability refers to the consistency of measure

ment irrespective of whatever is being measured* Xn case 
t ’

of validity, the basic question is what is being measured . 

Validity always refers to some particular objective* An 

examination may be valid for decisionmaking ability but 

may not be of much use for assessing say, memory of students* 

Thus, the validity of an examination is analysed with 

reference to the declared purpose of the examination*
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4 • 2• 2 Types of Validity and their Delihltlons

American Psychological Association (1974) has 

identified three basic types of validity

(i) Content valid ity

(ii) Criterion-related validity

(iii) construct validity

(1) Content validity

Various researchers have given definitions for AKc 

categories of validity# Some of the definitions for content 

validity axe as follows :

•Content validity Involves essentially the systematic 

examination of the test content to determine whether it 

covers a representative senile of the behaviour domain 

to be measured”# (Anastesi# 1976)

•The extent to which the items in a test do# Infact# sample 

an area is termed the content validity of the test”, (nick a

Hagerty# 1971)

*•«.##(Classroom tests) are supposed to sample representatively 

and adequately the content of the course of instruction”.

Ubel# 1979)

•The extent to which a test measures a representative sample 

of the subject-matter content and the behavioural changes 

under consideration*. (Gronlund# 1976)
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Thus, it can be said that the efforts to define 

content validity by various researchers are same* The 

procedure for establishing content validity can be summarised 

as follows .

While planning the course work* one decides the 

subject matter* various topics to be covered in it and 9 

finally* the objectives In terms of behavioural changes which 

are to be achieved through the contents o| the course* Later* 

in the process of education* outcomes of the learning are 

evaluated* This is generally achieved by giving examinations 

to the students* The question of content validity of examina

tion arises at this stage* To know whether the examination 

has content validity* the content and objectives of the 

examination paper are matched with the content and objectives 

of the course work* The extent to which these two match* the 

examination would be said to have content validity* The 

thesis hat; studied the content validity of practice school 

evaluation at BITS which would be discussed in detail in 

chapter 6*

(ill) CUrlte^lon^ Related validity

Gronlund (1976) defines criterion-related validity 

as "the extent to which test performance is related to some 

other valued measure of performance0* Lindsay and Aronson 

(1968) explain* "whenever ther^ is an identifiable criterion 

variable for which a test purports to measure* the test may
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be used to estimate an individual's present standing on 

that variable or to predict his future standing*9 • And 

Popham (1975) writes, "when we employ a criterion-related 

validation approach we attempt to correlate performance on 

a measure (the one we are hoping to validate) with an 

independent external criterion"•

There ere, of course, several other researchers who 

have defined criterion-related validity but they all bring 

the same meaning to it*

Criterion-related validity is of' importance whenever 

the examination marks are to be used to predict future 

performance or to estimate the present performance* Hence, 

it has been further classified as

a* Predictive validity

b* Concurrent validity

The predictive validity refers to the extent to 

which examination scores predict some future performance, 

whereas the concurrent validity relates the performance in 

one examination to the performance in a contemporary 

examination • Both predictive and concurrent validity 

are represented by coefficient of validity* The coefficient 

of validity is nothing but the correlation between scores 

obtained in two appropriately identified
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examinations. Validity coefficient is interpreted in the 

same way as coeffient of correlation* It may be remarked 

that in the interpretation of the validity the negative 

coefficient of correlations,if any* are ignored* (Gronlund* 

1976). The present chapter studies examinations in terms 

of criterion-related validity*

4*3 Review of Literature on Validity Studies

Host of the studies on validity of examinations are 

confined to predictive validity* A brief summary of these 

studies is given belowi 

4*3.1 Studies on Validity Outside India

Wiseman (1956) in a sample of 117 students studied 

the criterion-related validity of entry test scores Including 

an essa^ test i using the following criteria

1* Total school certificate result

2. School certificate English language

3* school certificate English literature

4* Teachers overall estimate

5* Teachers estimate of written English

Correlation were calculated between different sets; 

and it was found that the addition of essay tests increased 

the coefficient,whereas the value of coefficient was lowered 

when essay test scores were excluded from entry test scores*
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Pidgeon and Yates (1953) in a study of 473 students 

who had completed their secondary school course found that 

the essay type examination in English had less predictive 

validity for success in secondary schools than the results 

obtained by objective type examinations in English*

Hudson (1960) explored predictive validity of 

examinations for predicting eminence in scientific research* 

He concluded that the division or degree was not valid 

criterion for predicting eminence in scientific research*

Coffman et. al* (1966) studied the validity of 

essay type test for predicting writing ability* They selected 

XX and XXX standard students from 24 American secondary schools 

Bach student was subjected to six objective type7two semi- 

objective type and five essay type examinations* Each student 

was supposed to write on five different topics* Scores 

obtained by students in essay test were considered as criterion 

score for predicting writing ability. Validity coefficient 

of essay type examination ranged from 0.33 to 0.35*

Coffman et. al* also observed that validity of 

examinations was lowered if choice was given* Xn such cases 

student’s marking depended more on the type of topic selected 

by student than how well he had written*

Bracht and Hopkins (1968) found that CGPA correlated 

very well with performance in essay and objective tests but
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objective testscorrelated better than essay testa* This 

observation is supported by several other studies conducted

abroad as well as in India*

Holloway at* al (1967) studied the validity of 

assay and viva voce examinati n* They found that the essay 

marking was influenced more by style and presentation than 

by factual content* They also observed that personality 

was an important factor to get success in viva voce*

4*3*2 Studies on Validity in India

There are several studies on the validity of 

examinations for predicting future performance* These 

studies have been conducted at college as well as university 

levels* Come of the well known studies are given below ,

Taylor (1962) observed following correlations between 

various groups at the college level ;

TAKS 4*1

Correlation coefficients between various examinations 

■. "" ... ' ■ ■ ■ Coeiiicieat of
Examinations correlation

Physics theory with physios practical 0*14

Chemistry theory with chemistry practical 0*14

Physics theory with chemistry theory 0.30



Taylor concluded that the marks were not valid 

measures at all* His conclusions are based on the assumption 

that if maxks are the valid measures of achievement then there 

should be good correlation between the performance in various 

subjects.

Patel (1962) reported moderate correlation (0*62) 

between the performance in practice teaching and B.Sd practical 

examination. He also studied the correlation between the 

perfoimance in part I and part XI examinations. The correlation 

was found to be 0.63. Like Taylor*8 study, Patel's study 

was also subjected to the assumption that the same ability 

is b^ing tested by various examinations.

Kamat and Deshmukh (1961) observed following 

correlations between various examinations for a group of 

students

TABLE 4.2 
correlation coefficients between various examinations

S.Sc
inter 
Arts

Inter
Science S.A. B.Sc.

s.s.c 0.60 0.61 0.49 0.21

Inter Arts 0.63

inter science 0.42
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Misra. G.5. (1964) reported following correlations

TABLE 4.3 

Correlation coefficients between various examinations

H.S. inter- 2 .
mediate * * I.SC. I.SC. Aq.

Intermediate 0.71

I.A. 0.73

I.SC 0.84 •

I.Sc. Ag. 0.72

Graduate 0.83 0.67

B.A. 0.69 0.69

9. SC. 0.85 0.87

0.SC. Ag. 0.75 0.76

a to \.a&\
Correlations between examinations performance^

came out quite good;hence he concluded that the results of 

high school and intermediate examinations are good predictor 

for predicting performance at university level.

Lola et. al (1963) reported 0.77 coefficient between 

£»&»C (English) and p.sc (English) performance of M.S. University 

Baroda.

Taylor. Tluanga and Misra (1966) correlated the 

matriculation and F.v. examinations and the value of correla* 

tlon was found to be 0*72.
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Harper (1963) correlated the marks obtained in 

an objective examination of knowledge in English poetry 

with an essay examination in the Engllah poetry in several 

intermediate colleges in U.P. The validity coefficient 

ranged from * 0.25 to 0*82. He concluded that the difference 

in validity coefficients may be either due to inherent 

differences between the institutions or may be due to low 

reliability of essay examinations*

Harper (1963 b) in some other study of sama nature 

studied whether objective test or essay test would be better 

predictor for performance in an essay examination* He selected 

72 intermediate students and arrived at a coneluolengths 

objective type tests were better predictors than essay tests 

for predicting performances in the same length of essay test?-

Misra (1976) has discussed that using examination-marks 

for predicting performance in real life is more important 

than predicting performance in some other examinations* with 

this objective he studied the validity of teacher*s training 

programme for predicting performance in real life* Ha 

selected 118 teachers of Boy's Intermediate College of 

Allahabad and investigated how far their teaching had improved 

by undergoing a teacher's training course. He concluded that 

the training of the teachers had not improved teacher's teaching 

efficiency significantly*

These are then some of the major studies on validity

of examinations conducted in India, a detailed review of
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these studies in India as well as abroad is given by 

Harper & Misra (1976). As one goes through the above details* 

what emerges clearly is that* normally* the studies have only 

been on predictive validity* It is also found that most of 

the studies are at the college level* Studies at university 

lev<l are few in number and almost nil for engineering educa

tion. Also one does not find any study on validity of examina

tions for the internal system of continuous evaluation character 

land by the semester pattern*

4*4 objective* Assumptions and the statement of the 
Present study

It is against the above frame work that this thesis 

proposes to apply itself to the study of the validity of 

examinations for the internal system of continuous evaluation 

characterised by the semester pattern* More specifically* if 

chapter 6 discusses* the content and oriterion related validity 

vis-a-vis the practice school system of education* this chapter 

is devoted to study the subject matter of the criterion-related 

validity for the campus based examinations in tho above 

context* The system at BITS provides a very convenient and 

realistic case study for this research* As indicated in 

chapter (D* this system has following main features:

1* integrated broad-based education f 

2* Relevance to social and national needs, 

3* Strongly emphasises the overall development of 

the student's personality,
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4* Semester co^rsa- offering ,

5. Evaluation is totally internal and relative, 

6• Continuous with feedback to the students ?

7* Final performance measured in letter grades in 

each course, each semester,

8. Total performance measured in terms of CGPA, 

9* No fail grade, o-nA
10. &U. cvrxstoer "papers; \ yxcVjuiS^c of 6avv\prey\<^£i^»S^ sVuden\ 

As has been mentioned in section 4*2, the criterion*

related validity is of importance whenever the examination 

marks are to be used to predict future performance or to 

estimate present performance* The technique for estimating 

the criterion-related validity would be discussed in the 

next section* t however, it should be pointed out that the 

two examinations to be correlated, whether it is for predictive 

or for concurrent validity, should be of similar nature as 

also of similar objectives*

Certain assumptions, which have been made to pursue 

the present study, are as follows

1* The objective of the validity study is taken to be 

to see how well a. student would do as a professional in 

his life*

2* In order to be able to study the criterion-related 

validity of any examination vis-a-vis the objective stated 

In (1), it is important to have a point of view on the type 

of education that is needed to train a citisen for tomorrow*
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Xn thia systems age* students must be increasingly trained 

to participate as contributors in interdisciplinary and 

analytical problem solving efforts, demanding frm them 

multifaceted understanding of issues of technology and 

sciences* rhus7tha knowledge of the basics of analytical 

subjects like bath*matics and Physics le considered to be 

central to the student training in any discipline for 

preparing him to participate meaningfully in any profession- 

based social action* it is against this framework that* for 

the purpose of the validity stutfy* this chapter assumes* 

amongst other examination* like Higher Secondary* the perfor

mances in subjects like concepts in science or the Modern 

Physics as appropriate candidates as predictors for the 

criterion-related validity analysis*

and er cow aerobe, 
3« Further* for the purpose of the validity analysisA

consistent with the above framework the criteria chosen are ;

(1) Modern Physics and the Concepts in Science course^ 

(11) Performances in several discipline courses -which is

represented by the Grade Point Average (GPAS) fb* the 

discipline^ and

(ill) students' overall performance which is represented 

by Wi latest Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA)*

Understandably* the choice of these performances 

as criteria is based on the point of view that they per* 
l\cXV-& 

formances)A emarge^from the details of the educational system.
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such as at BITS# which is essentially based on the • them 

of the interdisciplinary and broad-based pattern of 

professional education#

4# Finally# it is assumed that the same ability is 

being measured by various examinations# In fact# this 

has been established in chapter 2# where it has been found 
skills 

that examinations, in general# test Lavoer knovo
COmpne-hensxon cinAappb cahon

In addition to the criterion-related validity,this 

chapter also studies the theme of the concurrent validity# 

i\eed for such a study arises as a result of questions like*. 

Chow far the performance in one discipline courses relates to 

the GPA of 3°™*- other discipline courses’ The correlation 

thus obtained between the two concurrent measures would 

give the concurrent validityAof examinatlone # It may be 

mentioned that the adjective "concurrent" is taken to mean 

examinations or assessments certainly within the Institute 

year and normally close to each other in terms of time* 

difference#

An important objective of the present study# in 

addition to studying the validity of examinations# is also 

to explore the best predictor and the best criterion under 

certain given situations#

4 #5 Procedure of Estimating Criterion-related „Validity 

4#5#1 Predictive Validity

First of all the cxamlnatlon^on the basisAwhlch

the future performance can bo predicted# is selected#
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The chosen examination is called ‘predictor*.  Next*  some other

* From here onwards* for the purpose of the continuity 
of the running text* the term ‘criterion^related 
validity* in terms of the correlation between the 
predictor-criterion pair may some times be used 
interchangeably with the term predictive validity*

examination which matches In educatonal objectives with -VW 
P^^CTfWOncA uncLw COWiclcrMic'n

future oouree/eHafflnntlen is selected*  This is known as 9criterion*
examination*  Correlation between the marks in 9predictor9 and 
‘criterion9 examinations gives the measure of predictive validity*  
of the ‘predictor9 examination*

4*5*2  Concurrent Validity
Concurrent validity is nothing but the correlation between 

two contetqporary examinations scores*
1CBoth predictive and concurrent validity are^presented by 

coefficient of correlations*  Hence*  validity is nothing but a 
coefficient of correlation with a definite connotation,as 
explained above*  attached to it*

The interpretation of the coefficient of validity in the 
sections to follow would be done on the basis of following 
scale (Guilford*  1973)1

TABLE 4*4
Interpretation of coefficient of correlation

Range of coefficient 
of correlation Interpretation

Less than 0*20 Slight! almost negligible relation
ship

0.21 to 0.40 Low correlation; definite but small 
relationship

0.41 to 0.70 Moderate correlation! substantial 
relationship

0.71 to 0.90 High correlation; marked relation- 
ship

0.91 to 1.00 Very high correlation! very 
dependable relationship*
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4.6 Sample and Data Collection

To study the criterion related validity of the 

examinations under consideration following samples have been 

selectedi

1. First sample consists of 310 students who were 

admitted to BITS in the year 1976* Presently* most of these 

students are in the second semester of their fifth academic 

year* Performance of each student as per following details 

was traced outi

(i) Percentage (normalised) marks obtained in Higher 
Secondary examination*

(ii) Grade in course PHY A211 - Modern Physics*

(ill) Grade point averages (GPAs) in Biology* Chemistry 
Mathematics* Physics* Core Science and core 
Engineering courses* and* for any other discipline 
outside sciences* the GPA in own discipline 
courses* and* finally*

(iv) Latest CGPA*

2* In the other sample of 316 students* who were 

admitted to BITS In the year 1977* following Information 

is considered!

(1) Percentage (normalised) marks obtained in Higher 
Secondary (H,S*) examination*

(11) Grade in course SCI Alli — Concepts in science*

(ill) Grade point averages (GPAs) in Biology* Chemistry* 
Mathematics and Physics courses* and* finally*

(iv) Latest CGPA*
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-Crcrm‘^»5
Currently* most of the studentsAare in the second 

semester of their fourth academic year*

, For both the batches of students* higher 

secondary performance of each student in terms of normalised 

percentage was collected from Admission's Office of this 

Institute* Rest of the information was obtained from the 

computer centre of the Institute which keeps record of the 

performance of students who are studying in BITS*

“Tnus ?the data on the selected sample consists of followings

samples selected for the predictive validity study

TABLE 4*5

sample
Ko* of Examine-
students tlons

Perfor
mance in 
courses

Performance 
in discipline 
courses

Latest 
perfor
mance

1976
Batch

310 Performance 
in Higher 
Secondary 
examination

Grade in 
PHY A211 
Modern 
Physics

GPA in BIO* 
CH8M* MATH* 
PHY* SCI* 
ENGG* CE* 
CHE* EEE^ 
MB Course

Latest
CGPA

1977
Batch

No Y Tn al l seel
316 Performance 

in Higher 
Secondary 
examination

Grade in 
SCI Alli 
Concepts 

in 
science

GPA in BIO* 
CHSM* MATH* 
and PHY 
courses

Latest
CGPA

For the purpose of convenience ;various abbreviations 

used in this chapter are mentioned in the table U-t <3^^
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TA9LE 4.6

Abbreviations used In the present chapter

Full Name Abbreviation

Higher Secondary H.S.

Modern Physics Mod Phy

Concepts In Science Cone, sex

Grade Point Average GPA

Cumulative Grade Point Average CGPA

Biology BIO

Chemls try CHEM

Physics PHY

Mathematics MATH

Science SCI

Engineering ENOG

Civil Engineering CE

Computer Science cs

Electrical & Electronics Engineering EEE

Mechanical Engineering KB

<♦7 Results for the Crlterlon~related Validity study 

This chapter?ln section 4#7«l1gives the results 

for predictive validity study, while?section 4.7.2, presents 

the results In terms of the concurrent validity study#
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Needless to say* these results have extensively made use 

of the computer* The correlation programme* used here 

along with the other programmes used elsewhere in this 

thesis* is given in Appendix X*

4*7.1 The results of the predictive validity study 

are given through tables 4*7 to 4*21* Each table is 

self explanatory in terms of the information base*



TABLE 4.7

Correlation Coefficient* between the Performances in Predictor and Criterion 
Examinations for All the Students:

Sample
Criterion Concepts 

in 
Science

GPA
CGPA

Predictor
ikxlem
Physics

BIO CHEM MATH PHY sex

1976 
Batch 
310 
students

Higher
Secondary

1modern
Physics

0.21 0.16

0.47

0.11

0.64

0.17

0.72

a

0.15

0.86

0.12

0.47

0.20

0.77

1977 
Batch 
316 
students

Higher 
Secondary

Concepts 
in

Science

0.24 0.10

0.63

0.18

0

0.23

•0.52

0.41

-0.20

0.20

-0.09



TABLE 4.8 
♦

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances in Predictor and Criterion 
Examinations for Biology students :

Sample

Criterion OPA
concepts _________________________________________

Modern in BIO PHY SCI
Predictor Physics Science

1976 
Batch 
11 
Students

Higher 0.58 0.29 0.20 >0.04 0.66 >0.04 0.S0
Secondary

f-odem 0.75 0.43 0.10 0.77 >0.23 0.75
Physics

1977 
Batch 
14 
Students

Higher *0.24 0.10 0*18 0.23 C.41 0.20
Secondary

Concepts 0.63 O —0.52 «*O.2O *»0.09
in

Science



TABLE 4.9

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances in Predictor and Criterion 
Examinations for Chemistry Students*

Sao^le

Criterion ,
concept. _______________________________________ cgfa

Modern in BIO Ch . M PHY SCI
Predictor\. Physics Science

137$ 
Batch 
14 
Students

Higher 0.44 0 0.06 -0.16 0.04 0.04 0.06
Secondary

Hodem 0.28 0.67 0.63 0.82 0.18 0.75
Physics

1977 
catch 
34 
students

Higher 0.18 -0.02 0.15 0.17 0 0.01
Secondary

Concepts -0.29 -0.28 -0.20 -0.11 -0.08
in

Science

ro
00 
Cl



TABLE 4.10

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances in Predictor and Criterion 

Examinations for mathematics Students:

Cample

Criterion Concepts 
in 

Science

GPA
CGPA

Predictor

Modern 
Physics

BIO CHEW PHY SCI

1976 
Batch

Higher 
Secondary

-0.33 0.27 -0.42 -0.56 -0.47 -0.74 -0.41

7 
students Kodera

Physics
0.39 0.83 0.81 0.98 0.71 0.94

Higher 
Secondary

-0.13 0.10 -0.17 0.28 0.22 0.14

Concepts 
in 

Science

0.05 0.42 0 0.15 0.20



TABLE 4.11

Correlation Coefficient® between the Performances in Predictor and Criterion 
Examinations for Physics Students:

1976 
Batch

Higher
Secondary

•0*19 0.02 -0.04 -0.05 -0.19 -0.26 -0.24

15
Students Modern

Physics
0.18 0.69 0.77 0.84 0.67 0.84

Higher 0.37 0.19 0.22 -0.14 0.02 0.38
1977
Batch

Secondary

19 
students

Concepts 
in 

Science

0.28 -0.27 0.14 -0.19 0.95

OC
-sj



TABLE 4.12

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances in Predictor and Criterion 
Examinations for Civil engineering Studentst

1*76 
satch
16 
Students

Higher 
Secondary

Modern
Physics

0.76 0.52

0.46

0.14

0.28

0.39

0.46

0.56

0.69

0.07

0.10

0.56

0.39

0.39

0.31

0.60

0.51

1977
Batch

Higher
Secondary

0.24 0.37 -0.24 -0.01 -0.02 0.09

19 
Students

Concepts 
in

Science

-0.22 0.04 0.01 0.28 0.41



TABLE 4.13

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances in Predictor an 3 c Criterion 
Examinations for Chemical Engineering Studentss

x. Criterion GPA
CGPASample

PredictorX.
Moa
Phy

Cone. 
SCI

BIO CHEM MATH PHY SCI ENGG CHE

1976
3atch
33 
Students

Higher 
secondary

Modern
Physics

0.01 0.10

0.49

-0.11

0.17

0.02

0.08

-0.03

0.25

0.03

0.64

-o.oe

0.14

0.03

0.32

-0.01

0.50

1977 
catch
30 
Students

Higher
Secondary

Concepts 
in

Science

O«23 0.10

0.07

—0.02

-0.06

0.07

—0.22

-0.14

—0.0*

0.20

0.26

ro 
ZSj 
co



TABLE 4.14

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances in Predictor and Criterion 
Examinations for Computer science Students:

Criterion
Hod 
Phy

Cone.
SCI

GPA

Sample
Predictor^X.

BIO CHEM HATE PHY sex ENGG cs CGPA

1975 
Batch

9 
Students

Higher 
Secondary

Kodera
Physics

0.22 0.13

0.26

—0.22

0.4S

0.18

0.70

•0.12

0.80

0.25

0.63

•0.12

•0.09

0.34

-0.28

—0.17

0.45

1977 
Batch

11
Students

Higher 
secondary

Concepts 
in

Science

0.29 0.33

O.S5

0.48

0.06

0.34

0.13

0.72

0.35

0.72

O.S2



TABL 4.15

Correlation Coefficients between the Performance* in Predictor and Criterion 
examinations for £*£ Students:

1976 
aatch
101
Students

Higher 
Secondary

Modern
Physics

0.12 0

0.26

-0.05

0.47

0.14

0.58

0.04

0.77

-0.09

0.32

0.05

0.45

0.04

0.57

0.04

0.70

1977 
Batch

Higher
Secondary

0.16 —0.13 0.17 0.29 0.19

73 
students

Concepts 
in 

Science

0.21 0.32 0.11 0.38 0.42



TA BL . . 4.16

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances In Predictor and Criterion 
Examinations for Mechanical Engineering Studentst

Criterion GPA

sample
Predictor

Mod
Phy

Cone.
SCI

BIO CHEM 

>

MATH PHY SCI EBGG ME CGPA

1976
Batch

Higher 
Secondary

0.03 0.20 0 -0.02 -0.02 0.22 0.09 0.15 0.34

56
students ^dern

Physics
>0.10 0.10 0.31 0.63 0.15 0.04 O 0.36

1977 
Batch

45
Students

Higher 
secondary

Concepts 
in 

Science

0.02 -0.06

0.25

-0.28

—0.02

-0.23

0.28

-0.27

0.30

-0.30

0.31



TABLE 4.17

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances in Predictor and Criterion 
Examinations for Instrumentation Students:

Criterion Concepts 
in 

Science

GPA

Sample
Predictor'x

Modern 
Physics

BIG CHEM MATH PHY SCI CGPA

1976
Batch 

11
Students

Higher 
secondary

Modern
Physics

0.14 0.01

O

*0.18

*0.14

0.47

0.77

0.52

0.63

0.14

0.39

0.46

0.63

1977
Batch

6
Students

Higher
Secondary

Concepts 
in

Science

0.42 -0.29

-0.26

*0.18

*0.51

0.34

-0.28

—0.39

-0.73

0.10

-0.44



TABLE 4.18

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances in Predictor and Criterion 
Examinations for Pharmacy Students!

criterion Concepts 
in 

Science
BIO

GPA
SCI CGPA

Sas^le
Predictor^-.

Modern
Physics

CHEN MATH PHY

Higher -0.37 0.04 -0.14 0.04 -0.07 0.42 -0.32
1976
Batch

Secondary

7 ’Odem 0.38 0.26 —0.09 0.62 0 0.79
students Physics

Higher 0 *0.5$ -0.37 —0.83 —0.71 -0.631? 9 9
Batch Secondary

3 
students Concepts 

in
0 0 0 0 0

Science

ro



TABLE 4.19

Correlation Coefficient* between the Performances in Predictor and criterion 
Examinations for management Students:

1976 
Batch

29
Students

Higher 
Secondary

Modern
Physics

C.48 0.23

O«36

0.22

0.33

0.16

0.26

0.23

0.53

0.12

0.62

0.01

0.37

1977 
Batch

Higher 
Secondary

-0.10 -0.06 0.25 0.45 0.14 0.15

30 
students Concepts 

in
0.73 0.86 0.51 0.77 0.13

- Science •

re
Cl



TABLE 4.20

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances in Predictor and 
Criterion Examinations for Economics Students*

Criterion GPA

CGPASaruple
Predictor

Concepts 
in 

Science
BIO CHEM MATH PHY

1977
Higher
Secondary

0.34 0.49 O -0.52 -0.S9 -0.19

Batch 
13

Students

Concepts 
In 

Science
a

C.04 0.61 -0.01 0.18 0.51



TABU: 4>21

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances in Predictor and 
Criterion Examinations for English Students:

Sample

"\Crlterion QP*

Concepts 
in BIO CHEM MATH PHY CGPA

Predictor Science

1977
Batch

Higher 0.76 0 0.19 -0.01 0 0.76
Secondary

4 Concepts 0 0*77 —O«S5 0*44 0*60
Students in 

Science
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4.7.2

As mentioned earlier, this section reports the 

results on the concurrent validity study which* consistent 

with the constraint of the availability of the adequate 

data, has been carried out on the 1976 $a?wple only* The 

r&sults are presented in table 4*22 which is self- 

explanatory.



TABLE 4,22

Correlation Coefficients between the Performances in various Concurrent 
Examinations for Civil, Chemical, Electrical & Electronics and Mechanical 
Engineering Students:

0.810.89ICE Students

33 
CHE Students

101 
BBS Students

56 
HE Students

ENGG J

0.87

0.88

0.09

0.53

0.79

0.03

249

I
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4.6 Analysis of Raault. on criterion-Related-Validity

4 • 3 • 1 Assumptions

The analysis proceeds with the following assumptions!

(1) 1976 input of 310 students and 1977 input of 316 

students are taken to be representative samples  

Thus the samples are taken to be easily substitutable 

for each other in terms of arriving at general 

conclusions

*

*

(11) Validity analysis is conducted for a spectrum of 
bsAoinaing tb 

disciplines AOonslstiB^-efi

*Gnly for 1977 batch*
♦Only for 1976 batch

dXsopbnes
(a) Sciencea g BIO, CHEM, PHY and MATHS \

(b) EngineeringCE, CH8M, EEE and me ; .
cLisop^nes

(c) Applied science and technique oriented ^g CS, instr, 
cLisCi p£4-ne£

and (d) Social Science and Humanities^ MOTS, KCON*arul  ENGL*

(ill) For the purpose of the analysis, following spectrum of 

criteria is considered! BIO GPA, CHEM GPA, math GPA, 

PHY GPA, SCX GPA  and CGPA.*

4.3.2 Analvaia&£. the 1976 3atoh for the choice of the 

mat Predictor

This section gives the analysis for the 1976 batch 

for the choice of the best predictor amongst performances 

in the higher secondary examinationand the examination



for the modern physics course* The con^arlson of the 

performances in terras of the above mentioned predictors 

for the representative samples of the students at the 

Institute as generated through the batch of 1976 input is 

shown in figures 4«laxvl4e2« If the shaded portions of the 

bars presented in figures 4*lcirvi4*2 describe the above 

stated comparison in terms of the percentage frequency of 

the event for a given predictor, when viewed against the 

entire spectrum of criteria from GPAS in biology* chemistry 

mathematics* physics science to CGPA* giving correlations 

between levels moderate to very high; the dotted bars present 

the comparison in terms of the frequency of the event for the 

predictor under consideration* once again when viewed against 

the total spectrum of the above stated criteria* giving 

correlations ranging from low to negative*

As regards to figure 4*3* for the entire sample of 

310 students from the 1976 batch* it gives percentage corre

lation frequencies corresponding to each of the levels from 

negative to very high for both the predictors* when viewed 

against each of the criteria under consideration*

To begin with)apart from investigating the validity

of a given predictor* the study applies Itself to the question 

as to which Is the best predictor for the samples under study*
/

for the entire spectrum of the proposed criteria* Towards 

this* various sub-samples as available from 1976 batch are 

considered first*

The analysis as emerging from the results* recorded -Hxyou^ 
figures 4.1 to 4*3* then* is as follows*



Percentage frequency of H.S. performance as predictor giving correlations between very high 
to moderate for the entire spectrum of criteria from GPA in BIO, CHEM, MATH, PHY, SCI to CGPA
Percentage frequency of H.S. performance as predictor giving correlations between low to 
negative for the entire spectrum of criteria from GPA in BIO, CHEM, MATH, PHY SCI to CGPA

KSSS Percentage frequency of MOD PHY performance as predictor giving correlations between very high 
to moderate for the entire spectrum of criteria from GPA in BIO, CHEM, MATH, PHY, SCI to CGPA
-Percentage frequency of MOD PHY performance as predictor giving correlations between low to 
negative for the entire spectrum of criteria from GPA in BIO, CHEM, M£TH, PHY, SCI to CGPA

ALL SC! ENGG APPLIED SCI
&TECH» ORH

ENTED

SOCIAL
SCIENCES

DISCIPLINES

FIG. 4J COMPARISON BETWEEN THE

PREDICTOR FOR VARIOUS GROUPS OF DISCIPLINES FROM 1976 BATCH
PERFORMANCES IN HIGHER SECONDARY AND MODERN PHYSICS AS re

CH 
re



Percentaoe frequency of H.S. performance as predictor giving correlations between very high 
to moderate for the entire spectrum of criteria from GPA in BIO, CHEM, MATH, PHY,SCI to CGPA
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1* From figure 4*1 it clearly emerges that,for the 

entire universe of the student number as sample space. 

Modern Physics performance as a predictor, when viewed 

against the wide ranging spectrum of the above listed 

criteria, An each caee invariably gives a correlation 

spread between the levels from moderate to high to very 

high*

Against the above observation, the higher secondary 

performance as a predictor, in the above situation/., invariably 

seema to give correlations spread only i;etween levels from 

low to slight to no correlation to negative correlation*

Thus, the Modern Physics performance decidedly 

emerges as a better predictor than the higher secondary 

performance, for any of the above listed six criteria*

2* In further support of (Dr it can also be seen from 

figures 4.1 to 4.2 that, for the entire spectrum of the above 

listed criteria, the percentage frequency of the event 

Modern Physics as the predictor giving correlations between 

very high to Ptoderate for each of the disciplines or the 

groups of the disciplines (as mentioned under assumptions) 

is invariably more (it is more for 16 samples out of the 

total of 17 samples) and if not then atleaat fairly close 

(if frequency for Modern Physics as predictor is 50%, the 

same for Higher Secondary is 56% to the corresponding 

frequency of the event relating to the higher secondary 

performance as the predictor*
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Similarly, from the above figures, it also follows 

that the percentage frequency of the event Modern Physics 

performance as a predictor giving correlations between low 

to negative for the entire spectrum of disciplines or their 

groups is invariably less and if not then atleast fairly close 

to the corresponding percentage frequency of the event relating 

to the ilighe^ Secondary performance as the predictor,

3. On a critical analysis of the figure 4.1, It can be 

seen that while, for the science category, the percentage 

frequency of the Modem Physics performance as a predictor 

giving correlations between very high to moderate (is of the 

order of 75%), the corresponding percentage frequencies for 

the categories of Engineering, Applied Sciences & Technique 

Oriented disciplines and Social sciences are of the order of 

44%, 50% and 33%, respectively.

Thus, it emerges that, while Modern Physics 

performance is a better predictor than the Higher Secondary 

performance, within the various groups of disciplines the 

Modern Physics performance is more suitable as a predictor
Vhe 

for science group of students than for the.Applied Science
0* sVude 

and Technique Oriented disciplines than for Engineering groupA 

than for Management groupsin that order*

4, From figure 4*2(a) it can be further seen that, 

amongst the Science group, Modern Physics is more suitable 

as a predictor for the disciplines of Mathematics and Physics 

than for the disciplines of Biology and Chemistry,
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Similarly, from 4.2(b), it can be seen that, 

amongst the Engineering group* Modern Physics is more 

suitable as a predictor for the discipline of EEE than for 

the discipline of Civil Engineering than for the discipline 

of Chemical Engineering?than for the discipline of Mechanical 

Engineering* in that order.

From figure 4.2 (c)* it can be seen that amongst 

the Applied Science k Technique Oriented disciplines* the 

Modern Physics performance is more suitable as a predictor 

for the discipline of computer science than for the discipline 

of Instrumentationthan for Pharmacy* in that order.

5. Finally* coming to figure 4.3* it can be se n that 

it further comprehensively summarises the observation stated 

under the point (1) of this section. The figure 4*3* 

consistent with the observations from figure 4.1* clearly 

shows that for entire sample of the 1976 batch* the perfor

mance in Modern Physics course as predictor* for each of the 

criteria under consideration* invariably gives percentage 

frequency of correlations ranging from levels moderate toI 
very high,much higher than that for the Higher Secondary 

performance as predictor/ thus implying that Modern Physics 

is a superior predictor to Higher Secondary examination*. 

In quantitative terms* if the percentage frequencies in the 

above context for the Modern Physics as the predictor vary 

from 31% to 92%* the same forthe Higher Secondary vary from

0% to 23%.
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With this, now, one can proceed with the analysis 

for tho 1977 batch for the choice of the best predictor,

4,8,3 Analysis for the 1977 Batch for the Choice of the 

3est Predictor

This section gives the analysis for the 1977 batch 

in terms of the choice of the best predictor amongst perfor- 

manees in the Higher Secondary examination and the examina

tion for the Concepts in Science course. As already reported 

under assumption (ii) of section 4,8.1, this sample, under 

the category of Social Sciences & Humanities, in addition 

to the discipline of Management,also includes the disciplines 

of Economics and English, and thus covers a little broader
-+he. Un^e.'Tse. 

spectrum than in the case of sample from the 1976

batch. However, as regards to the spectrum of tho criteria, 

the analysis of 1977 batch covers only 5 criteria; namely, 

BIO GPA, CHKM GPA, MATH GPA, PHY GPA and CGPAfthUS exclud

ing the SCI GPA unlike in the case of the analysis for the 

1976 batch.

It is then, within the above frame work, that below 

is presented the validity analysis for 1977 batch under 

consideration,

8
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!• Comparision of the performances in the Higher Secondary 

examination and the Concepts in Science course examination for 

the representative sample of the students at the institute as 

reflected through the 1977 batch is given in figures 4*4 to 

4»6» While the shaded portions of the bars presented describe 

the above stated comparison in terms of the percentage freque

ncy for given event for a predictor, when viewed against the 

entire spectrum of criteria from BIO GPA, CHEM GPA, MATH GPA, 

PHY GPA to CGPA, giving correlations between levels moderate 

to very high/ the dotted bars present the comparison in terms 

of the percentage frequency of the event for the predictor 

under consideration, once again when viewed against the total 

spectrum of the abov^ stated criteria, giving correlations 

ranging from low to negative*

It Is through a critical analysis of the above stated 

figure 4«4, it emerges that, for the entire universe of the 

student number as the sample space, Higher Secondary as a 

predictor, when viewed against the entire spectrum of the 

above mentioned criteria, has the percentage frequency for 

the event corresponding to the correlations being between 

moderate to very high only 20%, while the percentage frequency 

for the correlations being between levels low to negative 

is as high as 80%*

Second predictor under consideration for 1977 batch 

is the performance in Concepts in science course* From 

figure 4*4 (a), it clearly emexges that, for the entire
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•ample of the 1977 students, while the percentage frequency 

of the event Concepts in science as predictor, when viewed 

against the range of criteria, giving correlation between 

moderate to very high is only 20%, the percentage frequency 

for the same predictor under similar conditions of the criteria 

giving correlations between low to negative la as high as 80%, 

Hence the performance in Concepts in Science, too, like the 

Higher Secondary performance turns out to be a poor predictor,

2, A micro level Investigation through figures 4,4 (b) 

to 4,4(e), and through 4,5 to 4*6, further strengthens the 

above broad macro level observation in the sens*, ^hen 

checked for 18 different samples, apart from the sample 

constituting the entire universe of the students, that can 

be generated from the 1977 batch, for as many as 13 samples, 

the percentage frequency for the event Concepts In Science 

as predictor, when viewed across the spectxum of criteria, 

giving correlations between moderate to very high is 

Invariably equal to or less than 20% and, for as many as 

5 samples out of these 13, the seme is as low as 0%, And, as 

can further be seen from figures 4,4 to 4,6, it is 5 times 

out of 18 that Concepts in Science as predictor has percentage 

frequency between 40% to 60%, Indicating correlations being 

moderate to very high.

Against thle, the Higher Secondary performance 

only once has its corresponding percentage frequency as
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high as 60%, for th* other remaining 1*1 samples, the 

same being invariably equal to or lower than 20%.

Thus, concepts in science, though a poor predictor 

by itself, may be considered to be a slightly better predictor 

than the Higher Secondary performance.

On a further critical analysis of the figure 4,4, 
is 

it emerges that the Concepts in Science seem:- to be a good 

predictor only for the Social Sciences and the Humanities 

disciplines.

A* Thus, putting together the observations for the 
Sub- sub-

previous^section and this^section and assuming a temporal 

invariance In the character of the two batches of 1976 and 

1977, one can conclude that on the whole, whatever may, 

normally, be the criterion, the performance in Modern Physics 

is a far better predictor than the performance in Concepts 

in Science as also the Higher Secondary performance; and, 

if forced to discriminate further, then that the performance 

in Concepts in Science, though by itself a poor predictor, 

is a slightly better predictor than the performance in 

Higher Secondary, in such case then, on® can also conclude 

that normally, the performance in the institute - based 

examination is a better predictor than the performance in 

the Higher Secondary examinations.

Indeed, the observation regarding Concepts in Science 

being a poor predictor warrants further quer/y and can be



pursued in the futuristic context• One possible reason 

for this could be the lack of content correlation between 

what has been taught in the course with what was to follow 

in the later years•

It is against the above frame of reference that 

the remaining part of the cjsapter restricts its attention 

to the further perusal of Modern Physics as the predictor 

in terms of the investigation on what can be considered 

to be the best criterion for it.

4.8.4 The Analysis of the frodern Physics as the 

Predictorfpr the choice of the Best Criterion

This section studies the question t what can be 

considered to be the best criterion if Modern Physics were 

to be the predictor 7 Understandably, the study, for this 

purpose, exploits the data-base available from the 1976 

batch.

In the analysis, sample® from the individual science 

disciplines would be discussed first, followed by the 

samples from Engineering disciplines and those from Applied 

Science & Technique Oriented disciplines, in that order.Finally, 

the study will analyse the entire 1976 batch taken together.
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1. science Disciplin>*wise Analysis

£c\en C e - 3^ S
TheAcorrelation levels between the predictor as 

represented by the performance in the Modern Physics course 

and each of the criteria taken separately from the spectrum 

of criteria ranging from BIO GPA to math GPA to PHY GPA to

CGPA are given in figure 4,7 *
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The observe cions emerging from figure 4.7 are 

reported in table 4.8

TABLE 4.^

Science Disciplinewise Comparison of the various criteria 

as per the Correlation Levels against Modern Physics as 

a Predictor:

Disciplines Correlation Level Criterion

High BIO GPA, PHY GPA and CGPA

310 Moderate CHEM GPA
Slight MATH GPA
Negative SCI GPA

High PHY GPA and CGPA

CHEM Moderate CHEM GPA and MATH GPA
Low BIO GPA
Slight SCI GPA

Very High PHY GPA and CGPA

MATH High CHEM GPA, HATH GPA and 
SCI GPA

Low BIO GPA

High MATH GPA, PHY GPA and CGPA
PHY Moderate CHEM GPA and SCX GPA

Slight 810 GPA

Prom the above table it clearly emerges that# for 

any discipline from Sciences PHY GPA/CGPA as criterion# when 

compared to the rest of the criteria under consideration# 

sooma—as gives very high to high correlation for Modern Phys ice 

as the predictor. Therefore# it can be concluded that PHY GP/ 

and CGPA arc better criteria than the others#
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2. Engineering Disci:>linewi8e Analysis 
en^vneermc) - cL so pVi ac - 

The correlation levels between the predictor 

an represented by the performance in the Modern Physics 

course and each of the criteria, taken separately from 

the spectrum of criteria ranging from BIO GPA to CHEM GPA 

to MATH GPA to PHY GPA to SCI GPA to CGPA; are given in 

figure 4.8.

The observation emerging from figure 4.8 are 

reported in table 4*2.4 •

TABLE 4.2-4 <

Engineering Disciplinewise Comparison of the Various 

criteria as per the Correlation Levels against Modern 

Physics as a Predictor*

Disciplines
Correlation 
Level Criterion

Moderate 010 GPA, HATH GPA, PHY GPA & CGPA
CE LOW CHEM GPA

Slight SCI GPA

Moderate BIO GPA, SCI GPA and CGPA
CHE LOW PHY GPA

Slight CHEM GPA and MATH GPA

Very High PHY GPA
EBE Moderate CHEM GPA, MATH GPA and CGPA

LOW BIO GPA and SCI GPA

Moderate PHY GPA
ME LOW MATH GPA and CGPA

Slight CHEM GPA and SCI GPA
Negative BIO GPA
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From table 4.94. it clearly emerges that, for any 

discipline from Engineering,either PHY GPA or CGPA give 

good correlations with Modern Physic* as the predictor. 

Hence, it can be concluded that PHY GPA and CGPA are 

better criteria ar than the others.

3• Applied Science and Technique Oriented Disciplinewise 

Analysis

Applied science. & TecXrnqjue or^nted-cb'scip^e.-toise- 
The^correlation levels between the predictor

, as represented by the performance in Modern Physics course 

and each of the criteria, taken separately, from the 

spectrum of criteria ranging from GPA in BIO to MATH to 

PHY to CGPA, are given in figure 4.9.

The observations emerging from figure 4.9 are

reported in table 4.25.
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TABL& 4.^5

Applied Science & Technique Oriented Disciplinewise 

Comparison of various criteria as per the Correlation 

Levels Against Modern Physics as a Predictor*

Disciplines
Correlation
Level criterion

Very High PHY GPA

cs Moderate CHEM GPA, MATH GPA, SCI GPA and 
CGPA

Lw BIO GPA

High MATH GPA
Moderate PHY GPA and CGPA

INSTR Low SCI GPA
Nil BIO GPA

- Negative CHEM GPA

High CGPA
Moderate PHY GPA

PHA Low 310 GPA,CHEM GPA
Nil SCI GPA
Negative MATH GPA

From table 4,25, it clearly emerges that in 2 out 

o£ 3 disciplines amongst Applied Science and Technique 

Oriented disciplines, It is either GPA PHY or the CGPA 

which have been found as the best criteria. Therefore, 

it can be concluded that PHY GPA and CGPA are better 

criteria than the others.
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4. Analysis for the Science Croup of Disciplines, 

Engineering croup of MBcipllnes and Applied Science 

Technique Oriented Group of DisciplineBt

For various groups of disciplines, the correlations 

between the Modern Physics as the predictor against each 

of the criteria, namely, BIO GPA, CHEM GPA, MATH GPA, PHY GPA
V\ove spccj^ ' 003.^ 

SCI GPA and CGPA, are shown in figure 4,10, Farther, the 

figure shows the percentage frequencies of the correlations 

being between levels moderate to very high for the above 

indicated group of disciplines, as against a single 

disciplinewise analysis as presented earlier. The groups 

of disciplines covered are science group, Engineering group 

and Applied Science & Technique Oriented group.

The observations emerging from figure 4,10 are 

reported in table 4*^G.
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TABLE 4.&&-

Comparison off, the Criterion,.. as 

per the percentage frequency of Correlatione between levels 

Federate fro Very High against. the .Mpdern Phys les^rfonnance 

as the Predictor

Discipline 
Group

Percentage frequency 
of correlations bet
ween levels moderate 
to very high against 
the predictor Modern 
Phys ics

Criterion

100% CHEM GPA* PHY GPA and
CGPA

75% MATH GPA
Science

50% SCI GPA

25% BIO GPA

75% PHY GPA and CGPA

Engineering 50% BIO GPA and MATH GPA

25% CHEM GPA and SCI GPA

• 100% PHY GPA and CGPA
Applied 65% MATH GPA
Science

6c 34% CHEM GPA and SCI GPA
Technique
oriented 0% BIO GPA

Thus* as observed in au^sections (1) to (3) of 

thia section* PHY GPA and CGPA are Invariably emerging as 

the good criteria against *t>dern Physics as the predictor 

for all the discipline groups described above#



An interesting side conclusion also seems to 

emerge from the above analysis• While it is observed 

that Modern Physics and PHY GPA/CGPA, as per the correlation 

level-wise analysis seem to make the best predictor-crite*la 

pairs for any sample, it may be worthwhile to answer a 

question as to for which sample the above stated combina* 

tion are more suitable. Table 4,37. trie# present 5s 

the analysis for the same.

tabls <un.

Discipline - Group-wise samples placed in the prdjr of 

their percentage frequency showing correlations between 

moderate to very high for each of the Criterion-predictor 

pajrs in terms of PHY GPA-Modern Physics and CGPA—Modern

PhyelcB

Percentage Frequency of correlation 
levels ranging from moderate to

Discipline Group very high for

HOD PHY- MOD ?HY-
PHY GPA CGPA
pair pair

science Group 100% 100%

Applied science 
and Technique 
Oriented Group

1OO% 100%

Engineering Group SOX 75%



Thus* while, a* observed through the subsections 

(1) to (4) of this section, PHY GPA and CGPA are emerging 

as the best criteria against the Modern Physics as predictor 

for each of the discipline or the groups of the disciplines , 

table 4*17- shows that the above predictor criteria pairs* 

while being the best choices possible for each of the 

disciplines or the groups of disciplines* are more suitable 

for the Science and the Applied Science & Technique Oriented 
djiscip\i neo 

groups than for the Engineering groups Ui that order* And* 

further analysing these two pairs with respect to the 

Engineering group* it emerges that for this sample the 

Modern Physics - CGPA makes a little better pair than the 

Hode n Physics - PHY GPA pair*

4*8*5 Analysis of the Results on the Concurrent

Validity Study

To study the concurrent validity* correlations 

between two contemporary examinations or performances have 

been considered* Different concurrent sets selected for 

the study are - correlations between ENGG courses and 

student’s own discipline courses (CE* CHE* EEE and ME) or 
A 
ENGG courses and CGPA* Correlations emerging between various 

concurrent measures can be seen from table 4*22* For the 

reason of the availability of the appropriate data-base* 

the concurrent validity study has been persued in terms 

of the 1976 batch only*
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Looking at table 4.22, moat of the correlations 

between two concurrent examinations, except for the sample 

of ME students are found to be consistent in the sense 

that they vary only between moderate to very high levels.

Indeed, the details pertaining to the sample of 

ME students are rather inconsistent. Table 4.16 also in 

some sense provides a prelude for such inconsistency in 

the sense that even with Modern Physics as predictor 

against any of the criteria, except PHY GPA, for this 

sample of students, the predictive validity ranges only 

between levels negative to low; the same for PHY GPA as 

criteria being as high as moderate only. Another possible 

indication to expect such an inconsistent performance from 

this particular batch of MS students, seems to emerge from 

figure 4.2 (b), where even for Modern Physics as predictor, 

when viewed against the entire spectrum of the criteria, 

for this san^le of ME student, the percentage frequency 

of correlations being betwean levels moderate to very high 

is only 17%. No doubt for a given section of small number 

of students, in such a manner, to give inconsistent indices 

of its performance pattern is a rather peculiar thing and 

must be a result of a complex combination of various 

factors contributed by the course contents, the teacher 

and the student;^requiring an Investigation clearly falling 

outside the scope of the present work. Thus, in other words, 

in a futuristic context, it may be mentioned that instead
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of generalising anything on immediate basis in terms of 

these observations* it will be helpful to first* further* 

in a detailed and structured manner investigate the 

test reliability* the content validity as also the content 

correlations specifically for the various courses studied 

by only this group of students*

This then completes the analysis of the validity 

results initiated in this chapter*

4*9 Conclusions

In summary* this chapter has basically dealt with 

the validity problem* with a specific reference to the 

criterion-related validity within the frame work of 

internal continuous evaluation system at the tertiary 

level* For this analysis* the examinations at BITS have 

been selected as the data base*

To pursue the criterion-related validity study* 

following assumptions were madet

1* The objective of the validity study is taken 

to be to see how well a student would do in his 

professional life*
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2. Apart from examinations like Higher Secondary? 

performances in courses from Physics and Mathematics 

disciplines are considered to be central to the prepara

tion of the student for the above objective. Thus, 

performances in courses like Modern Physics and Concepts 

in Science are taken to be good candidates for being 

predictors.

3, The choice of the various criteria is made from 

different assessments as reflected through GPA BIO, 

GPA CH£M, GPA MATH, GPA PHY, GPA SCI and CGPA,

4. All the campus based examinations are assumed to 

have similar structure and objectives.

5. The study has selected 1976 input of 310 students 

and 1977 input of 316 students as the data-base. For the 

various purposes of the analysis a temporal invariance is 

assumed in the general character of these samples.

As indicated above, this chapter exploits the 

data base as obtained from the 1976 and 1977 inputs. 

The observations emerging from the validity study as 

conducted in this chapter for the above representative 

student sample are as follows *
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It is interesting to note that PHY GPA and CGPA 

are emerging as the best criteria against the Modern Physics 

as predictor for each of the disciplines or the groups 

of disciplines considered for the study* Further the 

above criterla-predictor pairs are more suitable for the 

Science and Applied Science & Technique oriented groups 

than for engineerInj group* in that order* And further 

analysing these two pairs with respect to the Engineering 

group* Modern Physics - OSPA emerges as a slightly better 

pair than the Modern Physics - PHY GPA pair*

wiiile studying the concurrent validity it has been 

found that for all the samples except in the case of the 

sample for ME students* the correlations between the 
couvse-S 

performances pertaining to the GPA in ENGG^(predictor) 

and GPA in their own disciplines (criterion) show correla

tion levels between moderate to high* Thus* in general* 

the performances within the Institute based courses seems 

to be consistent* thus giving a good concurrent validity*

The above then is the total fr<ime of reference 

under which validity analysis has been studied for examina

tions under internal continuous evaluation system as 

available through the field study at BITS*

Some suggestionsfor futuristic study emerge out 

of this investigation* To be specific* the cases where 

correlations between examinations are poor need to be
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explored further in a detailed and structured manner so as 

to study the test reliability, content validity as also the 

content correlation in order to understand why the correlations 
are poor*

This then summarises the observations of this chapter* 

Like the internal system of continuous evaluation and integrated 

approach to education, another major innovation at BITS is 

in terms of its efforts to link the education with the 

environment through its Practice school system of education* 

In the chapters to follow this thesis would investigate some 

aspects of the reliability and validity for the Practice School 

system of examination*
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CHAPTER 5

ON THE PRACTICE SCHOOL SYSTEM OF EDUCATION ~ A CASE OF 

MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE EXAMINATIONS

5*1 Introduction

So far the thesis has discussed the reliability 

and validity aspects of the campus based class-room 

courses* As indicated earlier# this chapter initiates 

the study of the examinations administered under the 

Practice School (PS) System of education which essentially 

links the system of the university education with the 

real-life problem solving involvements of the professional 

world* Towards this# because of its (BITS) acceptance as 

early as 1970 of the PS system of education as an integral 

part of the student training for a degree across any branch 

of the Engineering# sciences and Humanities disciplines# 

understandably# as in case of the previous chapters# this 

chapter also# extensively, draws upon the vast data base 

available in this context at BITS, Pilani*

The PS course 1® totally different from the 

conventional class-room type courses* It requires the 

involvement of students in real-life projects and is 

held not in a university campus but in professional 

surroundings like an industrial organisation,research 

laboratories# banks# etc* Some details of the PS education

are given in section 5*2 of this chapter*
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The PS education, in view of its close linkage with 

the professional world* makes certain new demands on the 

university population * both teachers and students * quite 

often In addition to those demanded by the class-room 

education* In this system both teachers and students 

become part of a team* being learners* educators* managers 

all at one and the same time* Students* on their part* have 

to accept certain consumer obligations whereas teachers 

have to appreciate and accept a new role* This theme has 

been elaborated in section 5*3*

As discussed in section 5*4* the usual techniques 

of examination will not be applicable to the PS course* 

In contrast to the class-room evaluation* the PS evaluation 

is multiple objective type* The PS evaluation method and 

its multiple objective nature is discussed in section 5*4*

5*2 Practice school education

The PS education has been described in a series of 

articles by Mandke (1975* 1976* 1979) and BITS bulletin 

(1980-81)* and also by Mitra (1974* 1975)* A comprehensive 

monograph by Mandke (I960) gives the philosophy* history 

and operational details of PS alongwith a critical analysis 

of its impact on the university system* In this section 

have been Included only a brief description of the PS 

system and its educational implications* For details the 

aforementioned references may be consulted*
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As emphasized by Kandke in a series of articles 

mentioned above* PS serves an important need of the 

university education system* To appreciate this fact 

one can consider the aims of higher .. education as 

identified in the Carnegie Commission report (1973) quoted 

below s

1. The provision of opportunities for the intellectual, 

aesthetic* ethical and skilled development of individual 

students and the provision of campus environment which can 

constructively assist students in their more general 

development and growth*

2* The advancement of human capability in society 

at large*

3* The enlargement of educational justice for the post

secondary age group*

4* The transmission and advancement of learning and 

wisdom*

5* The critical evaluation of society through individual 

thought and persuasion for the sake of society*s self* 

renewal*

In a nutshell* the aim of higher education is to 

make £ better and more capable human beings who can serve 

the diverse social needs* However* it is obvious that due 

to a large variety of specific needs which keep changing 

from time to time it is not possible for the conventional
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class-room type education system to train a student for 

all such social needs* This is what is referred to by 

Jevons (1972) as *——• The clear impossibility of 

providing custom-built training for the infinite variety 

of job contents that exist at present, let alone those 

that will come to exist over the next thirty to forty 

years",

What is actually needed therefore is to train the 

students in the techniques of problem solving* It certainly 

requires knowledge which, as we saw in chapter 2, is one 

of the important objectives of education and which, to a 

fair extent, can be achieved in the class-room. However, 

the usefulness of knowledge Imparted in the class-ro m can 

be quite limited as observed many years ago by Whitehead 

(1933): 

In my work at universities I have been much struck by the 

paralysis of thought induced in pupils by the aimless 

accumulation of precise knowledge, inert and unutilised. 

In a sense, knowledge shrinks as wisdom grows, for details 

are swallowed up in principles* The details of knowledge 

which are important will be picked up adhoc in each 

avocation of life, but the habit of the active utilisation 

of well understood principles is the final possession of 

wisdom,*

rhe useless accumulation of inert knowledge does 

not make a student useful for society, Based upon this,
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Bayley (1972) suggests,"since knowledge is important as it 

is used, tasks would have to be set for the student requiring 

activity beyond sheer retention." 
\

Bayley (1972) further writes, "Teachers have long 

bemoaned the absence of 'synthesis’ or intellectual "integration* 

in higher education, meaning that students do not see the 

interrelationships between bodies of knowledge. he solution 

has customarily been interdisciplinary courses and seminars 

in which subjects have been juxtaposed for the student. 

That such attempts have failed is not surprising. Synthesis 

occurs in human mind/ it occurs when an individual discovers 

that academic delineations of subject matter break down in 

practice • Interdisciplinary courses fail because they are 

constructed externally to the student, interdisciplinary 

offerings become simply other courses produced for consumption"

The point that one wishes to make here is that 

although the class-room education can provide knowledge 

yet something else is needed to make this knowledge useful 

in solving r&al-life problems* Beal-life problems are 

interdisciplinary in natur- • As Bayley (1972) points out 

in the words quoted above, the solution would not lie in 

terms of merely offering interdisciplinary courses at the 

universities. The students have to be trained in the 

techniques of synthesising knowledge.

It is the lack of appreciation of these facts which 

has resulted in the universities imparting merely what
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Whitehead calls •inert knowledge9 to the students. This 

has made the universities develop into directions which, 

as put by Mandke (1980), do not contribute to social growth. 

The irrelevance of university education to social needs has 

resulted in what is described by Mandke (1975) as *the crisis 

of higher education*, In the words of Mandke, *—the 

(Indian) universities have not been able to integrate their 

activities with those of national 1 ife——higher education 

drinks from the well of society and hence they (universities) 

must turn their faces to the environment——. The need 

of the hour is to evolve our own model which will help us 

in demystifying higher education by making it the summation 

of the people's experience so that it can properly belong 

to the society, One way to meet this requirement is to 

adopt the Practice School System of education"•

The Practice school can be described as a controlled 

simulation of the professional life during the educational 

years*. It provides a platform for the interaction of the 

university with environment which eventually makes an
■the

impact on both the university and^envlronment. In real 

terms, a part of students* educational programme is carried 

out at a PS station which may be in an industry, a bank, 

a research laboratory or even a village. Students work on 

projects which are identified at the PS station and are 

naturally of direct interest to the *host'. There are two 

PS courses PS-X and PS*II in the entire 5*year period with 

reference to the 11 year input. Consistent with the
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recommendations of AXCTE# the duration is now changed to 4 year 

for the 10+2 input* However# duration and the locations for 

the PS courses in terms of time and structure# respectively, 

remain unchanged* PS-1 is for one sumer where as P-II is 

for about six months which is slightly longer than one semester* 

students work on projects in teams with one of them identified 

as leader for each team*

Students* performances in both the courses# PS~I and 

PS*II are evaluated in terms of letter grades like most other 

courses at the Institute* The grades are awarded by the 

Institute faculty who supervise the student work at the PS 

station* Xt is the physical presence of the faculty at the 

PS station and the fact that it is the Institute faculty and 

not the host organisation*s staff that take the responsibility 

of organising and running the PS station and evaluating the 

students* performance which constitutes a vital feature of 

the Practice school* A measure of the success of the 

Practice school system of education is its acceptance by the 

students is evident from the fact that although it is not 

compulsory almost all the students of BITS invariably choose 

the Practice School option (see Mandke (1980) for full 

statistics)* Thus# in any given academic year# out of the 

total of the student and faculty strength of around 2000 and 

200# respectively# as many as 800 students and 60 faculty 

members are participating in the PS education at about 30 

round*the-year PS-11 stations and 45 sum er-based PS—X stations
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situated at in all around 25 different towns/cities of the 

country. The real strength of the acceptance by the host 

organisations of this programme is indicated by the fact 

that almost all students particularly at PS-11 station 

receive some financial contribution from the host organisations 

in terms of out-of-pocket allowance or subsidised food and 

accommodation (see Mandke, 1980 for details).

as is apparent from what has been said above# Practice 

school has made a major impact on BITS and its success has 

brought new obligations and responsibilities to both 

teachers and students of the Institute. This aspect is 

discussed in greater detail in the section that follows.

5.3 Changing Hole of Faculty and Students - Consumer 

Obligations

The role of the faculty and student® in a conventional 

education system is very well defined and has been accepted 

by tradition. A teacher has to teach and evaluate whereas 

a student has to learn what is taught to him and reproduce 

the same as faithfully as h« can in the examination. In 

the Practice School system neither of these descriptions 

of the roles is valid as has been amply shown by Mandke(1980). 

This section takes into account the changing role of both 

the teachers and students in the Practice School system of 

education.
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every college should formulate and use a defensible theory 

of learning% This will necessarily require search for a 

set of specific aims and objectives of education. According 

to Heywood (1977), "The derivation of objectives not only 

involves us (teachers) in an understanding of our philosophi

cal position but in the formulation of a defensible theory 

of learning“•

The importance of identification of the teacher’s 

personal philosophy has also been emphasised by Sherin and 

Long (1972) who write t "If we want Clyde (name of an 

imaginary student) to learn what we must teach him, we musts 

- be able to rationally communicate to him, our reasons 

for certain instructional goals and objectives/ 

* Consider Clyde’s goals and objectives as we search for 

our optimum instructional system/ 

- be able to convince Clyde that it is important to learn 

certain behaviours, attitudes and skills which will become 

his "Professional Characteristics" as he interacts with 

society in the practice of his profession/ 

- be able to understand the value of the subject we offer 

for the fulfilment of Clyde’s purposes, our purposes and 

the purposes of society",

A more rigorous and comprehensive discussion of 

aims and objectives In relation to the PS education and 

the corresponding ’defensible theory of learning1 is found 

In Kandke’s series of articles quoted in the beginning of
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is to formulate# what Heywood (1977) and Sherrin and 

Long (1972) call# their ’personal philosophy* in the 

context of the PS education* This is important for the 

teachers in order to identify and play successfully their 

role in this novel educational Innovation which, inspite 

of its initial success# is yet to be blessed by tradition*

The role of faculty in PS is indeed drastically 

different from that in the traditional class-room education 

where the teachers teach and evaluate students’ performance 

in the subject of their specialisation* In PS# a faculty 

member does not teach his subject of specialisation but 

is along with the students a member of the team involved 

in the execution of a real-life project* As described by 

Mandke (1989)# . the PS theory of higher education and

research is based on the centxal theme of the teacher-student 

participation in the environment”•

It is important to recall that the real life 

problems are usually interdisciplinary# The students in 

the team would also be from different branches* A teacher 

can not be an expert or specialist in all disciplines* He 

is therefore a member of an Interdisciplinary team working 

on a problem of which the answer is not known either to 

the teacher or for that matter^anybody else* Indeed# there 

is no guarantee that the answer even exists*
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And compare this with the class-room situation 

where the teacher is an expert in his subject which he 

expounds to his students. Here indeed, the correct answer 

to any problem is known to the teacher. In fact* Mandke 

(1980) himself is provoked to ask — what is the exact 

role of a teacher when students are working on a develop

ment type activity (like can be the case at PS) ? what 

teaching techniques should be adopted when discussing 
p problem of which the teacher himself does not know answers ? 

Can a language teacher evaluate an engineering student
a 

working on* say* some feasibility study ?

The answers to the above questions come atjleast 

partly from the following. Although accepted by tradition* 

there is really no need for the teacher to serve the role 

of a living library packed with complete information about 

what he is expected to teach. If the Job of the teacher 

were simply to transmit the existing information to the 

students, it could bo achieved much more efficiently by 

som^ well written books* video tapes* etc. In such a 
situation* only a few teachers of excellence would suffice 

to cater to the whole world. Since the alm of education 

afterall la to produce personnel for solving real-life 

problems* the role of the teachers should be to train the 

student in the art and science of tackling and responding 

to real-life problems.
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It should be emphasised that it does not undermine 

the lRQ>ortance of specialisation of teachers in particular 

disciplines* A Physics teacher must be a specialist of 

Physics but he should be able to communicate his problem

solving expertise and methodology to tackle a real-life 

problem which may involve knowledge of, sd^ / biosciences or 

chemistry or chemical engineering or even of finance*

This also emphasises the importance of developing 

a suitable personal philosophy by the teachers* A bio

science teacher, who is the member of an interdisciplinary 

team in PS, should not feel embarrassed because his 

knowledge of thermodynamics is less than, that of a 

student-member of the team who for example, may be a 
student of ch*.mictil engineering* The teacher would accept 

and respect this difference and guide the student in how 

to use his knowledge of thermodynamics to respond to a 

particular problem*

In addition, the teacher has to inculcate the proper 

attitudes in his students. He has to combine the academic 

rigour with professional ethics and discipline and transfer 

this to the students and inspire them to face real-life 

challenges. He also has to plan suitably th® deployment 

of the student manpower* He is not an expert in all 

subjects but he would know the expertise of others. In 

other words, the teacher has also to play the role of a
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manager,

To summarise t the changing role of teachers can best 

be explained by making the following quotation from Kandke 

(1990), ‘’(tnese issues) relate to the new professional 
e. 

challenge that the PS system of education puts before 

the teachers—---- the teacher acts as the most Important 

link between theory and practice—the faculty has the 

task of evolving teaching and evaluation techniques which 

fpte ’performance’ based in the sense they facilitate, against 

the concept of the delivery schedule, the periodic assess

ment of the problem-solving tasks at hand as well as of 

the multi-objective contribution towards the same by the 

individual members of the student team. This 1project•- 

oriented approach to the teaching and learning processes 

is certainly a major departure from the usual university 

class-room norms*.

Obviously, the methods of evaluation in this context 

are extremely important, A biosciences teacher in the above 

example could not and would not attempt to evaluate the 

expertise of students in for instance heat transfer or 

thermodynamics. What he would evaluate is the personality 

traits ana skills required for solving real-life problems? 

What he would then try to evaluate is>say,how the students 

have responded to problem solving situations ? In view of 

its significance, the PS evaluation will be taken up again 

for further discussion in the next section.
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The present thesis now considers the role and 

obligation of students in the PS system of education* In 

this system the students are not merely learners* They 

make an impact on the system by contributing to the host 

organisation in terms of assisting them as interns in their 

work and to the university by giving it an opportunity to 

bring the real life environment in to the class-room. The 

students, like the teachers, are an essential part of the 

real life problem solving network and thus have a role 

to play in this network* This also puts them under certain 

obligations which, in the words of Heywood (1977) may be 

called the “consumer obligations"*

Heywood defines the “consumer obligation*1 for the 

student as followsi

“Just as the teacher has obligations in respect 

of students which require him to develop defensible theories 

of knowing and learning, so the student has obligations 

to acquire skills of learning and recognise impediments in 

their attainment***

Heywood (1977) further observes. it (higher 

education) is very much at the mercy of the consumer (and) 

a major outcome of such processes 

obligationo4- is that students may reject perfectly laudable 

activities if they do not seem to meet the needs of their 

future life as perceived by them at that time**
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The experience of the PS so far clearly shows 

that it has been accepted by the student community. An 

indication of the students' attitude was reflected the 

fact that in order to go to PS they were even pxepared to 

stay in road*side tents (Mandke. 1980) in the absence of 

any other arrangement for their stay Consistent with the 

statement of Heywood (1977) quoted above, this shows that 

this programme certainly meets the needs of their future 

life as perceived by them at the moment, ^cording to 

MaBdke (1980) the student community has accepted PS for 

another, perhaps more profound, reason which is that they 

♦experienced the excitement and satisfaction that comes when 

one transforms knowledge into performance. when one blends 

subjects learnt into techniques of action'. According to 

Mandke (1980). again the student plays the role of a learner 

and an understudy or some kind of a junior manager in PS. 

The acceptance of such a role has strongly contributed to 

the growth of PS. The students have indeed acted as 

•catalysts and predictors of this educational innovation'•

The role which the students play in the PS is 

obviously very different from their role in the conventional 

class-room education where they simply have to be passive 

learners# Indeed. P.S. give® them an opportunity* in addition 

to learning a subject, to develop what Heywood refers to 

as the •skills of learning'# A direct involvement in a real- 

life project brings out certain personality traits which have
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no chance to surface in the conventional class-room 

situation* These traits are the qualities such as leader

ship of a team, adherence to professional discipline, 

planning and sticking to a time schedule, etc*

Once a project is taken up by a team of students* 

it has to be tackled within a certain time schedule* 

Obviously, the solution would not be known to any-body 

beforehand including the teacher himself* The problems 

may not be fully categorised in terms of any one particular 

discipline and would, in general, call for a multidisciplinary 

approach* In an attempt to solve the problems associated 

with the project, the students may have to Interact with the 

personnel of the host organisation and therefore learn and 

manage to establish appropriate human-relationships a factor 

of educational importance* Thus, in the PS system a 

student has to play the role of not merely a passive learner 

but of a junior manager*

All this requires the so called ’consumer obligations* 

on the part of a student* First of all a student has to 

accept his aforementioned role* He must adhere to the 

discipline and rules and regulations of the host organisations 

even if formally he is not an employee of that organisation* 

Further, another important obligation on the part of students 

would be to mentally accept the fact that the role of his 

teacher in PS is different from that in campus-based class-roon
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The teacher in the PS, in general, uould not be -he 

•expert* who has with him the solutions to all problems 

associated with the project* Indeed as observed earlier, 

the solution of these problems in cextain cases may not 

even exist.

This completes observations on the changing role 

of students and faculty under the PS system of education. 

A natural philosophy to the above is the observation that 

understandably, then, the student evaluation at PS is multi- 

objective in character. Next section is devoted to this 

character of the PS examination system.

5.4 Practice School Evaluation and its. Multiple,.Objective 
Mature

Since the teaching and learning in PS is quite 

different from the conventional class-room education, the 

techniques of evaluation at PS have also to be different. 

The class-room examinations, as has been seen in chapter 2, 

mostly test knowledge and ability to recall. The PS examina

tion techniques are "performance based in the sense that 

they facilitate the periodic assessment of the problem

solving tasks at hand as well as of the multi-objective 

contribution towards the same by the individual members 

of the student team", (mndke 1980).

Sy its very nature, the PS evaluation, unlik* the 

class-room evaluation, cannot be based upon the single
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objective of testing knowledge* The fact that the PS 

takes the education of a student outside the class*room 

requires that the examination reform be also taken outside 

the class-room*

It is interesting to see the PS evaluation in the 

context of the system of internal continuous evaluation* . 

According to Mandke (1980) the culture of the internal system 

of continuous evaluation matches well with the industrial 

practices of periodic assessment of the tasks at hand as 

well as the performance of manpower* It is therefore natural 

that the same be adopted to suit the evaluation of the 

students* performance at the PS*

Keeping in view the demands of a real-life problem* 

solving effort# the PS evaluation methods must test the 

students* performance in terms of personality traits like 

sFfcEEs W? dwetetiw be»n professional Judge* 
in 

m nt* decision-making ability* skills6data handling* ability 

for written and oral presentation* initiative# ability for 

team work# leadership quality* ability for meeting deadlines 

etc. (Mandke* 1980)•

Thus we see that in contrast to the unlobj active 

nature of the class-room evaluation# the evaluation at PS 

is multi-objective* An evaluation system which attempts 

to achieve these objectives has been developed by the PS 

division at BITS* This system is based on the use of such
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components as seminars, quizzes, viva, group discussions, 

direct observation of the students, etc. This evaluation 

scheme is quoted here in a matrix form in appendix 

A glance at this will clearly show the students* character

istics which the scheme attempts to assess and the various 

instruments of evaluation used for assessing these character

istics.

An important point to note, as emphasised by Iyer 

and Krishnamurthy (1976), Is that the PS evaluation is 

possible only in an internal continuous evaluation system, 

which also matches with the Industry’s own system of assess

ment (Mandke, 1980), As such, the PS should be considered 

as a part of the Institute’s broad-based interdisciplinary 

Integratec educational system. The reliability and validity 

of class-room courses in an internal continuous evaluation 

system have been discussed in the previous chapter. It is 

only natural, th^n, that, against the above mentioned frame

work, the next chapter then, be devoted to the reliability 

and validity analysis for the PS examinations. As indicated 

earlier the validity analysis in the next chapter centres 

around the theme of the content validity.
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CHAPTER 6

Some Aspects of Reliability and validity Studies 
for the Practice school Examinations

6,1 introduction

A brief description of the Practice School (PS) system of 

education, along with the statement of some of the salient features 

of its examination system, is presented in the previous chapter* 

This chapter, therefore, concerns itself with certain reliability 

and validity studies pertaining to the PS examinations.

More specifically, sections through 6.2 to 6,5 discuss 

certain reliability analysis techniques for PS evaluation. As 

one is aware, PS evaluation consists of components such as quiz, 

viva, seminar, gxoup-discussion, project*report, observation, 

etc. Thus, section 6,2 deals with the problem of the study of 

reliability of PS evaluation components of quiz and viva, while 

section 6.3 is concerned with the problem of the study of the 

examiner reliability with reference to the PS evaluation components 

of seminar, groupediscusslon, project-report and observation. As 

regards to section 6,4, it pursues the theme of the course 

reliability with reference to the PS course, while section 6,5 

deals with inter-correlations between the various above mentioned 

and any other components of the evaluation scheme. Against 

this, section 6,6 is devoted to the study of content validity 

of the PS evaluation. Finally, section 6,31 concludes the chapter.

It may be mentioned th^t while sections 6,2, 6,3 and 6,5 

use marXs obtained by students at Wagda Ps-ll station during
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the session I semester 1977-78 as the data-base for the purpose 

of the Illustration of the emerging techniques* section 6*4 

uses the data-base as available through Nagda PS-XX sessions 

of I semester 1976-77 and I semester of 1977-78•

One reason for the choice of the above two sessions is 

obviously in terms of the availability of the adequate data

base for the purpose of different investigations to be pursued 

through the sections to follow* However* as regards to the 

choice of Kagda PS-XX station in particular* it may be mentioned 

that it is because of the fact that* in terms of the educational 

infrastructural details* the matrix of the student-teacher 

Interaction at Nagda station is intensively closer to the known 

class-room world within the campus-based university education*

6•2 On the Reliability of PS Evaluation Components of
Viva andQuig

A critical look at the PS evaluation scheme described 

in section 5*4 should tell that it (the PS evaluation scheme) 

is a peculiar mix of the traditional evaluation components 

adopted in the campus-based university system and the on

going personnels-appraisal practices as operative in the 

Industrial/professional set-ups# More specifically* the use of 

quisses as a means to evaluate the student performance is an 

integral part of the evaluation system* particularly* in case 

of universities based on the semester pattern of education 

with continuous evaluation* while the practice of using viva* 

l«e«* an oral interaction between the student/junior manager 

and the teacher/senlor manager as a method to assess the
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progress/performance is common to both the academic as also 

the Industrial/professional communities# Against this* the 

evaluation/asseasment components like group-discussions, 

se inars* project reports, observation* day-by-day technical 

reporting of the work progress* etc# are uniquely closer to 

the personnel assessment patterns to be normally found in the 

modern and progressive industrlal/professlonal environments 

of the twentieth century*

coming to certain operational details pertaining to the 

PS evaluation scheme* it may be mentioned that* consistent with 

the requirement of the internal system of education* the PS 

evaluation certainly is the responsibility of the Institute’s 

faculty manning the station* However* as the professional 

experts from the host-organisation along with the Institute 

faculty* play the role of the consultants to the students 

working as interns on the given PS-IX assignment* the PS 

evaluation scheme* to the extent feasible* seeks the partici

pation of the professional experts in the Implementation of 

the various evaluation components*

For example* during the tJagda PS—XI sessions* for which 

the field data is collected for some of the illustrations in 

this chapter* the professional experts heavily participated 

In the coa^ponents of group-diecunsiona and seminars* Thus* 

for th^se components* the experts ranked the students on the 

0-10 scale and this Information was used by the faculty as one 

facet of the total data-base before them to arrive at the 

final assessment of students for those components*
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Similarly, the project reports wore also, particularly, 

at the manuscript stages. Invariably shown to the respective 

professional experts and their views were sought in the same 

context and these views did form one important base of infor

mation in terms of the final assessment of the project reports. 

Further, the evaluation for the ’observation* component also 

made use of the periodic feedback from the professional experts 

on the student progress and professional behaviour. Finally, 

in case of the component on the (technical) diary also the 

faculty sought a feedback from the experts as and when needed. 

The only PS evaluation components, where the involvement of 

the professional experts was to its minimum, were, thus, quiz 

and viva.

It is against the above frame of reference that firstly, 

in view of their strong identification with the student 

evaluation practices traditionally followed in the university 

system and, secondly, in view of their being conducted in the 

Industrial/profe national environment almost entirely by the 

university faculty alone, this section studies the theme of 

the reliability of evaluation components of quia and viva when 

imple/nented as under the guidelines of the PS evaluation 

scheme,

As indicated earlier, the data-base selected for the 

above Indicated study consists of the marks obtained by the 

group of 30 students at Magda P&-II session during the I semester 

of 1977*78, Ulis student group consisted of the final year 

students from different disciplines of che leal engineering,
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civil engineering* Electrical & Electronics Engineering* 

Mechanical Engineering* and Management* She team of instructors 

who supervised their PS-11 education had four teachers drawn 

from different disciplines of chemical engineering* electrical 

and electronics engineering and management and one of them was 

the instructor-’in^charge of the team*

During the Nagda PC-II session under consideration in all 

4 quizzes and 4 viva wore conducted* Thus* to study the reliabi

lity of the quiz component* each of four quizzes can be considered 

as separate item and then* under the analysis of variance 

approach* the reliability of the quiz component can be obtained 

through the equation 3*18*

Similar method as above can also be adopted to obtain the 

reliability of the viva component for the data-base under 

consideration* The results so obtained for the components of 

the quia and viva are reported in table 6*1 •

Table 6*1
Reliability of Practice School Evaluation. Components 

of viva and quiz

Examination dumber of 
Examinations 
conducted

Number of 
students

Coefficient of 
Reliability

Viva 4 30 0*73

Quiz 4 30 0.43

Indeed* the sample used for the results reported in the 

above table is too small for any generalization* Rut* if one 

was to still conclude then it seems to emerge that for the 

batch studied the reliability of the quiz component* which is 
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unique to traditional student assessrnent techniques followed 

in the university system, was lower than that for the viva 

component, which, while being present in the University evaluation 

system, also has an acceptability in the professional world. 

However, for any well founded generalization, it would be 

necessary, in a futuristic context, to pursue this investigation, 

along the methodology presented above, for a larger number of 

P5-IT courses conducted at different stations as also for a 

larger sample size In terms of student number and discipline,

6 , 3 On the Examiner Reliability For the Comp onents of 
Practice School Evaluation

One of the major criticisms of examinations relates to 

variation in marking, Marks awarded by one examiner to the 

same script may differ from the marks awarded by the other 

examiner, Tais variation in marking may bring in error in 

measurement, The consistency in the marks awarded by different 

examiners in the same examination is measured in terms of the 

examiner reliability, Oullicksen (1950) defines it as the 

correlation between the marks of two examiners and observes 

that it gives the measure of examiner reliability*

A large number of studies in India as well as abroad 

have been done on this subject (see section 3,5), However, 

generally, such studies have been done on the conventional 

class*room tests. Thus, the data base available from the iiagda 

PS-XZ station in terras of the marks of the I semester 1977*78 

batch, where each of the components of PS evaluation, namely, 

seminar, group*dlscussion, project report and observation has
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been evaluated at a time by a number of examiners their 

numbers varying between 2^4, provides an interesting case for 

an investigation with reference to the problem of the examiner 

reliability in an environment outside the traditional class

room culture.

As regards to the method* it is submitted that for any 

of the PS evaluation components under consideration* student 

evaluation by a given examiner can be treated as one separate 

item. That is to say* a seminar component examined individually 

by three different examiners can be treated as an examination 

or test with 3 items. In such case* the model relating the 

observed score with the true score can be same as the one 

represented through equation 3*18* with representing the 

error in evaluation due to the factors concerning the examinee 

and the representing the error in evaluation due to the 

Inconsistency in marking by the examiners. Indeed* all other 

assumptions concerning the model as represented through 

actuation 3.18 can also be taken to be valid in case of the 

details pertaining to the present investigation. Thus* the 

examiner reliability can* then* be calculated through the 

analysis of variance approach using equation 3*18*

Xt is against the above frame of reference that the table 

6*2 presents th© results on the examiner reliability for the 

PS evaluation components of seminar* groupediscussion* project 

report and observation* when Implemented for the I semester 

1977*78 batch of Mgda PS* 11 students.
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Table 6,2

Examiner Reliability for Different Practic. School. 
Evaluation COfluonents as Implemented for I Semester 1977-78 
batch of Nagda ps-IX students

Examination Number of 
students

Number of 
Examiners

Coefficient of
Reliability

seminar II 30 3 0.79

Seminar III 30 3 0.50

Group Discussion IX 30 3 0.84

Group
Discussion III 30 3 0.70

Project report 30 4 0.68

Observation 30 2 0

From the results above reported, it clearly emerges that 

the PS evaluation components of seminar, group-discussion and 

project report, studied in terms of the data base as available 

for the I semester 1977-78 batch of Nagda PS-II students, 

demonstrate a fairly satisfactory level for the examiner 

reliability. More specifically, as can be seen from table 6.2, 

the examiner reliability in case of the two group-discuesions 

studied is invariably on the higher side, the reliability 

coefficients being of the order of 0.84 and 0,70. Against this, 

the examiner reliability for the two seminar components is 

found to be of the order of 0.79 and 0,50, Thus, even though, 

on an average, the group-discussion component seems to have 

demonstrated a better examiner reliability than that for the 

seminar component, the examiner reliability for the latter, i.e. 

the seminar component, is also fairly satisfactory, the lower 

value for it being as high as 0.50.
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Finally* the project report component has also demonstrated 

a fairly satisfactory examiner reliability* its value having 

emerged as high as 0*68* which is only slightly higher than the 

average value of 0*645 for the examiner reliability for the 

seminar component* The reasons for such a satisfactory level 

of the examiner reliability in case of the PS evaluation componentc 
of 

under discussion could be seen in terms^the reduction in the 

error (due to the examiner subjectivity) that seems to be 

feasible particularly in view of (1) fftoetly* the structured 

nature of these examination components as reflected through the 

PS evaluation matrix of Appendix C and* (11) secondly* the 

participation* in an involved manner* of the professional experts 

in the PS evaluation process*

However* in terms of the data-base as available for the 

I semester* 1977*78 batch of the Magda PS*II students* the 

observation component of evaluation demonstrates *zero* examiner 

reliability* thereby indicating Inconsistency in the evaluation*

Xt is true that* as in the cases of the seminar* group* 

discussion and project report components* the above studied 

observation component also has a structured format as reflected 

through the PS Evaluation Matrix of Appendix C and* as 

described In section 6*2* the faculty* i*e* the examiners* 

while arriving at their student evaluation in terms of the 

observation component* also had adopted the practice of seeking 

the view of the professional experts* And* still* the examiner 

reliability for th® observation component studied has come 

out to be zero* This* then* only goes to show that when it comes
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to the *observation* component* In spite of all the checks and 

balances provided* finally* the assessment seems to be heavily 

weigh in terms of the perspective through which a given examiner 

is viewing the student; thus resulting in a possibility of a 

higher order of inconsistency in the evaluation* One way to 

reduce this inconsistency can be in terms of the examiner’s 

training in the context of the various possible range of 

interpretations of human behavioural situations* so as to ensure 

a greater from-within debate in the mind of an examiner before 

arriving at hie assessment of the student*

Thus* in summary* from the analysis of the results of the 

data base available for the I semester* 1977*70 for the Magda 

PS*II station* it emerges that* in respect to the batch under 

consideration* the PS evaluation components of seminar* group* 

discussions and project report demonstrate a fairly satisfactory 

level of the examiner reliability* Further* the average 

examiner reliability for the group*discussion component is higher 

than that for the seminar component* As regards to the project 

report* its examiner reliability is seen to be lesser than that 

for both the group*discusslon components Studied and only slightly 

higher than the average examiner reliability value for the 

seminar component* Finally* the observation component is noted 

to have a very poor examiner reliability*

Indeed* the above sample sl®e is too small for any 

generalisations* Towards this* further investigatory work 

along the methodology developed in this section* would be 

necessary in terms of a larger sample size which would need to
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be collected in a planned manner, 

6•4 Course Reliability for a Practice School course

Another interesting investigation that can be pursued 

with regards to the PS evaluation scheme concerns the question 

of consistency between its various components of evaluation, 

namely, quiz, viva, group-discussion, seminar, project report, 

observation and diary* This indeed is nothing but the study 

of the PS course reliability* Towards this, along the similar 

lines as in the case of course reliability for a campus-based 
* 

course described in section 3.4, a given evaluation scheme for 

a PS course can be considered to be a semester long examination, 

with each of the above listed seven evaluation components 

signifying a separate item* Thue?- then, the observed acore ef a 
student can be-deocrlbed through-e models 

tken
The observed score of a student can^be described through 

a model represented by following equationss

xlj • tlj ♦ elj 6a

and tXj - u + < x f j 6.2

under the assumptions thats

(1) error components, , occur independently and at random 

with zero mean and common variance, and

(ii) that they (l*e* e,.a) are uncorrelated with t44s and 
lj 1J

with errors in other measurements, 

where, th
<[a) Xjj • Marks obtained by the 1 student in the J 

evaluation component*

(b) • Factor common to all measures (i*e* scores),
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(c) °C • Factor in the total measure signifying the 
x thcontribution of the i student,

(ci) « Factor in the total measure signifying the 
' J 

contribution of the j evaluation component.

and (e) e4, « Unexplained factor or the error in the measure 
th thfor the i student due to the j evaluation 

component.

Consistent with the treatment stated in section 3.4. the 

PS course reliability can, then, be obtained through the analysis 

of variance approach using equation 3.18.

The PS course reliability results emerging through the 

application of the above mentioned to the data-base available 

in terms of the marks obtained by the two batches of PS-II 

students at the Nagda PS-II station during the sessions I semester 

1976-77 and the I semester, 1977-78 are reported below in 

table 6.3. The I semester 1977-78 batch has been in detail 

described earlier in section 6.2. As regards to the X semester 

1976-77 batch, it may be mentioned that it consisted of single 
U ’Kt 

faculty which belonged|mechanical engineering discipline and 

seven students pertaining to chemical, electrical and electronics 

engineering and management disciplines.

Table 6.3 
Coefficient of course Reliability for 
the Practice School— IX Evaluation

8. No* Semester 
& Year

Total student No. 
as also their 
discipline-wise 
composition

Total bio. 
of items

PS-XX course 
Reliability

1. X Semester 
1976-77

8 7 0.75

2. X Semester 30 7 0.73
1977-78
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As can be seen from the above table* the coefficient of 

reliability for PS evaluation scheme seems to be quite high. 

One of the reasons for getting high reliability may be the 

highly structured nature of the PS evaluation scheme as also the 

existence of a large number of evaluation components, 

6•5 Inter-Correlations between the Practice School 
Evaluation components

As indicated in section 6,1* this section studies the 

inter-correlations between the various PS evaluation components 

of quiz, viva, group-discussion, project report, seminar, 

observation and diary. The methodology for obtaining the corre

lation coefficients between the different PS evaluation- 

component-pairs is same as the one described in section 3.2.2 

of Chapter 3.

Tables 6*4 and 6.5 give the results on the correlation 

coefficients as obtained from the marks of the two batches of 

the PS-II students at the Nagda PS-IX station during the sessions 

I semester*1976*77 and I semester* 1977-78, respectively.

Table 6.4
Intercorrelation Between Different Components of 
PS-II Evaluation at Nagda - I Semester* 1976-77

Observation
Diary

Components Quiz Viva Seminar Group 
Discussion

Project Obser* Diary 
report vation _____

QUIZ 0.43 0.68 0.70 0.45 0 0
viva 0,85 0.86 0.26 0.60 0
Seminar 0.92 0.26 0.29 0
Group 
Discussion 0.53 0.57 0

Project 0.61 0Report
0
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Table 6.5

Intercorrelation between Different Components of 
PS-11 Evaluation at Naqda * I Semester, 1977-78

Components Quiz Viva Seminar Group 
Discussion

Project 
Report

Observa
tion

Diary

Quiz 0.24 0.50 0.32 0.57 0.06 0.14

Viva 0.18 0.22 0.19 0.14 0.10

Seminar 0.78 0.36 0.32 0.25
Group 
Discussion 0.26 0.54 0.27

Project 
Report 0.15 0.38

Observation 0

Diary

The analysis of the results reported in above tables is 

presented below in table 6.6

S • PS Evaluation No. of PS l^aXuatlm^ as coming
No. component Pair under a given correlation level

TABLE 6.6
Evaluation Component-Category-wise Analysis of the 
Numbers of the Evaluation-Component-Pairs as coming 
Under various Correlation Levels

Zero +ve 
slight

+ve
Low

♦ve 
Moderate

♦ve
High

4-ve
Very High

1. Q-V 1 1
2. 0—S 2
3. Q-GD 1 1
4. OPR 2
5. OOb 1 1
6* Q*D 1 1
7. V-S 1 1
8. V-GD 1 1
9. V- PR 1 1
10. V-Ob 1 1
11. V-D 1 1
12. S-GD 1 1
13. S-PR 2
14. s~ob 2
15. S-D 1 1
16. GD-PR 1 1
17. GD-Ob 2
18. GD-D 1 1
19. PR-Ob 1 1
20 . PR—D 1 1
21. 0b-D 2

total' A — 7.... ...T5-----. ....Tf.... .....“ —'F'..... ......
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Below are listed some of the observations emerging from 

the table 6.6.

(1) There is no instance of negative correlation*

(ii) Little over 50% of the correlations between various 
pairs of PS evaluation components lie within the levels 
moderate to low*

(iii) About 35.7% of the correlations are within levels very 
high to moderate* while the remaining 64*3% are less 
than moderate.

(iv) The percentage-wise distribution of the correlation 
coefficients as coming under the various levels of 
Very High* High* Moderate* Low* Slight and Zero 
correlation is as follows*

Table 6*7
Percentage-wise Distribution of the Correlation 
Coefficients Coming Under Various Levels of 
Coefficient Correlation

Correlation Zero slight Low Moderate High Very High
Level Correlation

Percentage of
19.05% 16.67% 28.57% 26.19% 7.14% 2.38%component

Pairs

(v) The seminar-group discussion pair has demonstrated 
the best correlations* while* on the whole* the diary 
component of PS evaluation shows indeed very poor 
correlation with all the other evaluation components.

(vi) On the whole* the pairs Q-S* Q-PR and GD-Ob show 
moderate correlations* while the pairs s-PR and s-Ob 
have low correlations*

The above then are some of the observations that emerge 

from the analysis of the inter-correlations between the various 

PS evaluation components as studied for the Nagda PS-II sessions 
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of I semester, 1976-77 ano I semester, 1977-78* Indeed, this 

sample size is small for any long term generalisations in terms 

of the above observations* Towards this, it would be necessary, 

in a futuristic context, to study along the methodology indicated 

above a larger sample on PS evaluation collected in a planned 

manner*

6 *6 On the Content Valid!ty of the Practice School Evaluation 

The significance or the need for the validity analysis 

for an examination, along with the description of the types of 

validity, has been in detail discussed through section 4*2 of 

Chapter 4* Further, Chapter 4 has also investigated the predictive 

validity and the concurrent validity in terms of a series of 

traditionally administered examinations drawn from different 

levels of education as reflected through the Higher Secondary 

stage as also through the stages corresponding to the different 

levels of the academic years at the Institute* This section, 

thus, pursues the theme of the 1content* validity with reference 

to the PS evaluation*

Content Validation Methodology

Below is briefly stated the methodology for establishing 

the content validity of an examination*

One is aware that an examination is always conducted 

against a syllabus or a topic, as the case may be* Thus, the 

first step in the content validation of an examination is in 

terms of defining a specification matrix describing various 

educational objectives aimed at through the different topics 

or the sub-topics of the syllabus against which the examination 

has been conducted* Understandably# this task of identifying
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the content vs• educational-objective-based specification matrix 

is invariably pursued through the experts for the subject area 

from which the examination syllabus is drawn.

The next step, then, is to work out with the help of 

the examining faculty another specification matrix describing 

for each of the implemented items of the examination,the 

educational objectives for which the item has been designed. 

This matrix may be termed as the item-vs-educational-objective- 

based specification matrix.

The content validity for the examination under consideration 

is then defined as the correlation between the two above descri

bed specification matrices. In specific terms, higher the 

matching between the educational objectIves as reflected through 

the two matrices, higher the content validity of the examination 

implemented (Anastasi, 1976).

From the above it follows as a natural corollary that, 

if at the time of the setting the question paper itself the 

examiner has the content-vs-educational-objective-based 

specification matrix before him and, as a result, if he so 

designs the test items or questions in the examination as to 

cover the entire range of the educational objectives stated in 

the above indicated matrix, then the content validity of the 

examination is automatically ensured.

The above corollary describes a situation where an 

examiner is setting a question paper for a given topic. If one 

considers a case, where students are being evaluated for a
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courset an amended version of the above corollary emerges.

For the purpose of the specificity, let the student 

evaluation in the course be on a continuous basis, thus implying 

presence of a series of tests or examinations at a periodic 

interval, ultimately resulting in a final student assessment* As 

can be appreciated, these tests or examinations can be in terms 

of various evaluation components like quiz, viva, tests, 

comprehensive, project report, home assignment, seminar, etc* 

Further, at the beginning of the course, let the evaluation* 

component*vs-educationa1-objective-based specification matrix
X 

be designed, matching with the content*vs*educationa*objectlve*A 
based specification matrix for the course.

The content validity for the evaluation scheme for the 

course ia then automatically ensured if each of the examinations 

for the course is so designed and administered as to ensure Its 

complete faithfulness to the details of the above stated 

•valuatlon-component*vs*educational-objective*based specifIc^ok 

matrix*

It is against the above frame of reference that the next 

section discusses the content validation of the PS evaluation 

scheme as described through section 5.4 of Chapter 5.

6.6.2 Content Validation Analysis for the Practice 
school Evaluation

One way to study the content validity of the PS evaluation 

along the methodology described above could be in terms of a 

critical analysis of the historical background of the evaluation 

of the PS evaluation scheme* An excellent comprehensive account 

of this historical background is given by Mandke (1980) in his

Case Study on the PS System of Education as evolved and
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implemented by BITS, Pilani. The contents of this section 

heavily draw from this case study. 
*

As brought out by Mandke (1980), the PS examination system 

at BITS has evolved as a process, the starting point for which, 

indeed, is the Forward Plan of 1970 which for the first time 

defined in clear terms the educational objectives of the Co

operative Education as proposed to be implemented by BITS. Thus 

during the period 1970-72, then, there had been innumerable 

rounds of discussions between the PS Director from MIT (USA) 

and his MIT colleagues (i.e., the experts in PS education), the 

PS Coordinator at BITS, the proposed PS faculty for the first 

PS-I station at HCP (Khetri) and the first PS-II station at 

HINDALCO(Renukoot), the professional experts from HINDALCO and 

HOP. and other senior officers of the Institute. In fact, during 

the summer of 1971, six faculty members, who were later to form 

the teams of faculty to man the first PS—I and PS—II stations, 

spent the summer of 1971 at HINDALCO to workout the entire 

range of the educational and operational details of the PS 

programme.

It was as a result of all the above mentioned deliberation! 

Involving people from University world as also from profession, 

along with the experts in PS education, that the basis got 

formulated for relating the contents of PS education as 

reflected through the structure and types of PS assignments with 

the objectives of the PS system of education. This basis, in 

the words of Mandke (1980), can be stated as follows!

*As a process of education, the practice method substitute 

the narrative approach followed within the four walls of a
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classroom and the two covers of the textbook by experience* 

based cognitive process of learning and teaching* operative in 

the very way of life* thus making education student centred 

and environment as well as circumstance oriented* In view of 

this the attempt in the Practice School is not merely to further 

stuggnt*3 knowledge in given codified orthodoxy (as this facet 

of education is well achieved in the classrooms)* but to train 

him in the art of effectively contributing to real-life 

problem-solving efforts of production* of design* and ultimately 

of social action* Therefore* basically practice method alms 

at cultivating amongst stucents appropriate attitudes and 

analytical skills towards decision making and team spirit* 

responsibility of leadership* Importance of time schedule and 

regularity* skills of written and oral presentations* organi

sational ability* etc* so necessary to respond to open-ended 

professional situations* more often than not characterized by 

insufficient data* uncertainties of events and unfamiliarity 

with the environment* Seen from this angle* it follows that 

though Practice School potfsues project method of education* 

the attempt here is not to rediscover the past* but to use the 

contemporary day to day developmental activities of direct 

interest to the professional world as a vehicle to prepare 

students to participate in interdisciplinary* goal and mission 

oriented* and time-bound problem solving tasks**

Viewed in a broader perspective* the above extract* in 

a sense* can then be considered to constitute a kind of essay 

type analogue of the theme of the content-vs-educatlonal- 

objective-based specification matrix as developed in section 

6*6*1*
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It may be mentioned that, the above deliberations also 

resulted in evolving the broad guidelines for the PS system 

of examinations* These guidelines are stated in Clause 22*2 of 

the academic regulations (1977) of th© Institute quoted in 

Appendix H .

Indeed, it is in terms of the educational objectives of 

the PS system of education as reflected throu jh the clause 22.2 

of the academic regulations, that the first typical PS-I 

evaluation scheme was evolved and Implemented in the summer^l973 

along with the first typical PS-II evaluation scheme that was 

evolved and Implemented over years from 1973*1975^ It may be 

noted that at this stage of the evolution the PS evaluation 

scheme (particularly with reference to PS«i) the scheme had 

different formats for the engineering, science and humanities 
streams* bescriptions|of some of these typical formats are given 

in Appendices T to E ♦ It may be mentioned that based 
of , 

on the feedback available from the summer^ 1973^ the PS*I 

evaluation scheme was further modified in the summer of 1974 

and-the same, is given in Appendix « At this stage it is 

important to recall that the faculty teams who had evolved and 

implemented these PS evaluation schemes were the same as those 

who had participated in formulating the basin for PS educational 

contents as also its examination objectives as reflected 

through the clause 22*2 of the Academic Regulations of 1977*

Next, around August, 1975, an extensive feedback was 

organised from students in terms of PS-evalu«tion. This feedback 

was sought through personal discussions as also through the
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intensely deliberated meetings• During one such crucial meeting, 

to begin with there was a suggestion to give more weightage to 

low level skills from the cognitive domain comprising of 

educational objectives like knowledge* memory, etc. However* as 

the deliberations proceeded* there turned out to be an unanimous 

support and acceptance of the point of view that the PS evaluatioi 

give greater weightage to the higher level skills from the 

cognitive domain like the ability to evaluate* decision-making* 

etc* Further* there also was a definite acceptance of the theme 

that the ps evaluation should assess the student professional 

personality traits in terms of qualities such as sense of 

responsibility* Industry* self-expression* etc/ thus further 

confirming the purport of the basis for the PS evaluation scheme 

evolved well before the starting of the PS courses*

As a natural consequence of the above* a study team was 

appointed to evolve a uniform PS evaluation matrix across the 

different disciplines* All the members of this team were 

equipped with past experience in PS evaluation* Applying its 

mind particularly to the task of designing the PS-II evaluation 

scheme* based on their experience as also based on the student 

feedback* this study team* within the frame of reference of the 

PS evaluation guidelines* prepared its first working paper in 

October* 1975* describing a PS*11 evaluation scheme alongwith a 

rating sheet format for the same* The working paper was then 

distributed across the Institute inviting suggestions* Taking 

this as a basis* the study team prepared a secondjbraft which 

in November* 1975 was discussed in a meeting in which as many 

as 75 faculty members participated* As a result of this a third
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draft emerged which in a marathon meeting held in December,1975 

was further discussed to arrive at a final evaluation scheme 

as stated in Appendices C and & .In terms of the details of 

the section 6*6*1, this PS evaluation scheme given in AppendixC 

indeed, constitutes the evaluation-component-vs*educational* 

objective-based specification matrix for the PS-II course* 

Around June, 1976, Institute’s PS Division constituted a PS 

Instruction Cell with, amongst other things, the responsibility 

to plan and monitor the implementation of PS evaluation components! 

As a part of this responsibility of its^the PS Instruction Cell 

then particularly with reference to the PS—II course, developed 

its own progress and monitoring reports, periodically seeking 

from the PS-II faculty the information on the conducting of the 

PS—II evaluation components, so as to ensure their(evaluation 

components*)matching with the contents of the evaluation-component- 

vs-educational-objectlve-based specification matrix of the 

Appendix C • In this context, the PS Instruction Cell also 

prepared a detailed implementatlonal guidelines for the PS-II 

evaluation scheme*

Further, simultaneously, the PS Instruction Cell also 

constituted its own study tram to vigorously interact with the 

PS-I students and faculty, so as to arrive at a uniform evaluation- 

component- vs-educatlonal-objective-based specification matrix 

for the PS—I course consistent with the educational objectives 

pursued by the PS system of education* It was in the academic 

year 1977*78 that this matrix emerged in its final form.an*3 

the in-nd lx £■■ • Further, as in the case

of the PS—XI evaluation, the PS Instruction Cell also prepared
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* detailed Implementations! guidelines.for the PS—I evaluation 
w 'b cK<4kuit 4^^ oM 1k* cxbov-e

scheme• The guidelines are presented in the PS Division 

publication titled •Guidelines for PS-I Operation and 

Evaluation* 11979).

It may be noted at this stage that, side by side to the 

task of finalizing the evaluatlon-component-vs-educatlonal- 

objective-based specification matrix, the PS Instruction Cell 

also initiated efforts in the direction of consolidating the 

experience gained over years, so as to evolve a PS-I progress 

and monitoring mechanism (as reflected through the PS-X 

register) with a view to ensure the matching of the PS—I 

evaluation components implemented with the contents of the 

specification matrix of Appendix £ .

Finally, by the year 1977-78, the PS Instruction Cell 

also regularised the process of seeking feedback from PS 

students in terms of administering of the survey type 

questionnaires as also through personal interaction, so as to 

further strengthen the monitoring process. Table 6.8 gives 

the analysis for the PS-II feedback questionnaires administered 

during the two PS-II sessions of the academic year 1977-78.

Thus, as can be seen from table 6,8, student response 

for both the batches to the query at to ’what was students1 

overall ingress ion about th® (PS) evaluation done by Practice 

Faculty1 was overwhelmingly satisfactory, specifically, if, 

from the I semester 1977-78 batch, as many as 76.3% of the 

PS-II students demonstrated satisfaction with the overall 

PS-II evaluation, for the IX semester 1977-78 batch, the



TABLE 6.8

Results on Peedbackon Evaluation attended Practice School
in l and XX Semester of the Academic Year. 1977-78

S.No.. Question Semes ter/
Academic Year

Percentage of esponsea
Yes NO Not Responded

1. Is the evaluation Scheme I Sea.1977-78 28.9 53.9 17.2
too rigid? XI Sera.1977-78 47*2 50.0 2.8

What is your impression about Very much Satisfied Not Not
the evaluation done by the PS satisfied Satisfied Responded
Faculty?

2« Qulzzes/Tests X Sera.1977-76 34.2 46.1 14.5 5.2
II Sen.1977-78 41.7 30.6 5.6 22.1

3. Seminars I Sem. 1977-78 28.9 51.3 15.6 4.0
II Sem. 1977-78 33.3 38.9 5.6 22.2

4. Group Discussions I sen.1977-78 27.6 46.1 21.2 5.1
II Sera. 1977-78 25.0 33.3 13.9 27.8

5. Viva/Oral Examination I Sem.1977-78 27.6 47.4 14.5 10.5
II Sem>1977-78 30.6 33.3 8.3 27.8

6. Report writing I 1977-78 32.9 46.1 15.8 5.2
II Sera.1977-78 30.6 30.6 11.1 27.7

7. Diary I Sem. 1977-78 27.6 42.1 23.7 6.6
II Sera.1977-78 19.5 41.7 11.1 27.7

8. Observation I Sera.1977-78 32.9 35.5 26.3 5.3
II Sera.1977-78 27.G 30.6 16.7 24.9

9. hhat is your Overall impression I Sera.1977-78 27.6 48.7 19.7 4.0
about the evaluation done by II Sem<1977-78 30.6 33.3 16.7 19.4
Practice Faculty?

Co
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corresponding percentage, though smaller, was also as high 

as 63.9%. Further, when enquired about their impressions 

relating to each of the PS-II evaluation components from quizzes 

to observation, then also majority of students from both the 

batches expressed satisfaction. In specific terms, if the above 

percentages for the I semester 1977-78 batch varied between 

68.4% * 80.3%, the corresponding percentages for the II semester 

1977-73 batch were between 58.3% - 72.3%. Finally, over 50% 

of the students from both the batches responded negatively 

when enquired if the PS*II evaluation scheme was too rigid.

Above then is a comprehensive description of the manner 

in which the design as also the implementations! mechanism 

of the PS evaluation scheme as conducted at BITS have evolved. 

The main observations that emerge when the above details are 

abstracted are summarised be low i

1> Practice School education system has evolved as a process. 
To start with, overall objectives were clearly statedr 
teachers from the university, experts from professional 
world and PS education experts participated in the whole 
planning process and finally arrived at a content-vs- 
educational-objactive based specification matrix.

2# -his was followed by finalisation of evaluation component- 
vs-objactive based specification matrix by the same 
group* It may be pointed out that come of the members 
of the expert group themselves actively participated 
in the implementation of the PS evaluation scheme*

3. There exists a formalised Instruction cell within the 
PS division with well structured methods to continuously 
get feedback, monitor and control the implementation of 
the PS evaluation scheme at different PS stations#
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4. Instruction Cell also collects feedback about the 
PS Programme from the students on a regular basis• 
Sample survey of the feedback clearly showed that a 
good majority of the students are convinced about the 
credibility of PS evaluation scheme,

5, The very fact that professional expert* were involved, 
while finalising the evaluation scheme as well as 
implementation of the scheme, not only ensured that all 
the .important professional personality traits have been 
duly incorporated in the evaluation scheme but also 
ensured these are evaluated in a professional manner.

Indeed the whole process at the same time ensured 
predictive validity as well as is evidenced by the 
great demand for PS transcript by the employers as well 
as students. The PS transcript gives details about the 
project assignments undertaken, grades obtained as well 
as a Rating Sheet which give* the facultysrating on 
certain professional personality traits based on PS 
evaluation w which is presented in Appendix 4,6,

Summing up, the very procesa of planning, scheduling, 
Implementing and monitoring of PS evaluation scheme, 
within the framework of evaluation-coiqponent-vs-educational 
objective based specification matrix, was such that it 
not only had ell the prerequisites to ensure the content 
validity of PS evaluation scheme, but it also helped 
establishing credibility amongst students, acquired 
respectability among professionals, and, finally, achieved 
acceptance for itself from the academic community, 
ft is against the above frame of reference that one can 
then see the content validation of the PS evaluation scheme 
described through this section.

6•7 Conclusion;

This chapter has dealt with some aspects of the reliability 

and validity of PS evaluation by studying the data-base for
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I semester 1976-77 and I semester 1977-78 as available from

the Magda PS-II station* The main conclusions of the study 

are as followsi

1* Practice School evaluation is a peculiar combination of 
the traditional evaluation components adapted in the 
campus-based university system as well as on-going 
personnel appraisal practices in the industrlal/professlonal 
set-ups•

Reliabilities for Quiz and Viva components of PS 
evaluation have been studied* It may be noted that 
Quiz as an evaluation component Is predominant in the 
universities, viva as evaluation component is common 
to both university system and professional world*

The reliability of Quiz component was lower than the 
Viva component of PS evaluation - may ba because of 
professional rigour that is brought in Viva component*

\

2* One of the major criticisms against traditional 
examination system relates to variation In marking by 
different examiners - an index of which is given by 
Inter-Examiner Reliability Coefficient* The same problem 
also exists in the professional world outside the class
room situation* it is in this background, examiner 
reliability is analysed for some of the PS-II evaluation 
components viz*. Seminar, Croup-discussions, Project 
report and Observation*

For seminar, group discussion and Project Report the 
results are fairly satisfactory* One reason could be 
the possible reduction in error (due to examiner 
subjectivity), due to well laid out structure of the 
components. The other reason could be the effective 
participation of professional experts in the PS 
evaluation process*
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However, th component ’Observation* showed ’zero* 
examiner reliability thereby indicating possible Thus 
inconsistency in the evaluation* Kinspite of highly 
structured evaluation scheme Observation demonstrated 
poor examiner reliability* ’This may be because the 
assessment seems to heavily weigh in terms of the 
perspective through which a given examiner is viewing 
the student, thus resulting in a possibility of a higher 
degree of inconsistency in the evaluation*

3* The coefficient of course reliability for Pb evaluation 
scheme is found to be quite high. The main reasons 
for getting such high reliability are: (1) PS evaluation 
scheme is very well structured based on Evaluation 
component-vs-objactive specification matrix* (2) the 
number of evaluation components are sufficiently large, 
(3) Effective participation of the professional experts 
in the implementation of the evaluation scheme*

4* All inter-correlations between various examinations of 
PS evaluation are positive* About 50% of the correlations 
Me within the levels low to moderate* A fairly good 
percentage (35*7%) of the correlations are within the 
level moderate to very high* More specifically, the 
seminar group-discussion pair demonstrated the best 
correlations while, on the whole, the diary showed very 
poor correlation with all the other components of 
evaluation*

5* To ensure content validity of PS evaluation scheme, 
a detailed specification matrix has been evolved 
defining various sub-aspects of each of the wide 
ranging educational objectives along with weights* 
Understandably, this has made the implementation of 
the evaluation system a physical reality*
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It is against the above frame work* that one can 
confidently assert that the content validity of the 
PS evaluation is quite high.

6* It may be mentioned here that the sample selected for 
the study was small and hence it would be difficult to 
generalise the findings* However* the study clearly has 
shown the directions In which such research studies can 
be undertaken as well^focussed attention on some of 
the important aspects of PS evaluation* It would be 
worthwhile to pursue this thought process in a futuristic 
manner based on a larger data.

Above then are the broad conclusions as theyemerge 

from the reliability as also validity based studies vis-a-vis 

the PS evaluation* As has been already indicated* the PS 

evaluation is essentially multiple objective in character* 

aiming at student assessment in terms of higher order 

educational objectives* It is in this context that one can 

then pursue the theme: whether the multiple objective evaluation 

that has been feasible under PS can be brought into the 

traditional class room based learning effort* The next 

chapter devotes itself to the purusal of this theme.
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CHAPTER - 7

On Multiple Objective Examinations in Class-room 
Based Teaching at the Tertiary Level

7*1 Introduction

In this thesis the examinations have been discussed 

for the class-room based courses as also for the Practice 

School(PS) course* In the process# it is observed that the 

examinations in the traditional context as implemented through 

the class-room based system of university education are pre

dominantly measuring lower order objectives# while# under PS, 

the examinations are characterized by the multiple objective 

assessment of the student performance* As discussed in Chapter 5, 

this is possible in case of the practice method of education 

mainly because of the fact that in PS the teaching and learning 

as also the student assessment tasks are wholly conducted in 

the professional world*

The investigation to which this chapter devotes itself 

pertains to the query as towtVhexthe traditional class-room based 

examinations be made multiple objective in nature* Towards this# 

section 7*2 of this chapter develops the theme of •transfer of 

learning**# while section 7*3 aoes to explore a model building 

exercise in the above context based on the experience gained 

through the educational Innovation of M*E*(collaborative) 

programmes recently evolved by BITS in direct collaboration with 

the professional world*
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Finally, section 7.3 attempts to visualize the isues 

that should be emerging if the educational structure,as abstracted 

through the theme o the M,E,(Collaborative) programmes^were to 

be brought Into the campus-baaed teaching activity as conducted 

in the traditional university set-up•

7,2 Transfer of Learning

An important reference to multiple-bbjective examinations 

in traditional class-room courses is due to Heywood (1977), who 

has studied this question in terms of the concept of ’’transfer 

of learning**. It is in this context that the present section 

develops the theme of "transfer of learning**,

Within the frame of reference of the demands of the 

contemporary world, the need for education to aim at training 

students to face the unknown can never be over emphasized. As 

rightly observed by whitehead (1933) the theme of what can be 

called as "inert knowledge** has long served its purpose. It’s 

place has now been taken by the requirement that students 

increasingly learn the skills for using'knowledge* to solve 

real life problems. This has been referred to as 'transfer of 

learning* by Saupe(1961) who writes, “It (transfer of learning) 

refers to the extent to which knowledge end ability learned in 

one situation will be used in new and difficult situations”. 

According to Heywood (1977) “the provision of learning experiences 

which place a student in the transfer situation io thus an 

important part of engineering education”, This statement ofcourse 

is not exclusive to engineering education and is applicable to 

other disciplines as well,
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Saupe (1961) has Indicated several factors which help in 

the transfer of learning. Critical thinking is particularly 

important for transfer of learning* Following are the main 

abilities which* according to Saupe (1961) are useful for 

development of critical thinking and thereby transfer of learning.

1. Ability to recognize the existence of a problem^

Z. Ability to define the problem*

3. Ability to select information pertinent to the problem^ 

4* Ability to recognize assumptions bearing on the problem, 

5* Ability to make relevant hypotheses ,

6. Ability to draw conclusions validly from assumptions, 
hypothesis and pertinent Information 9

7. Ability to judge the validity of process leading 
to the conclusion *

8. Ability to evaluate a conclusion in terms of its 
assessment.

As one closely analyses the above listed eight abilities 

considered so necessary to ensure the transfer of learning* it 

clearly emerges that these abilities then* s^eer to- cover a wide 

spectrum of professional traits like professional judgement* 

common sense* problem solving ability* initiative* decision* 

making ability* art of guestimation* leadership* Intellectual 

ability* skills for data handling* etc> thus Implying thereby 
that the educational objectives of the "transfer of learning” and 

the need for •multiple objective assessment* of the student 

performance are indeed two sides of the same coin. Here* in this 

context* the term ’multiple objective* is taken to mean a set of 
the 

objectives describingAtotal professional personality of the
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student* Therefore* these objectives* over and above the higher 

order objectives from the cognitive domain* also include certain 

qualities even from the affective domain.

Coming to the choice of teaching and learning techniques 

towards achieving educational objectives as stated under ‘transfer 

of learning* it will not be far from reality to say that the choice 

of the project method of learning is perhaps inherent in the very 

definition of the concept of "transfer of learning”.

It is against the above frame of reference that one can 

then look at the PS model of higher education (as evolved at 

BITS) as one viable approach to introduce the transfer of learning 

and* hence* multiple objective assessment at the tertiary level. 

As explained in chapter S* this model of the university system 

based on the PS theme provides a student* after he has gone 

through the expositary method of class-room education* with an 

opportunity to involve himself in a project-method based learning 

experience which essentially places him in a transfer situation 

as represented by the professional environment.

The question under investigation in this chapter* however* 

Intends to seek further integration of the learning experiences as 

perceived through the traditional class-room education with those 

as perceived through the theme of transfer of learning. Tn explicit 

terms then* the question posed is* IS it Vs possible to introduce 

the rigour of transfer of learning into teaching of a course 

pursued uncer the class-room based traditional educational culture f 

and* if so* then hew. Considering the fact that multiple-objective 

examination is the valid evaluation method for transfer of learning 
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the question stated above then can be sisgJified as "how th© 

class-room based examinations can be made multiple-objective in 

nature"•

A case study of multiple objective examining in a class-roooi 

based course in engineering science is reported by Heywood (1977)# 

In this case study, the examination structure developed had -the 

following objectives)

(i) Knowledge and understanding

(ii) Congprehension

(iii) Problem finding

(iv) Application of principles to practice analysis

(v) Practical ability to conduct an Investigation/practical 
ability to plan, implement and evaluate the solution 
to an engineering problem#

These objectives are multl-dimentional in nature and, as 

shown by Heywood (1977), can be achieved in class-room evaluation 

by making a project-work an integral part of the normally 

narrative method based classroom-method of teaching* However, 

what is most crucial in such on innovation is to have suitable 

real-life projects with which the teaching in class-room courses 

can be properly linked. This aspect has been particularly 

emphasised by Livingstone (1971) in the context of some management 

courses at Harvard Business School, According to Livingstone(1971) 

these courses, although project oriented, failed because they 

could not ensure the total gamut of the real-life problem-solving 

scenario starting from the stage of the problem identification 

to the stage of the problem completion, 

thus, what seems to emerge is the fact, that# while, by 

integrating with it the project-method-baaed teaching technique.
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the conventional class*room-based learning experience can be 
a 

madeAsuitable candidate for imparting the educations! objectives 

characterised by the multiple-objective assessment, as perceived
Vvcxocx:^ A 

through the theme of transfer of leamingA for reliable and valid 

outcome, it seems absolutely essential that the contents and culture 

of the project-method*based teaching scenario chosen for Integra* 

tion should faithfully simulate the stresses end strains peculiar to 

the syndrome of the real-life professional experience*

Indeed, the need for so strengthening the class-room based 

teaching and, hence, assessment techniques has always been 

argued by the educationists. In words of Heiss (1973), this 

would help student to develop the ability to organise, integrate 

and relate knowledge, to adopt study habits that will enhance 

learning throughout his lifetime and to take responsibility for 

his own education, Further, this would also assist the student 

in coordinating his outside reading with his course material, 

and test his ability to extemporise on problems and propositions. 

And, further, as pointed out by Heywood (1977), the incorporation 

of the nultiple-obj active assessment In the conventional class* 

room based approach to teaching would *provicle an overall 

assessment of all facets of a student’s learning1* so that he 

can evaluate problems and propositions not previously met.

Interestingly, a need Of the above sort has been intensely 

experienced at BITS in terms of the implementation of its recent 

educational innovation of the (Collaborative) programmes, 

More specifically^ the year 1979 onwards, as a natural corollary 

to its acceptance of the FS model of university education, the
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Institute has initiated these full time Master of Engineering 

(Collaborative) programmes at its off-campus based educational 

centres in direct collaboration with professional organisations* 

which for the purpose of educational details pertaining to the 

programme requirements play the role of live laboratories*

These programmes are of two year duration* the first year 

consisting of eight courses* offered four per semester* and the 

second year consisting of internship courses* While the courses 

from the first year carry the elements of the syndrome of the 

campus-based class-rooms* the internship courses* consistent with 

their very nomenclature* are entirely constituted of experience 

based approach to teaching and learning processes evident in the 

professional world* Thus* it is during the first year of teaching 

that one comes across a situ tion where the traditional class

room based teaching methodology and the learning experience as 

under the transfer situation can co-existf thus* in turn* creating 

the need for multiple-objective approach to student assessment*

Indeed* the scenario emerging here does not have one-to- 

one correspondence with that of the class-room based teaching 

experience as present in the conventional campus-based university 

model of higher education* but nevertheless* for the purpose 

of the analysis* it can certainly be taken to be a good 

approximation to the vary conditions inherent in the educational 

innovation of integrating the theme of transfer of learning 

into the campus-based class-room approach to teaching and learning 

as present in the non-PS based*i*e* the traditional university 

model of higher education*
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It Is against the above frame of reference that the next 

section of thio Chapter then, abstracting the implementations! 

details pertaining to the X*S*(Collaborative) programmes, presents 

a model of an examination system involving multiplo-objective 

assessment for a class-room based approach to teaching characterised 

by the theme of transfer of learning*

7*3 The Model

As indicated earlier, this section presents a model of a 

multiple-objective examination system for class-room based course 

offerings characterized by the theme of•transfer of learning*, 

Towards this, as a case-study, the section heavily draws upon the 

operational details pertaining to a typical M,e, (Collaborative) 

programme in the interdisciplinary and functional discipline of 

Project Engineering implemented by BITS at its off-campus 

educational centre at Calcutta*

as explained in the previous section, the M*E*(Collaborative) 

programme in the discipline of •Project Engineering* is of two 

years duration and it is entirely implemented at the Institute's 

off-campus educational centre at Calcutta in collaboration with 
%

a well-known leading Indian engineering consultancy firm, namely, 

the Development Consultants Pvt* Ltd, (DCPL), The first year of 

the programme consists of eight courses, four each seawater, 

while the seconc^ear consists entirely of only internship courses* 

The eight first year courses are/ namely, Systems Engineering, 

Overview of Engineering, resign Methods & Decisions, Project 

Evaluation & Formulation, Social Engineering, Project Management, 

Plant buyout & Infrastructure! Engineering;and Recent Advances 

in Technologies & Design Techniques* For further details in terms
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of the syllabus for these courses as also for other additional 

information on this particular or any other M#E. (Collaborative) 

programmes of the Institute# one may refer to the Institute’s 

Bulletin# 1980*81»

For the purpose of the subject matter under study in this 

section# one may choose to further explore the educational 

organisation of the eight courses in the I year of the M#B* 

(Collaborative) programme under consideration. As can be seen 

from the syllabus for the above listed eight courses for the 

discipline of Project Engineering (BITS Bulletin 1980-81) the 

contents of these courses have essentially emerged as an abstra

ction of the principles# theories and techniques corresponding 

to the entire range of the functional activities that go to define 

the universe of a project engineer# These functional activities 

arei (i) Market study# (ii) Techno-Economic Feasibility study# 

(111) Financial & Investment Analysis# (iv) Basic Design 

Engineering# (v) Project Approvals - Administrative# Financial 

& Statutory# (vl) Site Development# (vll) Entailed Design 

Engineering#(viil) Project Scheduling & cost Monitoring/ Procurement 

Inspection A Expediting# Manufacturing# Construction and Erection# 

(ix) Commissioning# and (x) Production# Thus# the I year of the 

programme# essentially# seems to aim at providing a student with 

an analytical understanding as also an overall exposure of the 

entire range of the interdisciplinary and functional activities 

that go to define the area of project engineering*

It is in terms of the above stated educational objectives 

that one must then pursue the analysis of the teaching and 

assessment/evaluation techniques that can be adopted in conducting
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of the I year courses of the prograrme# In this context* for the 

purpose of convenience, one may concentrate on say, the I semester 

courses of the I year.

As indicated in the Institute’s Bulletin of 1980*81 the 

four I semester courses from the I year of the M.E#(Collaborative) 

programme in Project Engineering are, namely, Systems Engineering 

(Syst ^ngg.), Overview of Engineering (OE), Design Methods & 

Decisions (DMD), and Project Evaluation & Formulation (PEP)# In 

terms of their educational contents, broadly speaking, while the 

course ’systems Engineering’ (syst.Engg.Hntroduces students to 

the advanced techniques for analysing the large and complex systems 

problens, the course ’Overview of Engineering*(OE), amongst other 

things, exposes students to the functional areas of market and 

techno*economic feasibility studies#

Against this, the course *Design Methods & Decisions*(DMD) 

introduces the studenttothe system design situations in terms of 

the functional activities of basic and detailed design engineering, 

whereas the course "Project Evaluation & Formulation* (PEP) 

requires the student to directly plunge, as a member of,say, an 

engineering consultancy team,in a task pertaining to a preparation 

of a detailed project report (DPR) consistent with the apriort 

announced customer specifications#

Thus, in a totality, it seems to emerge that the X semester 

education from the 1 year of the programme under consideration 

amongst other things, essentially introduces the student to the 

entire gamut of the tasks pertaining to the preparation of a 

patailed Project Report (DPR), with particular reference to the
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functional areas of Market Study# feasibility Study# site 

Development*  Basic Design Engineering and Eetailed Design 

Engineering**

* Itfollows as a natural corollary to this that the XI 
semester courses from the X year of the programme# amongst 
other things# than basically aim at exposing the student 
to the entire gamut of the tasks pertaining to the theme 
of implementation of a project (i*e* Project Management)#
with particular reference to functional areas of Project 
Engineering not covered in the I semester*

Indeed# it is to meet the demands of the type of the 

educational objectives as stated above that the teaching 

methodology adopted in the X year of the M*E*(collaborative)  

programmes requires that# while the students are being introduced 

to the knowledge as also various theories and analytical techni

ques from the area of the subject matter under study# they must 

also be simultaneously exposed,consistent with the rigour of 

the professional culture,to the corresponding functional activities 

the sum total of which goes to define the discipline for which 

they (students) are being trained*  Seen in an abstraction# it 

is this proposition that can be considered to be central to the 

choice of teaching and student assessment techniques (for the 

I year courses of the M*B*(collaborative)  programmes)#representing 

a peculiar mix of the traditional teaching and assessment 

practices as followed in campus-based class-rooms and the learning 

experiences accompanied by a multipole-objective assessment,as 

provided through the theme of transfer of learning*  In what
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follows* this section essentially discusses the details of these 

teaching and, particularly, the student assessment techniques, 

taking the I semester courses oP the I year of the m.E, (Collaborative 

programme in Project Engineering as a case study#

Table 7*1 presents unit-wise and weekly-hours-wise student* 

workload distribution for the I ee ester courses of the I year 

of the M«£,(Collaborative) programme in ‘Project Engineering•* 

As can be seen from table 7,1, this first semester under considera

tion in all consists of 16 units, and, in terms of hours, the 

weekly-student-work-load is 53 hours, thus implying a work day 

of about 9 hours per day# These 53 hours are almost equally 

divided over the four courses of the Z semester in the sense that, 

if the course •Systems Engineering1 covers 14 hours (i,e,26,5%) 

of th© total wcekly-stu^ent-work-loid, each of the remaining 

three courses, namely, •overview of Engineering’, ’Design Methods 

& Decisions’, and ’Project Evaluation & Formulation’ account for 

13 hours (i,e, 24•5%) of the total weekly-student-work-load.

Against this, when viewed from the point of the learning

situation, the percentage distribution of the weekly-student- 

work-load turns out to be such that while the formal contact 

hours through lectures cover 9,4% of the total weekly load, the 

self study efforts to prepare oneself for attending lectures 

account for as much as 28,3% of the total weekly-student-work-load, 

and, while the formal contact in terms of special lectures, 

seminars, group-di&cucsions, gap-lectures, preparation for site 

visits, etc, covers 5,7% of the weekly load, the self*»study 

efforts in t^rms of preparation for participation in such type of
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group-Involvement based learning experiences account for 11•3% 

of the total weekly-atuent-work-load.

And, as a result then, the weekly professional work 

hours as reflected through professional involvement and other 

similar types of activities signifying the learning situations 

providing for transfer of learning, are found to cover as much as 

45,3% of the total weekly-student-work*load.

Thus, when one analyses the contents of table 7.1, three 

main categories of the types of learning experiences as available 

through the I year courses of M.S.(Collaborative) prograrranes 

emerge. These three categories are, namely, (i) the traditional 

class-room based learning experience characterised by narrative 

approach to teaching as reflected through the lecture method, 

(ii) the group involvement based learning experiences, as 

reflected through seminars, g roup-dis cuss ions, home project/ 

assignments, case studies, common to both the university system 

as also the modern personnel training practices of the professional 

world, and (iii) transfer of learning based experiences as 

reflected through the student involvement in the ongoing 

functional activities of the profession or through the student 

participation in a project oriented activity consistent with 

the entire syndrome of the professional culture. Table 7,2 

describes various techniques of teaching as also the evaluation 

components adopted for each of these three categories in terms 

of the educational organisation as evolved for the M.E* 

(Collaborative) programmes.

Xt is against the above frame of reference that table 7.2 

gives a typical evaluation-component-wiae distribution of marks



TABLE 7,2
Description o£ typical evaluation-components as also teaching techniques adapted
in different learning experiences as available through I year courses of M* E ♦ 
(Collaborative) Programmes

Type of learning experiences as Teaching Techniques Evaluation Components
available through the X year courses Adapted Adapted
of the M*E*(coll») Programmes

^Traditional class-room based 1* Lecture method
learning experience characterised 
by narrative approach to teaching

1. Tests
2* Comprehensive Examination

2.3roup invol ver-ent based learning 
ejqperlences common to both the !• 
university system as also the modem* 
personnel training practices of *
the professional world* Hore the 3*
evaluation objectives pursued arst . 
(i) Improving of the knowledge of * 
modern analytical techniques,(ii) 
widening of horizon and* (ill) 
improving of intercommunication 
skills

Seminar
Group Discussions
(Home ) Proj ects/As s ignments 
case Studies

1* Seminar
2* Group Discussions
3* Assessment of written 

reports
4* Viva

3»Leaming experiences as provided 
through the transfer of learning

Project method based as 
reflected through: 
a)work oriented professional 
involvement in terms of various 
functional activities 
b)Site visits 
cipreparation of detailed project 
reports towards stated profe
ssional tasks* 
d)Home projects on applications 
of modern techniques of analysis 
to real-life professional 
situations*

—*

1* Assessment of professional 
involvement and site visit 
components as done by the 
professional expert(s)under 
whom the student is attending 
these components*

2* Technical defence before a 
group consisting of faculty 
and professional experts*

3* Assessment of project 
reports by a team consisting 
of professional expert(s) 
and faculty*

4* nominer
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for th* four I semester courses of the I year of the M*E. 

(Collaborative) programme in Project Engineering* An analysis 

of the contents of table 7*2 giving the course-wise distribution 

of evaluation weightages as corresponding to the different 

categories of learning experiences is then given in table 7*3. 

It is from this analysis one can see that* as the "professional 

involvement* based weekly-student-work-load increases from 3 

hours for the course Systems Engineering to 6 hours for the 

courses 0£ and DMD to 9 hours for the course PEF* the evaluation 

weightage as assigned to the learning component un er these 

courses corresponding to the traditional class-room based learning 

experience <as reflected through the lecture method of teaching

decreases from 75% for Systems Engineering to 45% for or and HMD 

to 35% for PEF* Against this* as one can see from table 7*4* 

for the above stated weekly professional involvement schedule* 

the evaluation weightage as assigned to the learning component 

under the theme of transfer of learning* as provided through 

the direct student involvement in the on-going functional 

activities or in the project-oriented tasks of real-life nature* 

increases from 25% for courses Systems Engineering and OE to 

30% for the courses EMD to 65% for the course PEF*

It is in the context of the above details that one can now 

further explore the teaching organisation for the I year courses 

of the M.E*(Collaborative) programmes as evolved by BITS*

Indeed* consistent with the educational organisation* each 

of the I year courses of the M*E*(Collaborative) programme in 

"Project Engineering* are taught by a team consisting of Institute 

faculty resident at the Institute1* off-campus educational centre 

where the M*E*(Collaborative) programme is being conducted* and 

the professional experts dradn from th** collahAraMnA



TABLE 7*3
A Typical Evaluation-Component Weightage Distribution for the X Semester 
Courses of the X year of the M.£.(Ooll.) Programme in Project Engineering

Sys ems Engineering

2 3 14 
Evaluation Maximum 
component weightage
Test X 20
Test XX 20

Comprehensive 35
Home Project(s) 
on application 
of Systems 
Engineering 
Techniques to B 
real-life 
professional 
situations

Seminar 10

Overview of Engineering

16 14
Evaluation Maximum’ 
component Weightage
Test X 10
Test XI 10

Comprehensive 25
Professional 
involvement in 
Functional areas t 
(i)Market study* 
(ii)Techno- 25
economic 
feasibility 
study
Home Project (s)* 15
Croup Discussion* 15

Total 100 Total  ................. 100

Design Methods & Decisions

16 14
Evaluation Maxlmse'
Component Weiqhtaqe
Test X 10
Test IX 10

Comprehensive 25
Professional 
involvement in terms 
of functional areast 
(i)Introduction 
to site development 30 
(ii)Basic design 
engineering 
(iii)Detailed 
basic engineering
Home Project(s)* 15
Seminar*/Viva 10

Total  100

Project Evaluation and 
Formulation 

19 0 4
Evaluation MaximusT* 
Component eight age
Test I 10
Test II 10

Comprehensive 15
Professional 35
involvement in 
terms of Detailed 
Project Report 
(DPR)
The written 
presentation of 
the Detailed 20 
Project Report
Defence of the 
Detailed Project 10 
Report 
Total 100

* On topics aiming at the educational objectives of (i) improving of knowledge 
of modern analytical techniques, (ii) widening of horizon and (iii) improving 
of intercommunication skills*

Co



TABLE 7.4

Cgur»a-wi.8ecistrihution of Evaluation Weightages given to Different types of 
leMnlta.ejgyriences as available during the I semester Courses of the I year 
of -«w.H»E.(Collaix»ratlve) Prog ra me in Pro ject Engineering

Type of learning experiences as Types of Evaluation ____________ Total Evaluation weight ages __
•vailable through the I year courses Components used Syst*Engg* o.E* D*M.D* P*E.F* 
of the M*£*(Coll*} Programme 1^14 i j i 4

!• Traditional class-room based J . _ : . . „c
learning experience characterised 1* rests 75 45 45 35
by narrative approach to learning 2* Comprehens Ive

................. . . Examination
2* Group involvement based learning

experiences common to both, the 1* Seminar
university system as also the 2* Group Discussions - 30 25
modem personnel training practices!* Assessment of 
of the professional world. Here the written reports 
evaluation objectives pursued are: 4* Viva 
(i)improving of the knowledge of 
modern analytical techniques*(11) 
widening of horizon and* (111) 
Improving of Intercommunication

................. ,-L............... V ; .- - . ' ' - ---- ;- --...............     - - - •- ■ . -

3. Learning experiences as provided 1* Assessment of prof-
through the transfer of ssslonal involvement
learning* and site visit com*

ponents as done by 25 25 30 65
the professional 
expt rt(s)under whom 
the student is attending 
these components*

2*Technical defence before 
a group consisting of 
faculty and professional 
experts*

3* Assessment of project 
reports by a team consis
ting of professional 
experts and faculty*

. . . 4*Seminar , , , , , . , .. .................. c
TOTAL^EIGHTAGE 100 100 100 100
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tion. For each team one of the Institute faculty numbers from 

that team acts as an in-charge for that course* All these course- 

team-members together go to form a core team for the M.S* 

(collaborative) programme* One of the Institute faculty members 

from this core team for the programme plays the role of the M*E* 

(Collaborative) Convenor for the programme under consideration*

Entire responsibility for organising* teaching and 

evaluation operations pertaining to a course rests with the 

corresponding course team* More specifically* the task of 

delivering the "lecture component" of the teaching effort for 

any given course is entirely fulfilled by the course team 

members for that course* As regards to the group-lnvolvement 

based teaching effort in terms of activities like seminars* 

group-dlscusslona* case-studies* special lectures* etc** the same 

is also Implemented by the course team members assisted by other 

members of the programme-core-team* but* wherever necessary* 

they also seek involvement of other professional experts in terms 

of the teaching as also the student assessment tasks*

However* when It comes to the teaching component 

corresponding to the theme of "transfer of learning"* the

professional experts from the collaborating organisation can be 

seen to play a pivotal role* More specifically* as explained 

in table 7*1* for the I semester courses of the I year of the 

M*£*(Collaborative) programme in Project Fngineerlng as much as 

45*3% of the weekly student load corresponds to the professional 

work based involvement in terms of activities such ass
(a) Professional involvement in various functional desks 

of the collaborating organisation*
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(b) Site visits,

(c) Preparation of detailed project report towards a 
stated professional goal,

(d) homa projects based on applications of modern analy
tical techniques of analysis to real-life professional 
situations, etc.

The above activities are pursued by the student outside 

formal contact hours in terms of lectures, seminars, group- 

discusslons, and case studies.

In an operational terms, thus, in each of the semesters 

of the first year of the M.S,(Collaborative) programme, each 

student attends various functional desks of the collaborating 

organisation as per the apriori announced sequence and schedule 

of professional involvement. For each functional desk, the student 

reports to the apriori designated professional expert who Is 

in-charge of the concerned functional desk, A similar operational 

pattern is also followed in case of the activity of “site visits*.

Ono word about the educational technique adapted when a 

student attends the spectrum of the functional desks. By definition 

the student involvement at any given functional desk is in terms 

of the on-going professional tasks pursued by the collaborating 

organisation at that desk. Thus, the professional expert, while 

taking the responsibility of exposing the student to tho details 

of the functional task under consideration, can also look upon 

him as a manpower Input,

Coming to the student Involvement in a "transfer of 

learning* based activity like the preparation of « detailed
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project report towards a stated professional goal* it may be 

mentioned that this kind of learning opportunity is given to the 

student* basically* under tho course Project Evaluation and 

Formulation* Thus* in course* the class may be divided into* 

say* two groups ano each group may be given an engineering 

consultancy project as ©pacified by the pxolessional experts from 

the collaborating organization* Heedless to say* these consultancy 

projects are drawn from the on-going professional activities 

pursued by the collaborating organisation* The task before each 

group then is to prepare its own detailed project report for 

the consultancy problem posed before it and* then* to technically 

defend the same before a tea^ of examiners as drawn from the 

professional experts involved in specifying the project as also 

the rernbers of the course-toam and the programme-core«*tcam*

Finally* it may be mentioned that* during the I semester 

of the X year of the H*E*(Collaborative) programme in Project 

I ngineering* it is the course *Systems Engineering* in which 

students given home project(3) in terms of studying application* 

of systems techniques to real-life professional situations as 

identified through the on*going functional activities of the 

collaborating organization* Thus* as Indicated in tabla 7*2* 

the learning effort as reflected through thase homa projects also 

comes under the thern® of transfer of learning* As a result* the 

course-team* assisted by the otlvsr members of the programme-core* 

team* also seeks participation of appropriate professional experts 

towards guiding and examining students in terms of their involve* 

ment in such the home projects*
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The above then is a brief description of the organisation 

of the teaching effort for the X year courses of the M*E* 

(Collaborative) programmes as evolved by BITS# Pilani. It Is 

based on these details that one can how describe the model for 

the evaluation system as is emerging for the above mentioned 

first year courses*

Table 7*2 has listed various evaluation components that 

are adapted for the types of the teaching efforts described 

above* Thus# the lecture method based teaching component of 

any given I year M*E*(Collaborative) course Is# normally# 

evaluated through tests and comprehonsives* Understandably# 

these tests and comprehensive examinations are heavily biased 

towards the lower order skills from the cognitive domain# with 

greater emphasis on •knowledge** As a result# these tests and 

comprehensIves are designed# administered and assessed by the 

corresponding couvlrso-team members in a similar manner as that 

prevalent in the campus based class-rooms of the traditional 

university system#

Against this# as described earlier# the group involvement 

based teaching component of any given course is assessed through 

the evaluation components of seminar# group-dlscusslons# written 

reports and viva# and in this assessment the professional 

experts from the collaborating organisation also participate 

along with the course team as well as the programme-core-team 

members# bringing the evaluation components in terms of their 

structure and objectives closer to the practices followed in 

the modern professional set-ups* Thus# the evaluation certainly 
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then alms at higher order objectives* wherever feasible going 

even beyond the cognitive domain* As a result* the design of 

these evaluation components follows same structure as the one 

presented through the evaluation-conponent-vs^educntional* 

objective*based specification matrix for PS«*ii course presented 

in Appendix C.

Finally* as indicated in table 7*2 and explained subsequently* 

the ^transfer of learning* oriented professional-work-based 

teaching component of any given I year course has in its 

implementation a central role played by the appropriately 

identified professional experts of the collaborating organisation 

in terms of the tasks of student teaching and evaluation* 

Indeed* as discussed earlier* it is such an involvement on the 

part of the professional experts that goes a long way towards 

making it feasible to integrate right from the start of the 

student educational process under the M*E*(OoilaboratIve) 

programme with the on-going production processes of the 

participating organisations* And* this in turn then goes to 

ensure Almost a total equivalence between the student assessment 

practices followed for the teaching component under consideration 

and those prevalent in the professional world* Thus* under* 

stand ably* the evaluation components for this teaching component 

centred around the theme of "transfer of learning" are multiple* 

objective In nature*

As has been described earlier* the course *08* has the 

professlonal*work«based teaching component implemented through 

the student professional involvement in functional areas of
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(1) Market Study and (11) Feasibility study# while the course 

"DMD* has its professional-work-based teaching component 

implemented through the student professional involvement in 

functional areas of (ill) Introduction to Site Development# 

(iv) Basic Design Engineering and (v) Detailed Design Engineering* 

Tables 7.5 through 7.9 describe the evaluation components for 

the above mentioned five functional desks# giving for each 

evaluation component the entire spectrum of objectives assessed 

along with their weightages*

Similarly# the site-visit type piofessional-work-based 

teaching component is also evaluated consistent with the 

personnel assessment practices existing in the professional 

world* Finally# as regards to the tasks such as preparation 

of the detailed project reports or work in terms of home projects 

etc*# as coming under the theme of professional-work-based 

teaching component# it may be mentioned that these (l.e* tasks) 

are also evaluated through evaluation components like written 

project reports# viva etc* which are essentially multiple- 

objective in nature* The design of these evaluation components# 

understandably# follows the some structure as the one presented 

through the evaluation-component-va-educatlonal-objective-based 

specification matrix for the P.s-U course given in Appendix C»

Thus# with reference to the X semester courses of the X 

year of the M*E* (Collaborative)programme in Project Engineering# 
4 

the professional-involvement-*based evaluation components as 

presented through tables 7*5 to 7*9# and the evaluation components 

of viva# seminar# group-discussions and project-report as 

described in the evaluation-component-vs-educational-objactive



TABLE 7.5
ATypicalEvalvation stdww for the Profwion*! XSvolvmwat in the Functional
A£ea_of..1Maritct Study" under the! serestercourse "Overview of Engineering"
From the I yaar of the M»£» (Collaborative) Programme In "Project Engineering** 

Educational Centre at Calcutta in 
Collaboration with DCPX*

1» Name of the Student 2»D No« 3« Semester ............... .....

<• Name & Designation of the Professional Expert from the Collaborating Organisation Under whom 
the Functional Activity is Implemented , *

Data Collection 20

Data analysis 
& forecasting

Application 
of Techniques

40

40

100

Signature of the Professional Expert

C7i



TABLE 7.6

A.TyplcalgvaluatipnschemQ for the Professional Involvement in the Functional Area of
—Feasibility study" under the I Semester Course -Overview of Engineering* From the I Year 
of the l.E.(Collaborative) Prograwre in -Project Engineering* an Evolved by BITS at its 
Off-carapus Educational centre at Calcutta in Collaboration with DCPL

1, Kame of the student  2. ID no.  3, Semester

4* Mine & Designation of the Professional Expert from the collaborating Organisation Under vhom 
the i?unctional Activity is Implemented «

Choice of Plant 
Xiocation & Size

Choice of technology

Cost estimation

Feasibility Analysis

Financial Projection 
and Analysis _ i5Q

30

30

40

25

25

Signature of the Professional Expert

Co
Oi 
Co



TABLE 7.7
A Typical Evaluation Scheme for the Professional Involvement In tho Functional area of 
^Introduction to site Development** under the I Semester Course "Design Methods L Decisions" 
From the I year of the H.E.(Collaborative) Programme in "Project Engineering* as Evolved by 
BITS at its Off-campus Educational Centre at Calcutta in Collaboration with DCPL

1. Name of the student .2* ID No. _________ . 3. Semester _______

4« Kame 4 Designation of the Professional Expert from the Collaborating Organisation Under Whom 
the Functional Activity is Implemented „ ______________ •

Site development 10
_ —

Signature of the Professional Expert

Co
OS 
CD



TABLE 7*8
KTYpical FValuation Scheme for the Professional Inyplyemen^ in the Functional Area of
^Baaic i^sign Engineering” under the I Senes ter Course /Design Methods L Decisions” from 
the I year of the M<E* (Qallaborative) Programme in “Project Engineering* as Evolved by 
SITS at its Off-campus .Educational Centre at Calcutta in Collaboration with DCPL

!• Nam of the student 2* ID No*  3. Semester 

4* Name & Designation of the Professional Expert from the Collaborating Organisation Under Whom
the Functional Activity is Implemented: 

Flow-sheet preparation 12
Choice of the process 12
Major equipment selection 12
Space requirements . 12
Plant layout 12
Utility L services layout 12
Ancillaries layout 11
Plot plan 11
Electric power requirements 32
Equipment protection 12
Electrical earthing 12

.......  130

I Signature of the Professional Expert

Co
Oj



TA^LE 7,9
& Typical Evaluation Schema for the Professional Involvement in the Functional Area of 
"Detailed Design Engineering* under the X Semester Course "resign frethods & Decisions* 
from the I year of the M»E, (collaborative) Program^ in "Project Engineering* as evolved 
SX- a ITS at its Otf~campus Educational Centre at Calcutta in Collaboration with DCPL

!• Ka?ne of the student ~  2* ID No, , 3. Semester

4* Kame & Designation of the Professional Expert from the Collaborating Organisation Under hhom 
the Functional Activity is Xn-pleaentedi ,

Flowsheet finalization 20
Detailed layout 20
Specification ln
preparation xu
Design of supporting 
systems like foundations, 40
piping, etc*
Procurement 20
Equipment design 20

signature of the Professional Expert Co
0j



based specification matrix presented in Appendix C , 

along with the traditions! evaluation components of tests and 

comprehensive examinations, go to describe a typical model of 

a multiple-objective based examination system for a class-room 

type teaching effort*

As thia stage it would be worth considering the Issues 

that would be emerging if the above model were to be implemented 

in a campus— based class-room. From the details of the model 

it follows that an evaluation and, therefore, teaching component, 

as reflected through the ‘professional involvement*, is central 

to a multi-objective examination system, if the same (i.e, the 

multiple-objective examination system) were to be Implemented 

in a class-room-based teaching effort, Xn such a case, the 

question that will need to be answered, if the multiple-objective 

assessment were to bo Incorporated in a campus-based classroom* 

would be what can then be the analogue of the ‘professional 

involvement1 in a campus-based environment* natural response 

to this quer/y could be in terms; of the theme of the sponsored- 

reseirch-based consultancy that an university can undertake*

Xf the above scenario were to be feasible, then certainly 

the university faculty, constituting the members of the sponsored 

research-based-consultancy team, can play the role of the 

immediate ‘research professionals’, under whom the students 

of the campus-based course under consideration can attend 

the project-work-based learning experience characterised by 

the theme of ‘transfer of learning** Xn such case, then, the 

very demands of the sponsored research activity would make
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it possible to evaluate a student in terms of his multi

dimensional professional personality*

However* to begin with* it is important to realize that 

the task of orienting the traditional research base of the 

university system so as to accommodate the demands of the 

professional culture as demonstrated by the sponsored-research- 

based-consultancy-work is not an easy one* And* the task of 

Integrating the traditional teaching role of a university with 

its research role visualised in an environmental context is 

further difficult*

Seen in a broader perspective* the tasks Indicated above 

are the tasks of the educational and research organisation* 

without which it would indeed be very difficult to introduce 

the multiple-objective assessment In a campus based classroom* 

Purusal of these tasks would go to mean new attitudes to 

teaching and research and this In the context of the system 

of higher education can mean a host of things starting from 

curricula re-organisation to innovative approach to the 

funding of research at the universities.

Indeed above issues* however interesting* are beyond 

the scope of this thesis* Thus* what then clearly emerges is 

the observation that the model of the multiple-objective 

evaluation system as developed in this chapter can be 

Introduced in a campus-based class-room* given certain basic 

attitudes are accepted by the academic community* firstly* 

in terms of transforming the traditional research base into 

that of the sponsored -research«cum«consultancy* and*
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secondly, in terms of Integrating the teaching activity with 

the demands of the above type of a research-cum-consultancy 

based evolved in an environmental context.

7,4 Conclusion

Thus, this chapter has basically dealt with the question 

of evolving of a model for the multiple objective evaluation 

system for a class-room based teaching effort* Towards this 

the chapter has heavily drawn from the educational experience 

gained by BITS in terms of its recently introduced M.E. 

(collaborative) programmes. Finally, the chapter has also 

discussed the issues of educational and research organisation 

that should be emerging if the above mo< el of the multiple

objective education system were to be incorporated in the 

campus-based classroom teaching effort.
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chapter 8 

CONCLUSION

This Thesis has studied some aspects of the internal 

continuous evaluation system at the tertiary level. Towards 

this* the thesis has extensively drawn from the data-base as 

available through the on-going educational operations at 

BITS* Pllanl* Below are summarised some of the main observations 

or conclusions emerging from this study*

Various facets of the internal evaluation system 

investigated in this thesis include the study of the teaches*’ 

perception of the objectives of education as also of the 

objectives* techniques and nature of examinations* This 

investigation was carried out with the help of the survey 

method by administering questionnaires to the Institute 

faculty. Thus* While SI faculty members drawn from the entire 

spectrum of engineering* science and humanities disciplines 

answered the questionnaire on the objectives of education* 

as many as 72 responded to the questionnaire on the objectives* 

techniques and nature of examinations*

From the analysis of th® above investigation it emerged 

that* on the whole* the teachers perceive the qualities or 

educational objectives that the education should pursue quite 

in isolation from the qualities that are needed in life* 

In specific terms the teacher responses to the question ‘what 

qualities life needs most9 showed poor correlation with the 

teachers responses to the question 9what education should 

achieve9* Further* the teacher responses to the question
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•what qualities life needs most* also showed poor correlation 

with their responses to the questions ’what qualities 

education can achieve’ and ’what qualities education has 

achieved•« However, the teacher responses to the questions 

’what qualities education should achieve’, ’what qualities 

education can achieve’and ’what qualities education has 

achieved’ showed high to moderate correlations between 

themselves,

coming to the objectives of examinations, as far as the 

evaluation components of quizzes, tests and comprehensives 

are concerned, it was observed that they are normally designed 

around the lower order skills as represented through the 

cognitive domain of objectives. Further, the investigation also 

noted that the majority of the teacher sample studied thought 

that the higher order skills like leadership, co-operation, 

sense of responsibility, decision-making, etc, could be assessed 

through classroom based evaluation. Towards this, the evaluation 

components of home-projects, home-assignments and project- 

work were observed to be most popular with teachers,

Ab regards the techniques of examinations, it emerged 

that the majority of teachers from the sample studied 

Incorporated one or other evaluation component in addition to 

those of quizzes, tests and comp rehens ives. The most popular 
% 

evaluation component in this context was observed to be that 

of the project work, followed by the evaluation components of 

home-assignments and lab-work and seminar.



Coming to tha nature of examinations* it was observed 

that it is ’all or mostly closed-book* type examinations that 

constitute between 66-72% of the total sanple sizes studied in 

this context for the evaluation components of quizzes* tests 

and comprehensives; the remaining percentage being accounted 

for by the ‘mostly open-book’ type examinations along with 

the ‘mixed* type examinations# Further* it also emerged that 

while quizzes consist mainly of objective and short-answer type 

questions* the tests and comprehensives include mainly short 

answer and long answer type questions*

Next* the thesis has concerned itself with the reliability 

analysis for the examinations under the internal continuous 

evaluation system using the AOV approach* Towards this* the 

thesis in detail analysed 19 selected courses from the semester

wise offerings at BITS* Understandably* these courses were 

drawn from the entire spectrum of engineering* science and 

humanities disciplines and represented all the levels of the 

system of higher education* Thus* in this context* the thesis 

studied in all 83 examinations* consisting of 7 quizzes* 52 

tests and 24 comprehensives* In specific terms* the reliability 

co-efficients for the above examinations were analysed in terms 

of various parameters such as the number of questions in an 

examination* number of students in an examination* duration of 

the examination* level of the course* discipline of the course* 

type of the examination (i*e* long-answer* short-answer*etc*)* 

category of the courses in terms of core course or professional 

course and* finally* the aspect of choice in an examination*
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Thus* it was observed that larger the number of questions 

in an examination* greater the possibility of its reliability 

being higher* The examination reliability was also found to 

get influenced by the number of students in an examination in 

a manner that larger the number* greater the possibility of the 

reliability being more* But then* interestingly* it was also 

observed that invariably the examinations with larger number 

of students were also characterized by larger number of questions 

coming to the examination duration* it was noted that normally 

the examinations with longer durations demonstrated higher 

reliability* Further* such examinations were also found to have 

larger number of questions*

As regards the parameter of the level of the course* 

it was observed that* normally the average reliability of an 

examination decreased as one moved from courses at the X and 

XI year levels to the courses at the IV and V year levels* 

Hore also it was noted that* on an average* the examinations 

for the courses at the lower level had more number of questions 

than that for the examinations for the courses at tit higher 

level* Coming to the discipline of the course* for the sample 

studied* the examinations for the courses from science* 

humanities and management disciplines demonstrated better 

average reliability as compared to that for the examinations 

for the courses from the engineering discipline* In this context* 

also* it may be mentioned that*normally* the examinations from 

science and management courses were found to incorporate more 

number of questions than that for the examinations from the 

humanities and engineering disciplines* in that order*
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Coming to the parameter of the type of examination* it 

was obsexved tnat examinations with short answer type questions 

normally de»nonstrated better average reliability than that 

fox' the examinations with the long answer type questions* In 

this context* too* it was noted that* on an average* examinations 

with short answer type questions are also characterised by a 

larger number of questions* As regards to the category of the 

course* it was noted that the examinations from the core 

level courses demonstrated higher average reliability than 

that for the examinations for the professional level courses* 

Here* too* it was observed that* normally* the examinations 

for the core courses are characterised by higher number of 

qucotiona than that for the examinations for the professional 

level courses* Finally* as the sample of-tho number 

examinations with choice was too small* no specific relation* 

ship emerged vis-a-vis the reliability and the choice in the 

examination except the observation that the faculty* on the 

whole* does not saem to encourage the practice of giving choice 

in th© examination*

Thus* seen from every possible angle* it emerged that* 

on the whole* higher the number of questions in an examination* 

greater the possibility of its reliability being more*

Farther* in terms of the data-base as available from the 

selected courses* the thesis also studied 303 evaluation- 

component-pairs for their inter-correlations. These evaluation 

components consisted of a wide spectrum of types of oxaminations 

such as class*room quizzes* laboratory quisles* laboratory-work- 
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projects* class-room project reports# home-assignments, seminars# 

tests* comprehensives* etc.

Prom the above investigation* it was observed that over 

98% of the evaluation-component-pairs demonstrated positive 

correlations. In specific terms* as many es 81.85% of the total 

evaluation-component-pairs studied had correlations between the 

levels positive moderate to positive low. Thus* the percentage 

of the evaluation-component-paira having positive moderate 

correlations was found to be 48.85%.

Finally* consistent with the constraint on the availability 

of the data* as many as 17 courses out of the 19 selected were 

studied for the course reliability. All these courses except 

one,demonstrated course reliabilities over 0.7* the course 

reliability for the remaining course being as high as 0.66. Thus* 

on the whole* the courses were observed to have satisfactory 

reliability co-efficients. 
/

Another important aspect that the thesis has pursued in 

the context of the study of the internal continuous evaluation 

system pertains to the validity of examinations with specific 

reference to the criterion-related validity. For this purpose* 

the thesis selected the samples as emerging from the 1976 input 

to BITS of 310 students and 1977 input of 316 students. In 

specific terms* using the examination records for the above 

batches as the data-base* the thesis investigated the predictive 

validity for the student performance in 'higher secondary1 as 

also for the student performances in the courses of ’concepts 

in science' and ’Modern Physics’* the various other appropriately
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•elected student performance measuring indices as available 

through the internal continuous evaluation system as at BITS 

playing the role of criteria*

Thus* assuming a temporal invariance in the character 

of the two batches of 1976 and 1977* it was observed that on 

the whole* whatever may * normally* be the criterion* the 

performance in Modern Physics showed itself to be a far better 

predictor than the performance in Concepts in science and also 

the Higher Secondary performance; and* when forced to discri

minate further* the performance in Concepts in Science* though 

by itself a poor predictor* was found to be a slightly better 

predictor than the performance in Higher Secondary*

Further* while on the whole the Modern Physics performance 

was found to be a better predictor* within the groups of 

disciplines it was noted to be more suitable as a predictor 

for Science group of students than for the students from the 

Applied Science & Technique Oriented disciplines* than for 

Engineering group of students* than for the Management group 

of students* in than order* And* within the Science group* the 

Modern Physics performance as a predictor was observed to be 

more suitable for disciplines of Mathematics and Physics than 

for the disciplines of Biology and Chemistry*

Against the above* for the engineering group of 

disciplines* the Modern Physics performance was found to be 

more suitable as predictor, for the discipline of Electrical 

& electronics Engineering (bee), than for the discipline of 

Civil Engineering*than for the discipline of Chemical
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Engineering, than for the discipline of Mechanical Engineering, 

in that order * As regards to the group of Applied Science & 

Technique Oriented disciplines, the Modern Physics as predictor
/SWenIS -from 

was observed to be more suitable for the students from theA 

discipline of Instrumentation, than for the students from 

Pharmacy discipline, in that order,

Further, grade point average (GPA) in Physics course > 

and CGPA (Cumulative Grade Point Average in each discipline) 

emerged as the best criteria against the Modern Physics as 

predictor for each of the discipline or the groups of disciplines 

scanning the entire spectrum from •Sciences1 to •Engineering* 

to Applied science A Technique Oriented disciplines*•

Finally, coming to the study of the concurrent validity, 

it was observed that for all sanplea, except in the case of 

the sample for mechanical engineering students, the correlations 

between the performances pertaining to the GPA in ENGG courses 

and GPA In their own discipline courses as also the correla

tions between the performances pertaining to the GPA in engg 

courses and CGPA in their individual programmes showed 

correlations levels between moderate to high*

Thus, in summary! through the above stated validity 

analysis the thesis has evolved a detailed methodology for 

the criterion-related-validity study under the internal 

continuous evaluation system at the tertiary level#

Apart from the reliability and the validity analysis 

for the canpus based class-room examinations, the thesis also
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Investigated the evaluation system for the Practice School(PS) 

system of education* As bits* Pilani has implemented this 

scheme of education leading to the institutionalization of 

the linkages between the professional world and the academic 

world* naturally* its (Institute's) corresponding educational 

operations provided a meaningful data-base for such a study* 

In specific terms* the evaluation data as available from the 

two PS-II sessions at Nagda PS centre for the X semester 

1976-77 and the I semester 1977-78 was used in the above 

context*

Thus* it was observed that the PS evaluation* which 

is multiple-objective in its character* is a peculiar 

combination of the traditional evaluation components as 

adapted in the campus-based university system and the on

going personnel appraisal practices in the industrial/ 

professional set-ups* Further* from the analysis of the PS 

evaluation data-base as available from the Hagda PS centre* 

it was noted that the evaluation component of quiz* as 
■ 

implemented under the PS surroundings* demonstrated lower 

reliability than that for the evaluation component of viva 

when similarly conducted under the PS set-up*

Further* within the framework of the sample studied* it 

was observed that the PS evaluation components of seminar* 

group-discussions and project*report demonstrated a falily 

satisfactory examiner reliability* However* the PS evaluation 

component of 'observation* was found to have a very poor 

examiner reliability*
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Coming to the study of the course reliability for the 

PS, both the PS-II sessions demonstrated high course reliability 

Further, for the samples studied, all the inter-correlations 

between various PS evaluation components were observed to|be 

positive. More specifically, the evaluation-component pair of 

the seminar and the group-dis cuss ion demonstrated the best 

correlation, while, on the whole, the evaluation components 

of the ’diary* showed very poor correlations with all other 

components of evaluation* Finally, the thesis, also investigated 

content validity of the PS evaluation, which was observed to 

be satisfactory,

m the end, as a natural corollary to the analysis of 

the PS evaluation, the thesis studied the question as to how the 

multiple-objective assessment characterized by the higher order 

skills can be implemented in a class-room based situations. 

Towards this, thesis has devolved a model of the class-room 

based multiple-objective evaluation based on the theme of 

♦transfer of learning’*

In specific terms, this model building excercise has 

heavily drawn from the educational-organisation-based concepts 

corresponding to the Master of Engineering (Collaborative) 

programmes, th*t follow as a natural outcome of the PS baaed 

organisation of a university system*

The above then ,1s a brief summary of the conclusions of 

the various investigations as carried through this thesis* 

Some interesting issues emerge from the studies conducted under 
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this thesis which could be further investigated in the 

futuristic context* For example, it will be interesting to 

determine the educational objectives that a system of higher 

education may be expected to pursue consistent with its social 

co-ordinates* Similarly, for examinations that showed poor 

inter-correlations, it should be worthwhile to investigate 

the factors behind the same so that the necessary improvements 

in the context can be brought out*

Another aspect that can be pursued In the futuristic 

context con be the content validation studies for the campus 

based class-room courses* Further, the question of the 

examiner reliability can also be studied for the campus-based 

class-room courses* As regards to the criterion-related 

validity studies, using the technique presented in this thesis, 

the same can now be carried out for a large number of 

examinations under different courses* Coming to thePS 

evaluation, reliability and the validity studies for the same, 

using the techniques developed in the thesis, can be conducted, 

for a larger sample so as to be able to seek necessary 

generalisations* It goes without saying that such investigations 

of the examinations would in the end analysis go a long way 

towards strengthening the system performance and thus in turn 

bring out further strengthening of educational details*

Further, it would also be interesting to study as to 

what campus-based educatlon-cum»research-organisation can 

make it possible to bring in the multiple-objective assessment
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also be worthwhile to apply the reliability techniques to 

the examinations as coming under the courses for the M*E* 

(collaborative) programmes*

Finally* for the above to be feasible* it will be 

extremely important to initiate a kind of an educational 

research cell within each of the universities* In^spite of 

the acceptance of the importance of such kind of studies* 

unfortunately* much is still desired in the above context 

even in case of the best of the universities* This* then* 

is a case for one to start such research efforts* as it is 

through this alone that the much needed improvements can come 

in the examinations at the tertiary level* which in turn 

would strengthen the design as also the delivery of the 

contents of the courses* and hence programmes* as under the 

system of higher education*
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Appendix ft 
June*80

Questlonnalrdfor finding out the Objectives of Education i*

Name of the teacher

Courses taken in the 
recent past ... ... .........

Following list contains some of the qualities 

which are 'desired to be common among most adult situations. 

They are believed to be essential for living. How would 

you rate these qualities ? Indicate your opinion as to 

which of the qualities should be achieved by university 

education. What qualities can be achieved by education 

system like BITS and finally which of the qualities you 

have been able to achieve in your course/courses ?

$d/~
(ANITA MISRA) 

Research Student 
R & C Division 

BITS, Pilani



Qualities Qualities Qualities R
s.
NO.

Desired
Qualities

Desira
bility 
Rating

that sho
uld be 
achieved

that can 
be achie
ved

that you 
have been 
able to

E 
M 
A

by educa- achieve R
tlon. K

S

1. Perception

2. Analysis

3. Diagnosis

4. Problem solving

5. Judgement

6. communication

7. Understanding

8. Sympathy

9. Tolerance

10. Sense of 
responsibility

11. Leadership

12. Decision making

13. Coping with 
frustration

14. Knowledge

15. Self reliance

16 • Creativeness

17. Confidence In 
one*s own abili- 
ties*________ _______ ________ ___ ___  ■ _ ...... ....... -----

18. sense of Humour ___

19. Ability to mix
WOll ---- -- ........ -------------------------------  -- -------------- -—an.. -r- ./ - -. ■ ■  -

20. wide Interest
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21. Independence

Qualities Qualities Qualities R
S« Desired 
~ Qualities wo.

Desira- that 8ho~ 

satina achieved

that can 
be achie
ved

that you 
have been 
able to

£
M 
ARating by educa_ achieve R

tion K
S

22• Honesty

23. Ambition

24. common sense

25. logical thought

26. Any other 
(specify)
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Appendix £

guestionnaigtHfor finding out theOblectlvee, Technlquea and 
Mature of Exaninationg at BITS

June*80

Respected Sir/Madam*

X am conducting thia survey to find out about the 

objectives* techniques and nature of evaluation in the 

examinations at BITS for my doctoral works I shall be 

grateful if you could please fillup the enclosed questio

nnaire and send it back to me as soon as convenient* In 

filling up the questionnaire please refer to a particular 

course which you have taken in recent past* Please give 

the name of the course at the appropriate place on this 

page*

with regards*

Yours sincerely* 
Sd/- 

(ANITA MISRA)

Please return the completed questionnaire including 
this page to -

MiSS ANITA MISRA 
Research student 
R & C Division 
BITS* Pllani-333031
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This questionnaire has three partsi

Part A Objectives of evaluation

Part 0

Part C

Techniques of evaluation

Mature of examinations

Your name please .  .. ..

Title of the course , .

Name of the Instructor 
Incharge ....................... .... _ . .............. . .

course dumber ..... ,................................ .....

S ernes ter/Year ......... ..... ........................ , , ,

units , ,

Approximate number of .... ___ . . .. . .
students in the whole 
course

Part A t Objectives pf evaluation

Q« 1 we have listed below some of the objectives of 

evaluation• in your opinion# which of the objectives 

are being achieved with respect to the course you have 

conducted ? Please indicate the weightage assigned to 

these objectives* 

(For explannatory notes see below)
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8 .IJO. Objective Quisles Tests
Compre
hensive Others*

1 Knowledge

II Comprehension

III Application

IV Analysis

V Synthesis

VI Evaluation >

Explannatory notes for Question It 

♦Others - This includes components like home assignment, 
seminar, viva, group discussion, project report etc.

I Knowledge

Knowledge includes those test situations which 

emphasise the remembering either by recognition or recall. 

In the learning situation the student is expected to store 

in his mind certain information, and behaviour expected 

later is the remembering of this information. Knowledge 

includes several sub»categories such as knowledge of 

terminology, knowledge of specific facts (dates, events, 

persons, places etc.), knowledge of classification and 

categories, knowledge of methodology (methods of inquiry, 

techniques and procedures), knowledge of principles, 

theories and so on.
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IX Comprehcnsion

Comprehension refers to the type of understanding 

so that the individual knows what is being communicated 

and can make use of the comfrunicat ion or idea without 

necessarily relating it to the other material or seeing 

its fullest implications. Categories Included in the 

comprehension are s-

(a) Translation a- It is the ability to change the 

communication in his mind in parallel form, e.g. ability 

to translate mathematical verbal statements into symbolic 

form and vice-versa.

(b) Interpretation>- Whereas translation involves an 

objective part for rendering or communication, interpre

tation involves a reordering, rearrangement or a new view 

of the material.

(c) Extrapolation i- The ability to make simple extensions 

beyond what is given in the communication itself is called 

extrapolation, e.g, extension of some trends or tendencies 

beyond the given data.

Ill Application i*

If testing situations are to involve application, 

they must either be situations new to student or situations 

containing new elements as compared to the situation in 

which particular abstract was learnt. If the test situations 

are similar in which abstraction was learnt, then it would
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not be called ‘application*. It would simply be *recell* 

or ‘knowledge** Ideally in ‘application* we should seek a 

problem which will test the extent to which individual has 

learnt to apply the abstraction* e.g. application of techni

cal principles* ideas and theories which must be remembered 

and applied*

IV Analysis

Analysis Includes breakdown of a communication into 

its constituent elements or parts and detection of the 

relationships of the parts and the way they are organised* 

tome of the important classes of the analysis ares*

(a) Analysis of elements in communication* e*g* analysis 

of data.

(b) Analysis of relationships e*g* ability to understand 

the connections and interactions between elements and parts 

of a communication*

V synthesis

Synthesis includes putting together elements ami 

parts so as to form a whol. In other words it includes 

planning of some idee* in synthesis student must draw 

upon elements from many sources and put them together into 

a structure or pattern not clearly seen there before* 

e*g* production of a unique communication/writing*
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VI Evaluation

evaluation Involves making judgements either 

qualitative or quantitative e,g, ability to make comparisons*

C, 2 Apart from the above objectives, do you think some 

other qualities like leadership, sense of responsibility, 

decision-making, co-operation etc, can be measured by 

class-room evaluation ?

Yes wo

Q, 3 If your answer to the above question is yes, what 

techniques of evaluation would you include in evaluation 

in order to achieve them ?

^art B - Techniques of evaluation

Q, 1 How many quisles and tests do you conduct in the 

course in a semester ?

r 
! Component T 

X
NO, Of J
Components X

— ------f
weightage J

.......— - - * -.. . - ......... —»A J ..... ™ "—t
X
1 Quisles X

I X
1

X 
x

X. ,JL. a-- -...—..... « ......-*ji A
I Teste I I X
JL Ii ---  ----— . -----1 . - ■ ........... .... 41 A A
I 
1 cof^prehensive I 

,1
1

.. .................. L
I

______ -J
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Q*2 Apart from quizzes and tests what other Instruments 

of evaluation da you Incorporate in the evaluation ? (Please 

Indicate weightage}

I Home Y ( I
1 As signal Lab I Project!
1 me nt J work I work I

(Group |
। dis- { Any 

Viva J Seminar ; cuss ion J other Kone I 
-----—4

X 
____ x

□. 3 Please identify and explain the objectives of the 

evaluation method referred to in Q«2«

o —■*•••• 0 —— 0 «•«•«*«• 0 «*«*«■•*

part.C - Nature of Examinations

Q*1 khat type of examinations do you give as far as 

•open book* and •closed book1 examinations are concerned ?

Components

Type of Qulazes Tests Compre- 
examlna- h^nsive 
tian

All/mostly

All partly 
Op«n/Clo*«d
.M----------
All/mostly 
Closed cook
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Q. 2 Do you give choice of questions or marks in the

examinations ?

Compo- 
neats

Choice
Quizzes Teats Comprehensive

Include 
choice

Do not include 
choice

3 What Is your opinion about giving choice in 

examinations ?

Components
Oulazes Teats Comprehensive

Cpticne

should include 
choice

Should not
Include choice

May or May not 
Include choice
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0* 4 What type of questions do you Include in the 

question papers 7 Please indicate weightage against each 

type of questions*

Compo
nents

quizzes Tests
Type of 
questions

Comprehensive

Objective type

Short answer 
descriptive

Short answer 
problem solving

Long answer 
descriptive

Long answer 
problem solving

Any other (Please 
s pacify)
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appendix *c*
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EVALUATION KHEMK FUR PfUCTIC SCHOOL -11
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1.1 With which ho b elrasdy 

f MD ilia?
1.1 Newly intcoduoed M 

’ Practice School

1J Depth of Knowledge___

8 1 1 8 | 
1

9 1

18

r .. i

Lf

4

t I I 1 1

1 Application of Principle
1.1 In • given eiUieUon

6
1 i i

__ ?

I InUTec^ei Ability
1.1 To comprehend * act in 

new eftuaUone

IB To follow logical path in 
problem edlelng

1 i t [• I
4

•I I •1 8

4. OeeUran—« it Originality 
At Oonooivlog now end 

anneuel less*
At BoggeeUng Practical and 

Good Bolutfone

i : i 1 2 1

«5 1 8 t
I Profeaolonal Judgement* 

Deoiafon Malling ALiUty

g.l la eraiaeUag altar— 
hatlyea.

1 , 
’’ '

i ■
!- ‘ i f ' : ■ ’ 8 «

S

& InUrdU-lptlnary Apprcxh 
8.1 Broad-baaod Knowledge
AS In problem Bol ri ng 

el Coalton

1 i 1

1

I 3

8■ 1 8

I 8kl!<» for Data Handling
II Underatandlng of •'• a 

gaihsdng/pmcaalng 
leohnlqnoe

7 J holoe of HeMurement 
tool*

f J Billie for hardwarw 
faBpJmneaUUo*

• 1 I 1

•
1 r 11 9

1 • 1 i

*■ DoonmeeUMom
Ai lUriaw of IftwraWre
U Ov^edateg 4* MafoH*!

i 9. i

V1. 1 1 1
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1___________ ^VALUATION MUMM
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9. BalLIUprweion
• I Conveying Wees clearly
9.1 Delivery 4 style of 

preeentatioa
9.1 Language

9.4 Biaekboard presentation

9.5 Plal/ortn manners

g.B Introducing 4 ending of the 
presentation

1 1

IC

[ ’

* 1 4

1 1

t
■ r-

1 1

• 1 1
t

10. InitUUve
10 1 In taking lead In problem 

solving situations.
2 I a

4

IL Fk'lLRHMnce
11.1 Confidence in ona'a own 

abilities

r—n
3 3

3
12. Co-operation i

11 1 With group/Instructor * 
organisation _ _____ 2

I 8
3

13. Leadership
IS. 1 Organising the efforts of 

the group

13.2 Moderating dlacuvalona

IS.3 Inspiring the group members

i

■ 3 i ■

7
1 1 8 3

• . 1

14. Industry ;
H. 1 Making forrvfhl efforts to 

know more
141 Desire to exceed mlnltauu 

effort ox pre tat Ion

! I 1

. 92 1

IQ, Sense of RrayoneMiiy
10. i Reliability In meeting 

problem objectives
18.8 Planning & meeting deadlines

>0.3 Punctuality

1 1

8
1 1 2

i 1 1 1

10 jfcrclal Sense
10 1 Ability to create good impre: 

aelon end to act accordingly ।

2 1 S

a

TOTAL
a 7 a 1 “I 4 4 1 a s a 0 3 11 0 3 16 6

106ii B so 10 S3 18 a

DtU t

feignaiure of Tnstruotor-in-oharge
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A Typical PS-1 Evaluation Scheme aa Implewntad 
at Khetri in Summer, 1973.

Evaluation Scheme Marks

1* Assignments given in terms of ‘Exercises' were 
evaluated in the following manners

(a) Report Writing (1) Exercises 1 to 4 of the 
orientation type spread over 
total duration of 20 days* 
Evaluation on group basis* 20

(11) Exercises from 5 to 10* Here 
ideas are of importance* Total 
duration 15 days* Evaluated 
on individual basis* 15

(b) Diary* Every student was required to keep a diary 
which consisted of day to day observations* 05

2* Oral presentation of Group Reports* The exercise work 
tackled in groups* Each group had a leader who had 
total responsibility of the assignment* It is the 
leader who also had the responsibility of presenting 
the 'Exercise1* During the entire summer term one 
student gets about four chancesto present oral 
reports• 10

3* Participation* Every student's participation in his 
own group's work as well as in the activities of 
other groups was judged* 20

4* Personal Characteristics* During the discussions which 
could be arranged for an hour almost daily every 
student was evaluated for the following characteristics*

(a) Leadership (b) Sense of reponsibility
(c) Cooperation (d) Initiative
(e) Regularity and progress of the group 15

5* Quizzes and short Reports* In two months about 2 
quizzes and 7 short reports were written based on 
visits to various departments of the organisation* 15

TOTAL MARKS 100
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APPENDIX E

A Typical PS-1 Evaluation Scheme as Implemented 
at Khetrl during summer 1974*

revaluation Scheme Marks

1, Quin on •Know your Organisation* 10

2. Quin on Gap Lectures 10

3* Assignment Evaluation (Except for the last assignment)

(i) Knowledge and application of scientific fundamentals 12
(ii) Knowledge of technological operations 12

(iii) Oral Presentation 10
(a) self-expression
(b) Material organisation 
(c) Black-board presentation 
(d) Participation 
(e) Platform manner

(iv) Written Presentation 12

(a) Presentation scheme
(b) Preciseness
(c) Logical development of argument 
(d) Force of expression

(v) Sense of responsibility 03

(vl) Initiative 03

(vil) co-operation 03

(viil) Leadership quality 03

(lx) Industry 02

4, Open-ended project# Final assignment evaluated 
for * Ideas• 10

5# Diary* Student Is required to keep a diary which 
Incorporates his day to day observations 10

Total Marks 100
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APPENDIX F

Practice-II Evaluation Schama as Implemented during 1973-7S 

I*  weightage

* Oral Presentation will be judged in respect oft
(1) self-expression* (11) Material organisation*(ill) Black
board organisation* (iv) Technical quality of answers*
(v) Participation* (vl) Platform manners*

written presentation will be judged in respect oft
(1) Presentation scheme* (ii) Preciseness
(ill) Logical development of argument* (iv) Force of expression*

(1) Know your factory (Orientation) 5%
(ii) Gap Lectures 5%

(ill) Projects (to be equally weighted) 90%

II*  Evaluation Scheme

(a) Know your factdry and gap lectures will be 
evaluated through quis/vlva*

(b) Each project will be evaluated once/twice during 
the course of the project and at the end of the 
project in respect of the following items with 
weightages Indicated against each*

1*  (1) Knowledge and application of engineering
fundamentals 10

(ii) Engineering judgement and decision making 10
(ill) Leadership 04
(iv) co-operation 04

(v) sense of responsibility 04
(vi) Initiative 04

(vil) Industry 04

2* Quls/vlva conducted during the course of the project 10

3* Oral Presentation* of the Progress Report during 
the course of the project. 10

4* (1) Written Presentation** 20
(11) Conclusions and recommendations 10

(ill) Final oral presentation 10
Total 100
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APPEHD23C 0

RATING SHEET

PRACTICE COURSE 

(To be filled in triplicate- One copy to be retained at Practice 
station and remaining two to be returned to Practice : chool Division 
Office along with student grade)

Name ID No- Year Semester ,, .
Practice Station ... „ Degree Discipline ...

Please rate the student by tick mark ( ) in the appropriate column.

Personality Traits Excellent Good Average Poor V.Poor
1- Knowledge and Application

of Fundamental Principles
2- Intellectual Ability
3# Creativity and Art of 

Guestimation
4# Professional judgement
S# Problem Solving Ability
6# Decision-making Ability
7# Ability to Oormunicate
8* Initiative and Self-reliance
9- Team work
10•Leadership
11 .Punctuality and Ability to 

Moot Deadlines
12 •Sense of Responsibility

and Common Sense _____ .

Please check traits which best describe personality
Confident Should be Pleasant Should be Should be
Poised & less curious & friendlier Likeable more 
Curteous aggressive forceful with group aggressive
Indicate work for ^hich he is best suited* Check only one or 
Indicate order of choice.
ziesearch Development ............  Teaching ..... ... Design
Production . sales & Marketing ,  .... Finance ..  EDP .
scientist , . . Journalist other ...  , .....

If necessary* you may elaborate on youx reasons for above ratings 
and add any further comments you may have# Use the back of this 
sheet# if needed#

Grade Obtained at Practice Course

Signature of Instructor* 
in-charge

Date ***** 
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H 

— CL.XUSE 22 * 2

In all practice school courses also the continuous 

evaluation enunciated in clause 13 of Picadeinic Regulations 

will be followed* .since the educational processes In the 

practice school courses seek out and focus attention on 

many latent attributes which do not surface in tho normal 

classroom situ tion, the process of evaluation in the 

practice school courses should be designed with care so 

tht information on a continuous basis on the following 

attributes becomes available! intellectual ability; team 

work; leadership; initiative; personality; professional 

judgement; common sense; problem solving ability; sense 

of responsibility; decision making ability; art of 

guestimation; punctuality; ability to meet deadlines; 

ability to communicate through oral and written presentations 

etc* Each such student may also be given a statement 

describing qualitatively the degree to which these attributes 

have been demonstrated by him in the course*
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fVPPE_NT>IX. I

C'J ?™gr<m & C^y^o-» CoeJ^denS

// JOS T ANITA
// FOR 
*L1ST SOURCE PROGRAM 
*I0CS(2501 READER,1403 PRINTER) 
*ONF WORD INTEGERS 
C 
C 
C---------PROGRAM FOR CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
C-------- THIS PROGRAM ALSO GIVES F AND T V. LUES 1
C—-—CORRELAT ION NUMBERS PRINTED IN MATRIX FORM BETWEEN TESTS 
C 
c

REALMQ(IO)
COMMON XM(400,10),C(10,10) ,T(10,10),P(10,10),PM(10),SM(10),CM(1 J) 

C 
C 
C—----- READ DATA 
C---- — NC = NUMBER OF STUDENTS
C —---- NT = NUMBER OF TESTS
C——pm(j) = maximum marks in j th question 
C--------- XM(I,J ) = MARKS SCORED BY I TH STUDENT IM J TH TEST 
C 
C

READ(8,20)NC,NT 
WRITE(5,20) NC,NT 
CN=NC 
ACN = lo/ (CWCN-ic ) ) 
TN = NT 
READ(8,21)(PM(J),J=1,NT) 
WR ITE(5,21) (PM(J),J = 1,NT) 
CO 1 J=1,NT 
SM(J)=0 
PM(J)=1OOo/PM(J ) 
CM(J)=□ 

1 CONTINUE
WRITF(E,2?) 
CO 31=1,NC 
READ(8,50) M,(MQ(J),j=l,NT) 
WRlTE(f,22) I, (MQ(J),J=1,NT) 
DO 2 J=1,NT 
XM(I,J)=MQ(J) 
XM(I,J)=XM(I,J)*PM(J) 
SM(J)=SM( JHXMH, J) 
CM(J)=CM(J)+XM(I,J)**2 

2 CONTINUE 
•1 CONTINUE

GM = O 
DO 4 J=1,NT 
SM(J)=SM(J)/CN 
GM=GM+SM(J) 

'?• CONTINUE 
GM=GM/TN



WRITF(5,24)
CO 5 1=1,NC
WR ITE ( " , 22 ) I, ( XM ( I, J ), J = '., NT )
CO 5 J=1,NT
XM(I, J)=XM(I,J)-SM(J)

’ CONTINUE
WR ITE(^,21)(SM(J),J = 1,NT)
WRIT (5,30)GM
WRITER,21)(CM ( J ),J = 1 ,NT)
CO 6 M=1,NT
CC 6 N=1,NT
T(M,N)=0

6 P(M,C)=O
CC 7 1=1,NC
CO 7 M=1,NT
DO 7 N=M,NT
P(M,N)=XM(I,M)*XM(I, ’)+P(M,N)

7 CONTINUE
CO A M=1,NT
DO 8 N=M,NT
A=P(M,M)*P(N,N)
A=SCRT(A)
C(M,N)=P(M,N)/A
C(N,M)=C(M,N)

8 CONTINUE
C CALCULATION OF F

VB = 0
vw=o
CO 9 M=1,NT
VW=VW+P(M,M)
S=SM(M)-GM
VB=S*S+VB

9 CONTINUE
VW = VW /(TN+CN-TN)
VB=CN*VB/(TN-lo)
F=VB/VW
WRITE(5,25)F

C CALCULATION OF T NUMBER
CC 11 M=1,NT
CO 1? N=M,NT
A=lo-C(M,N)«C(M,N)
IF(a)90,91,90

90 CONTINUE
A = 1 o / 6
£=£*(CN-2«)
A = SQRT(A )

91 CONTINUE
T(M,N)=A*C(M,N)
T(N,M)=T(M,N)

11 CONTINUE
WRITER,26)
CO 12 M=1,NT



12

13

20

22
50
23
24
25
24
27
28
29
30

40

41

Wp ITF ( ,2 ) (C ( M,K) ,N= , NT )
CCNTINUE
WRITER, 2?)
001 M=1,NT
WRITE(5,28)(T(M, ) ,N=1,NT)
CONTINUE
WRITH 5,29)
FORM 1(21 )
FORMAT(4F10o2)
FORMAT( I5,4F1%2)
FORM T( I5,4H>o2)
FORM T(15H ORIGINAL MARKS)
FORMAT(17H PERCENTAGE MARKS)
F0RMATU1H F NUMBER ,F2(.4)
FORMAT (1’H CORR COEFFICIENT)
F0RMATU4H T TEST VALUES)
F0RM<T(3X///10Ello2)
F0RMATC31H FINAL RESULT IS THREE BY EIGHT)
F0RM; T(12H GRANO MEAN , F20o2)
00401=1,NT
CC4CJ=I,NT
YZ=(P(I,I)+P(J,J))*ACN
YZ=SQRT(YZ)
T ( I , J ) = (SM(I)-SM(J) )/YZ
T(J,I)=T(I,J)
CONTINUE
00411=1,NT
WRITE(5,28)(T(I,J),J=1,NT)
CALL EXIT
ENC 

// XEQ
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I" J S 0^ Vcv\A6VrxC_t I Got ^clicwt U^u

mA COuASe fLeixc<UJ.b Kj

// JOB T
// FOR
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*ONE WORD INTEGERS
*IOCS ( 2SOI RE ,OER, 1-.-0 PR I i T R) 
C

* mIT^

C"“-----ANALYSIS GF VARIANCE PROGRAM FOR TEST RELIABILITY AND COURSE 
C—----- RELIABILITY " ’
C——REFERENCE THREE BY EIGHT
C--------- OUTPUT GIVES VARIOUS SUM OF SQUARES AND RELI BILTTY
C--------- RTT DENOTES RELIABILITY
C--------- VE AND VR DENOTE TOT .L AND ERROR V RLaNCF 
C

DIMENSION R ( 4CC ) , C ( 3': ) , QM ( 35 ) 
C 
r 
C------ RP/JC INITIAL DATA
C-------- M$ = NUMBER OF STUDENTS
C------— NQ = NUMBER OF GUI ST IONS
C 
C

REA0(3,l)NS,N0 
WRITE(5,11)NS,NQ 
SN-NS 
GN = NC 
SS=lo/(SN-lo) 
QQ=lc/(QN-lc) 
SN=lo/SN 
CN=lo/GN 
SCN=SN*QN 
SQ=SS*QQ 
x=o 
XR=OZ 
xc=o 
XRR=O 
XCC = O

1 F0RMAT(2I5) 
0021=1jNS 
R(I)=0

2 CONTINUE 
CO 3J=1»NQ 
C(J)=o

3 CONTINUE
CO "I = 1»NS

Q——-read data on marks
c——CM(J) = MARKS SCORED IN J TH QUESTION
C
C
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READ(5,4) (QM(J ), J=1,NQ)
WRITC(- ,17)1,(QM(J),J=1,NO)

4 FORMAT(5X,’Fio2)
CO 5 J=1,NQ
Y=QM(J)
R( I )=R(I)+Y 
C(J)=C(J)+Y 
X=X+Y*Y

5 CONTT’ UE
WRIT.: ( >,12)
WRITE( ,13)(C(J ),J = 1,NG )
WRITEU ,14)
DO 1^1=1,NS
WRITE(5,16)I,R( I )

15 CONTINUE
CO 6 1=1,NS 
Y = R(I )
XRR=XRR+Y*Y

6 XR=XR+Y
CO 7 1=1,NQ
Y = C(I )
XCC=XCC*Y*Y

7 XC=XC+Y
WRITE(5,3)XR,XC

6 F0RMAT(2?H ROW SUM AMD COLUMN SUM =,2F20o4) 
XRC=XR*XR*SQN
SDE=XRR*QN-XRC
SDI=XCC*SN-XRC 
TSS=X-XRC 
RSS=TSS-SDE-SO I 
VE=SDE*SS 
VR=RSS*SQ 
RTT=1CO-VR/VE
WRITE(5,9)S0E,SDI,TSS,RSS

9 F0RMZT(19H SDE SDI TSS RSS ,4F15<»6) 
WRITE(5,10)VE,VR,RTT

10 FORMAT(13H VE VR RTT ,3F20o6)
11 F0RM4TO6H NUMBER OF STUDENTS AND QUESTIONS ,2110)
12 FORMAT(12H COLUMN SUMS)
13 FORM/T(5X,4(10F10o3/))
14 FORMAT(9H ROW SUMS)
16 FORM’T( I10,F20o4)
17 FORM/T(I3,4(10F10o3/)) 

CALL EXIT
END

// XEC



// JOB T ;NIT/a
// FOR
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
* IOCS ( 2 5O1RE/’ DER, 14C3PRINTER ) 
C
C
C---------ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING
C——RELI BILITY OF EXAMINATIONS, WHERE CHOICE
C--------- OF QUESTIONS IS kULOWED 
C
C

DIMENSION R ( '>00 ) , C* ( ? ' ) ,QM(35)
READ(8,1)NS,NO,\QT
WRITE(*,11)NS,NG,NOT
SN=NS 
CN=NQ 
SS=1©/(SM-lo) 
CQ=lo/(CN-lo )
SN=lo/SN
QN=1©/GN 
SQN=SN*QN 
SQ=SS*CC 
x=o
XR=O 
XC=C 
XRR =
XCC=O

1 FORM, T (315 )
0021=1,NS 
R( I ) = U

2 CONTINUE
NQ=NQT 
CO 3J=1,NQ 
c(j)=a

3 CONTINUE 
DC 51=1,NS 
READ(8,4) (QM(J),J=1,NQ)
WRITE(5,17)I,(QM(J),J=I,NQ)

4 FORM T(5X,7F5«1) 
DO 5 J=1,NQ
Y=QM(J) 
R( I ) = R( I )+Y 
C(J)=C(J)+Y 
X=X+Y*Y

5 CONTINUE 
WRITE(',12) 
WRITE(6,)(C(J),J=1,NQ) 
WRIT,- (.5,14)
CO I' 1 = 1,NS
WR ITE(", ) I,R( I )

15 CONTINUE 
DO 6 1=1,NS



6

7

8

9

10
11
12
13
14
16i7

Y = R(I)
XRR=XRR+Y*Y
XR=XR+Y
DC 7 1=1,NG
Y=C(I)
XCC=XCC+Y*Y
XC=XC+Y
WR ITE(F,8)XR,XC
FORM. TO/H ROW SUM AND COLUMN SUM =,2F20o4)'
XRC=XR*XR*SQN
SCE=XRR*QN-XRC
SCI = O
TSS=X-XRC
RSS=TSS-SDE-SCI
VE=SDE*SS
VR=RSS*SO
RTT=:oO-VR/V.
WRITE( ,9)SOE,SOI,TSS,RSS
FGRM\T(19H SDE SOI TSS RSS ,4F15oS)
WRIT"(5,10)VE,VR,RTT
FORM T(13H Vt VR RTT ,3F20o6)
FORM TOSH NUMBER OF STUDENTS -.ND QUESTIONS' ,LI1J)
FORM T(12H COLUMN SUMS)
FORM -.TOX, H10F10o3/) )
FORM T(9H ROW SUMS)
F0RMATO10, F20o4)
FORM T( I5,4(10F10o3/) )
C/5LL EXIT
END

// XEC
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// joe t
// for'
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
* ICCS(2501READER,1403PRINTER )
C 
c
C----------PROGRAM FOR ANALYSIS OF PS II EVALUATION 
C----------BASED On STUDENTS’ FEED BACK
C 
C

DIMENSION JM(36,J38),Mj(?t13B)tX(?) 
M=3r>
NC=138
MQ=7
FM=100c/36o
DOI 1=1,NO 
DOIJ=l,MO 
MJ( J,I)=0 

1 CONTINUE
0051=1,NI
READ(8,2) IS,IN, ID,(JM(I,J),J=i,64) 
READ(8,3)(JM(I,J),J=65,NQ)
WRITE(E,4)IS,IN,ID,(JM(I,J),j=i,NQ)

2 FORMAT(212,32 II,12,513,2711)
3 FORMAT(5X,7411)
4 FORMAT(313,3113,/,150,515,/,?(112,3413/)) 
5 CONTINUE

D07J=l»NI 
NA = 1 
NB=31 
0071R=l,2 
D06IN=NA,N8 
I=JM(J,IN)+1
MJ(I,IN)=MJ(I,IN)+1

6 CONTINUE 
NA = 38

. NB=NQ
7 CONTINUE 

0091=1,NQ 
D08J=1jMQ 
Y=MJ(J,I)

A X(J)=Y*FM
WRITE(5,10)I,(MJ(J,I),J=1,MQ) 
WRITE(5>11)(X(J),J=1,MQ)

10 FORMAT(15,7110)
11 FORMAT(F15o2,6F10o2/)

9 CONTINUE 
CALL EXIT 
END

// XEC

ANITA
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